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REAUTHORIZATION OF PART II OF THE INDI-
VIDUALS WITH DISABILITIES EDUCATION
ACT

FRIDAY, MARCH 15, 1991

U.S. SENATE,
SURCOMWITEE ON DISABILITY POLICY,

OF THE COMMITTEE ON LAB1R AND HUMAN RESOURCES,
Washington, 1X.1.

The subcommittee met, pursuant 1...) nntice, at 9:33 a.m., in room
SD-430, Dirksen Se late Office Building, Senator Tom Harkin
(chairman of the subcomr .ttee) presiding.

Present: Senators Harkin, Simon, and Durenberger.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR HARKIN

Senator HARKIN. The Subcommittee on Disability Policy will
come to order.

The Subcommittee on Disability Policy is meeting today to con-
sider the reauthorization of Part H, Early intervention services for
infants and toddlers, and to review section 619, the preschool
grants program of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act.

Before we begin this review, I would like to note that this past
year was one of the most exciting years of my life. I had the honor
of sponsoring the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADM. This was
a profoundly moving experience for me and one that I will never
forget.

Some of you may know that I dedicated the ADA to the next
generation of children with disabilities and their parents.

But without appropriate intervention, preschool and special edu-
cation services provided under the Individuals with Disabilities
Education Act, the promise of ADA cannot be kept. Public Law 99-
457 has created a new framework for the delivery of services. The
statute declares that it is the policy of the United States to assist
the States to develop and implement a statewide, comprehensive,
coordinated, multidisciplinary Interagency program of early inter-
vention services for infants and toddlers with disabilities and their
families. This legislation has been referred to as the most impor-
tant children's disability legislation of the decade, and I agree with
that.

The programs created under this act provide early intervention
and prevention services at the cutting edge, and more importantly,
they maintain a focus on the family. Better yet, it is already clear

11
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that these programs will be cost-beneficial at a time when we are
struggling with problems of limited resources and inadequate care.

So it is no surprise that when the Committee for Economic De-
velopment, a group of 250 of our leading executives and educators,
identified their top priority for this Nation's economic future, they
recommended a major improvement n child development and edu-
cation.

Their report, "The Unfinished Agenda: A New Vision for Child
Development and Education", recommends beginning with good
prenatal care, good nutrition and other preventive services, and
emphasizes the importance of early childhood education to meet
children's developmental needs,

How wonderful that they too focus on the need for family-cen-
tered and coordinated Interagency programs. My reading of the
testimony suggests that, yes, there are difficulties; yes, there are
challenges for State and Federal agencies to develop coordinated
policies; and yes, there are new relationships which need to be es-
tablished between health, social and education agencies and the
famil ies.

Change is always challengingbut far more importantly, it is
working. And I think it is the most exciting thing that we have in
the country today to deliver services to children and their families.

In considering this legislation for reauthorization, I'll be guided
by a number of principles. First, any State which truly wants to
participate in Part H should be given the opportunity to do so. We
must find a way to recognize current fiscal realities while at the
same time rewarding those States that have stayed on schedule.

Second, we may need to fine-tune the program, but we don't need
any major changes.

Third, signific.ant increases in funding clearly a-e appropriate
when related to increased direct provision of services.

And fourth and most importantly, the program must remain
family-centered.

A way must be found for a smooth transition for children as they
move through a contineum of programs from early intervention to
pres hool to elementary and secondary education and beyond. It is
clear to ,ne that these goals are achievable, that it is time to get on
with the job.

Having said that, I welcome my distinguished friend and col-
league from Illinois who has been very active in this area for a
number of years, Senator Simon.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR SIMON

Senator SIMON. I thank you. I wish I cuuld say it was an out-
standing statement, but I just walked in, and I didn't hear the
statement. But knowing you, I am sure it was.

Let me just add I hope we continue to move thead in this area.
The preschool assistance that we provide young people with disabil-
ities is extremely important to them and to our society. The reality
is that we ought to be providing preschool assistance to a great
many people in our society, not just those with disabilities. Pre-
school education, particularly for the culturally disadvantaged in
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our society, is something we have to move onand I know that is
not the subject of our hearing today.

The one issue that I assume we are going t.o be facing as we re-
authorize is the question of whether we require the States to meet
this deadline. And unless there is some evidence that I have yet to
see, I don't see any reason for backing off of that requirement. I
think the test of whether we are a civilized society is not whether
we help the rich and the powerful; it is whether we help people
who really have needs. That is what we are talking about here.

So I hope we can come up with practical answers, but answers
that continue to move ahead with opportunity for people.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Senator Simon with an attachment

follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR SIMON

Mr. Chairman, when this subcommittee acted in 1986 to author-
ize the early intervention programs we are looking at today, we
were given a number of reasons by the Administration why we
should not move ahead. We were told it was going to be too confus-
ing to the States, that State agencies were not ready to pull togeth-
er the servicesnot all education services that were needed, that it
was really a job for social services and not appropriate to be added
to what was then titled the Education of the Handicapped Act.

But on the other side, we had studies from the U.S. Department
of Education itself showing that preschool and early intervention
programs had "demonstrated beyond doubt the economic and edu-
cation benefits" of programs for young children with disabilities.
Their studies went on to say that "the earlier the intervention is
started, the greater is the ultimate dollar savings and the higher is
the educational attainment" by these children.

Today I don't think any doubt remains that we made the right
decision in moving ahead in enacting the Early Intervention Serv-
ices program. Although some States are apparently finding it diffi-
cult to take the final steps to full services for these children, we
are certainly much farther down the road to providing these serv-
ices than we would be today if we had not acted. And I think we
must continue to move forward. The examples we will hear today
about the success of early intervention for children with disabilities
and their familiesare strong evidence that this program is work-
ing and is an important addition to the array of services that chil-
dren with disabilities need to reach their full potential in school
and in their families and communities.

In Illinois a Special Joint Committee on Early Intervention, co-
chaired by State Senator Joyce Holmberg and State Representative
Terry Steczo, has recently called for a statewide system and $75
million in new State spending over a 5-year period to annually
meet the needs of more than 56 'MO infants and toddlers who have
or will potentially have developmental problems, and their Fami-
lies. In the face of multiple budget pressures. the state is recogniz-
ing that funds spent on these children are going to save the state
money in the future, and, as they emphasize. prevent "an unforgiv-
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able loss of human potential." I would like to provide a copy of the
press release on this initiative in Illinois for the record.

It is also encouraging to note the positive statement of Assistant
Secretary Davila in regard to this program. I appreciate his com-
mitment to making this program succeed, and I will join my col-
leagues in looking carefully at the legislative recommendations he
is making for the program.

I want to thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your attention to this
important program and for calling these witnesses. I look forward
to hearing their testimony.
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1eLLU e/oinr Lommittee on
Early (Childhood) Intervention

For Further :nformationt 1:7052-6646

FOR :NMEDTATE RELEASE

Springfield, :L, February 11, l991--The Special Joint

Oommittee on Early Intervention today called for a, statewide

system and S75 million in now state spending over a five-year

period to annually meet tne needs of more than B6400 infants Lnd

toddlers who have or will potentially have developmental proldlems

and their families.

Committee Co-cnairs State senator Joyce Holmberg and State

Representotive Terry Steczo released the recommendations today in

SPrihOdleld. Representing tne 11-member committee, the co-chairs

said a statewide system to address the developmental problems of

children ages birth to three would yield valuable returns tor the

State.

"The vidence is clearearly intervention worKs. The

Sooner society responds to help cnildren and famil...es in need,

;no greattr tne positive n4man OutOOme. The ;Anger :11;n:111

waits, the higher the cost will be in dollars and in %he u-dor-

givable loss of numan potential," the co-chairs explained in a

;over :otter to 3overnor Jim Edgar.

Early intervention means taking action arly in a child's

life to reduce or eliminate the adverse effects of developmental

pronlems. This action requires a comprenensIve coordination of

services provided by a variety of human-service agencies. Early

intervention does not mean serving infants and toddlers 13

rtlOrIV
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classromn situations, but rather through a variety of community

ef'nolaa and orgenLcations which serve children and their fami-

lies.

Early intervention services include developmental therapies,

health servicer, medical services for diagnostic and valuation

purposes, nutrition services, speech-language pathology, vn

servioes, end parental supPort and ducation.

The request for S75 million in new state spending over a

five-yeal period to phase in a statewide Early Intervention

Syatsm would supnort the additional services provided by the

various human-service agencies. Coupled with the state dollars

'over the lam time period would be more than $100 million :11

federal funds provided through a variety of programs such as

Medicaid and Chapter 1 harlicapped funds of the IndividuaIs with

Cisabilities Education Act (IDEA) of 1990.

The State currently pievides a fragmented approach towards

servi.w children with developmental problems and their tamilles

through public and rrivate efforts. The federal government's

nactment of Public Law 99-457 (a predecessor of :CEA) nas

provided Illinois with federal funds over the past iour years to

plan and develop a statewide early intervention system.

L:nder Part H of Public Law 99-457, Illinois currently

receives federal funds to support early intervenr,n servi:es for

about 8,500 infants and toddlers and their families through

vario.s state agencies. The federal dollar. over the past four

More
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years have totaled about 412 milliun, with an additional

$5,074,652 impacted for the fifth year of planning.

:n order for states to continue receiving federal funds for

early intervention services, Public Law 99-457 requires states to

adopt a 44licy which establishes early intervention services as a

state entitlement program. :llinois must have such a policy in

place to continue receiving federal funds to implement an early

intervention system.

The Part H !wide have funded 27 pilot eites for early

intervention programs, diagnostic centers operated by Lutheran

General Children's Medical Center in Park Ridge and LaRabida

Hospital in Chicago, a Birth to Three Clearinghouse which pro-

vides information on early intervention services and childhood

disability issues, and a Central Directory for service linkage.

Citing the need -.:*1 serve more than 56,000 infants and

toddlers and their families through early :nterventiun serv:cas,

the Committee based its pro:ections generally on atatistics

providod by the Illinois Department of Public Health. These

figures inolude children with various known delays, e.g., a

birthweight of less than 1,500 grams; children with a gostational

age at loss than 22 weeks; and infants with post-neonatal deve1 .

opmental disability diagnosis.

:he Special Joint Committee's report also includes the

following recommendationst

c Establish a legal right to early intervention servizes for
all eligible children and their families.

-more-
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o Adopt a definition of eligibility.

o Define a State structure to provide early intervention
servicesgeographic boundaries of the local structure as
well as to create and empower lOcal interagency councils.

o Assure that the State agency appointed as the lesd agency
for early childhood Intervention services will have the
full backing of the Governor and the full support and
continued participation of all involved State agencies.

o NaMe the State Board of Education as the lead agency for
early chi'.dhood intervention services to coordinate and
assure such servioes, but not necessarily provide these
services at the State or local level.

o Mandate agreements between and among the lead agency and
the other relevant State agencies in order to assure
coordination of current spending.

o Create a central billing office In order to assure tnat
maximum federal resources are utilized and providers
receive funds with minimum hassle.

o Mandate maximum use of federal resources, e.g., Medicaid,
Healthy ,,ida funds, etc.

o Appropriate sufficient new State funds, e.g., general
revenue funds, start-up and increase of current effort .
with a call for further Increases for each Yea: == =:14
five-year onase-in period.

o Create an Early Childhood :ntervention Cmbudsmah, within
the Office of the Governor, to assist families and :ccal
parties, in ensuring that all State agencies aervn;
families do so in a comprehensive collaborative way.

o Establish procedural safeguards for families, in concert
with the pcovisions in :llinois for special education
pursuant to the :ndividuala with Disabilities Eduoation
Aot.

Forme: Governor :ames Thompson issued an Er.ecv%:..e in

387 wr.ich established ;:te State Board of Educatio.. .0. the lead

agency of nine State acencies to oversee the administration of

-more.

) REST COPY AVAILABLE
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federal funds awarded to Illinois under Part H of Public Law

99-457 for the development of a statewide early intervention

System. The Executive Crder designated the State agencies am

members of the Interagency Council on Early Intervention.

l'he mission of the State Interagency Council is to develop,

promote, and ensure a comprehenaive, coordinated, statewide

system of high...quality prevention and early intervention services

for all eligible children and their families.

The Interagency Council is comprised of the following

agencies; the State Board of Education, the Department of Mental

Health and Developmental Disabilities, the Department of Public

Aid, the Department of Public Health, the Department of Children

and Family Services, the Department of Rehabilitation Services,

the Department of Alcoholism and Substance Xbuse, the Planning

Council on Developmental Disabilities, and the University of

Illinois' Division of Services for Crippled Children.

Also serving on the COuncil are three parents cf children

witn disabilities younger than age 6, three public or private

provIZOrs of early Intervention services, one representative of

the legislature, end one person involved in the preparation of

professional personnel to serve young handicapped onildren.

Legislators created the Special :Oint Committee on Early

:ntervantIon n 990, pursuant to House :oint Reso' --n :14, tc

study tne issue of a new mandato and prepare a report on its

findl.ngs and recommendation; before any legislative attlon would

-more-

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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bs taken to establish a statewide early intervention system.

Members of the 4sciel Joint Committee besides Senator

Holmberg and Representative Steczo are State Representative

Loleta Didsickson, Elisabth Hoeft of Elgin' State SuPerintendeRt

of Education Robert Lininger, Slanok E. Almonte of Oak Park,

Betsy VOL041411 of Flossmoor, :homes Gott of cuincy, Erika

Harshall of Oak Park, and Susan welter of Highland.

4000
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Senator HARKIN. Senator Simon, thank you very much for those
very eloquent words.

I also want to introduce in full a letter from former Senator
Lowell Weicker, now Governor of' the State of Connecticut. I want
to read just portions of it. I know that many in this room know
Senator Weickei and know of his gnat work in this area when he
chaired this subcommittee and later, when I chaired it and he was
the ranking member.

"Dear Senator Harkin, Today you are convening a hearing on
the first reauthorization of Part H of the Individuals with Disabil-
ities Education Act. This is truly a landmark piece of legislation,
and I am proud indeed to have been involved in its creation in
1986." And I will change that a little bitSenator Weicker was not
just involved in it, he was the leader of it, and he is just being a
little modest in his statement that he was "involved."

He is talking about Connecticut and about the problems they are
having there: "We are facing a $2.4 billion d'eficit. Without new
revenues, fully one-third of the budget would have to be cut out if'
we were to balance the budget." So he has recommended a combi-
nation of revenues and cuts. He says: "The reduction were difficult,
and few programs were spared the budget axe. Funding for some
programs would be eliminated, funding for others reduced, and
funding for still more held at this year's level. Programs proposed
for increased funding were few and far between."

"When I studied the budget proposals for the early intervention
program, I saw Connecticut at a crossroads We could either signifi-
cantly expand our State funding in order 'o meet the statutory re-
quirement to have a statewide system in place and thus continue to
receive Federal funds, or we could drop out of the program and
hope to re-enter when our budget picture was not so bleak."

"When it came right down to it, the choice was clear. I simply
could not recommend postponement of our commitment to the
thousands of disabled infants and toddlers in this State who need
our special care."

"Our fiscal situation is bleakno doubt about itbilt not nearly
so bleak as the prospect of seeing these precious children grow up
without the help and services that can make all the differences in
the quality of their lives. And what I knew in 1986 when Congress
was debating the creation of the early intervention program is
even more true today. What today are budgetary costs down the
road will be significant budgetary savings in special education, wel-
fare and institutional care."

"As you begin the deliberations over reauthorization of the early
intervention program, I want to know that at least here in Con-
necticut, I intend to fight and win the battle to get the early inter-
vention program up and running."

"Tom, I would urge you to once again provide an increase of at
least the amount you did in fiscal year 1991."

"I reminded the legislature in Connecticut that the childn of
Connecticut did not create our budget problems and made clear my
belief' they should not be made to pay the consequences."

I can't think of saying it any better than Senator Weicker, and I
would ask without objection permission that his full letter be made
a part of the record as part of our opening statements.
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[The letter from Governor Weicker follows:]
LOWELL P. WEICKER JR., dOVERNOR, STATE OF CONNECTICUT,

Executive Chambers, Hartford, CT, March 15, 1991.
The HONORABLE Tom HARKIN
Chairman, Subcommittee on Disability Policy,
Committee on Labor and Human Resources,
United States Senate,
Washington, DC

DEAR SENATOR HARKIN. Today you are convening a hearing on the first reauthor-
ization of Part H of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act, the early inter
vention program for infants and toddlers. This is truly a landmark piece of legisla-
tion, and I am proud indeed to have been involved in its creation in 1986.

Just as its creation was no small challenge during a time of federal retrenchment
in many areas of social legislation, the implementation of the early intervention
program is no small challenge to states, the majority of which are experiencing
budget deficits.

Connecticut is no exception. We are facing a $2.5 billion deficit. Without new rev-
enues, fully one-third of the budget would have to be cut out if we were to bs.lance
the budget. Therefore, I have recommended a combination of sweeping changes to
our system of taxation in order to enhance our revenues, along with real spending
cuts, resulting in expenditures that would be almost 3 percent below the current
fiscal year.

The reductions were difficult, and few programs were spared the budget axe.
Funding for some programs would be eliminated, funding for others reduced, and
funding for still more held at this year's level. Programs proPosed for increased
funding were few and far between.

When I studied the budget proposals for the early intervention program, I saw
Connecticut at a crossroads: we could either significantly expand our state funding
in order to meet the statutory requirement to have a statewide system in place and
thus continue to receive federal funds, or we could drop out of the program and
hope to re-enter when our budget picture was not so bleak.

When it corm right down to it, the choice was clear. I simply could not recom-
mend postponement of our commitment to the thousands of disabled infants and
toddlers in this State who need our special care. The cost in dollars to our Treasury
could not begin to match the cost in humane terms of our failure to go forward. Our
fiscal situation is bleakno doubt about itbut not nearly so bleak as the prospect
of seeing these precious children grow up without the help and services that can
make all the difference in the quality of their lives. And what I knew in 1986 when
Congress was debating the creation of the early intervention program is even more
true today: what today are budgetary costs. down the road will be significant budg-
etary savings in special education, welfare, and institutional care. Therefore, I have
submitted to the legislature the necessary legislation, as well as a proposal for a
sixfold increase in state funds to enable Connecticut to set up our statewide early
intervention system.

As you begin the deliberations over reauthorization of the early intervention pro-
gram, I want to know that at least here in Connecticut, I intend to fight and win
the battle to get the early intervention program up and running.

I know that you are committed to maintaining a strong federal commitment to
this program, and that last year, as a result of your leadership on the Labor-HHS.
Education Appropriations Subcommittee, this program saw a 47.percent increase. I
understand that was a difficult process, and I applaud your success. Your action
sent a strong signal to States that this program will not represent another Federal
program hai I down to the States without the resources to do the job. But, as you
know, the com g fiscal year is a year in which most States will have to make the
tough decision about whether to stay in the Federal program and implement the
delivery of early intervention services statewide to all eligible infants and toddlers,
and it is no secret that many States are wavering T^m, I would urge you to once
again provide an increase of at lc _tit the amount yot d in fiscal year 1991.

On the day I took office, I spoke to the legislature ,..bout the challenges we face if
we are to turn Connecticut around. I reminded them that the children of Connecti-
cut did not create our budget problems, and make clear my belief they should not be
made to pay the consequences. And I believe that is true for all children of this
nation, and none more so than infants and toddlers who happen to have a disability.

I know you will do what is right, and what is compassionate, for the infants and
toddit.n; and their families who are counting on you across this country. I pledge to

I z;
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you that here in Connecticut, we will not fail these children, who ask so little and
deserve so much.

With kind regards,
LON/EU WEIMER, JR.

Governor

Senator HARKIN. We now welcome our first witness, Dr. Robert
Davila, a long-time friend, assistant secretary for special education
and rehabilitative services, U.S. Department of Education.

Bob, welcome back to the subcommittee. Without objection your
entire Statement will be made a part of the record, and if you
could please summarize your remarks, we would be most apprecia-
tive.

Thank you.

STATEMENT OF MR. ROBERT R. DAVILA, ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION AND REHABILITATIVE SERVICES.
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION. WASHINGTON. DC; ACCOM-
PANIED BY JUDY SCHRAG, DIRECTOR, SPECIAL EDUCATION
PROGRAMS

Mr. DAVILA. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, it is a pleasure to

appear before this panel to express the administration's full sup-
port for reauthorization of Part H of the Individuals with Disabil-
ities Education Act.

I am here to outline a; d to urge you to approve our reauthoriza-
tion proposal, which we will formally transmit in the very near
future.

We believe this program can make a real difference in helping
meet the national goal of improving the school readiness of all
young children, including young children with disabilities.

During the past 4 years, we have been impri ssed by the spirit
with which the States have accepted the challenge of the Part H
program. Currently, most States are working to develop policies
and procedures for each of the 14 required program components
that must be in place by the beginning of the fourth year.

Though States are not required to provide Part H services until
the fifth year, an estimated 247,000 children are receiving those
services. Thus, I am pleased to report that the challenges presented
by the creation of the Infants and Toddlers with Disabilities Pro-
gram have been accepted by the States and that they are working
diligently and creatively to develop the comprehensive systems en-
visioned by the Congress.

During the time we have watched the excellent progress of
States in implementing the Part H programs, we have become
aware of changes in the program that would facilitate this
progress. The administration s proposal will address changes that
we believe would help States implement their Statewide systems of
early intervention.

Several of the changes we are proposing would provide States
with greater flexibility in implementing the program. For example,
to help States better address the needs of young children, we are
proposing amendments that would allow States to use Part H
funds after a child with disabilities turns three and to use pre-
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school grant funds prior to age three to facilitate a smooth transi-
tion of children from early intervention to preschool services.

This change would help States reduce accounting and adminis-
trative burdens associated with financing services during the tran-
sition period and would enable States to decide how their resources
can best be used for children in transition. We do not expect it to
have any significant net cost impact on either Part H or Section
619.

We are also proposing to eliminate the requirement that the Sate
Interagency Coordinating Council be composed of no more than 15
members. While we believe the proportional representation re-
quired under current law should be retained, we believe that the
decision regarding the maximum si.:e of the council should be left
to the States.

The administration is also proposing that States be given the
flexibility to determine what services would be provided to children
who are not disabled but who a; .3 at risk of developmental delay if
early intervention services are not provided. We hope this change
would encourage States to address the needs of children at risk, in-
cluding children prenatally exposed to drugs.

In addition to the changes already described, the administra-
tion's bill would reauthorize Part H through 1996. It would clarify
that assistive technology is an early intervention service that can
be provided under the progra:a and require each State's Part H
comprehensive system of personnel development to be consistent
with the system under Part B.

Finally, recognizing that States may find it necessary to use
some Part H funds to pay for direct services, our bill will provide
strong encouragement to States to establish sliding fee schedules
for direct services paid for with those funds.

In conclusion, I want to stress the administration's strong sup-
port for the reauthorization of the Infants and Toddlers with Dis-
abilities Program, which can help us address our national goal of
improving the school readiness of all young children, including
young children with disabilities. This program has the potential to
significantly affect the lives of young children with disabilities and
their families.

Our proposed changes to the legislation will facilitate implemen-
tation of the prugram but will not slow the impressive progress
that has been made to date.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to present the ad-
ministration's reauthorization proposal on Part 11.

Ms. Judy Schrag, director of special education programs, and
myself are pleased to be here and to respond to any questions you
may have.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Davila followsd

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. DAVILA

Mr Chairman and members of the subcommittee It is a pleasure to appear bere
this panel to express thv Administration's full support for reauthorizatam of Pat( if
of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act IIDEAI I am here to outline and
to urge you to approve. our reauthorization proposal. which we will formally trans-
mit in the very near future There are man,. Federal programs providing services
and benefits for infants and toddlers with disiikalities and their families. but Part II
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has this population as its sole focus. We believe this program can make a real differ-
ence in helping meet the national goal of improving the school readiness of all
young children, including young children with disabilities.

In creating the Infants and Toddlers with Disabilities Program in 1986, the Con-
gress provided families with a vision and a promise of a coordinated system of serv-
ices that would help them ensure the growth and development of their young chil-
dren with disabilities. This program was special in its design because it focused on
the family's role of nurturing young children with disabilities. The legislation
sought to support that role by drawing together an often fragmented system of serv-
ices to meet the unique needs of infants and toddlers with disabilities. It did this
through a focus on interagency cooperation, service coordination, and case manage-ment.

During the past 4 years, we have been impressed by the spirit with which the
States have accepted the challenge of the Part H program. During the first 3 years,
all eligible States and jurisdictions have participated in the program. During this
time each State has designated a lead agency, and has identified the programs and
services within the State that will be a part of a comprehensive statewide system.
They have adopted policies to establish and operate a statewide system and have
determined the infants and toddlers that will be eligible for services within the
State. Currently, most States are working to develop policies and procedures for
each of the 14 required program components that must be in place by the beginning
of the fourth year. This is an intensive activity requiring an extraordinary level of
interagency cooperation and coordination.

Though States are not required to provide Part H services until the fifth year, an
estimated 247,000 children are receiving those services. Thus, I am pleased to report
that the challenges presented by the creation of the Infants and Toddlers with Dis-
abilities Program have been accepted by the States, and that they are working dili-
gently and creatively to develop the comprehensive systems envisioned by the Con-
gress.

AB Chair of the Federal Interagency Coordinating Council (FICO, I am alsople,sed to note the increasing collaboration across Federal agencies as we provide
support to States. Four national conferences have been hosted by the FICC to help
establish networks to disseminate information and identify resources to support
Part H planning within the States. Technical assistance documents have been devel-
oped and disseminated. The FICC has also coordinated the development of policies
and proposed regulations related to Part H.

At the same time we have watched the excellent progress of States in implement-
ing the Part H program, we have become aware of changes in the program that
would facilitate this progress. The Administration'g proposal will address changes
that we believe would help States implement their Statewide systems of early inter-
vention. Our proposal. however, would not require States to significantly redesign
the systems they have been developing with such intensity. Our concern was that
major changes in any of the 14 components would significantly delay States in meet-
ing the requirements of the fifth year and thus delay the provision of services to all
infants and toddlers with disabilities.

Several of the changes we are proposing would provide States with greater flexi-
bility in implementing the program. For example, to help States better address the
nee& of young children, we are proposing amendments that would allow States to
use Part H funds after a child with disabilities turns 3 and to use Preschool Grantfunds prior to age 3 to facilitate a smooth transition of children from early interven-
tion to preschool services. This change would help States reduce accounting and ad-
ministrative burdens associated with financing services during the transit ,..n period
and would enable States to decide how their resources can best be used t hildrenin transition. We do not expect it to have any significant net cost impact un either
Part H or section 619.

We are also proposing to eliminate the requirement that the State Interagency
Coordinating Council (leo be composed of no more than 15 members. The restric-- tion on the size of the ICC has meant that in some States key agencies in the State-
wide system could not be represented on the Council. While we believe the propor-
tional representation required under current law should be retained, we believe that
the decision regarding the maximum size of the Council should be left to the States
in order to allow for differences in State size, in governmental structures, and in
interagency relationships. In addition, we are proposing that the ICC be permitted
to include parents of children up to age 12 so that States, at their discretion, may
retain parent members as their children grow older.

The Administration is also proposing that States be given the flexibility to deter-
mine what services would be provided to children who are not disabled but who are
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at risk of developmental delay 'if early intervention services are not provided.
Though surveys taken during the first two years of the program indicated that
many States intended to serve children who were at-risk, concern about the possible
costs of providing full services to children at-risk has led many States to reverse
their original plans to serve these children. We hope this change would encourage
States to address the needs of children at-risk, including children prenatally exposed
to drugs.

In addition to the changes already described, the Administration's bill would re-
authorize Part H through 1996. It would clarify that assistive technology is an early
intervention service that can be provided under the program, and require each
State's Part H comprehensive system of personnel development to be consistent
with its system under Part 8. It would extend authority in Part H for the lead
agency to monitor programs that do not receive Part H funds, but are part of the
services network for infanth and toddlers and their families under the State plan.
This would help ensure that the Statewide Part H system meets the needs of this
population. It would also ensure that States keep records demonstrating that Part H
funds are used for direct services only to the extent permitted by the Act and are
not substituted for funds that would have been paid from another public or private
source. Finally, recognizing that States may find it necessary to use some Part H
funds to pay for direct services, our bill will provide strong encouragement to States
to establish sliding fee schedules for direct services paid for with those funds. This is
consistent with the Administration's policy of focusing Federal funds for services on
people with the least ability to pay. While the sliding fee schedule approach is our
preference, we are eager to work with the Congress and recognize that there may be
other ways of achieving this objective. An alternative that Congress may want to
consider would be to require States to target all Part H funds used for direct serv-
ices on the neediest families and children.

In conclusion, I want to stress the Administration's strong support for the reau-
thorization of the Infants and Toddlers with Disabilities program, which can help us
address our national goal of improving the school readiness of all young cnildren,
including young children with disabilities. This program has the potential to signifi-
cantly affect the lives of young children with disabilities and their families. Our pro-
posed changes to the legislation will facilitate implementation of the program, but
will not slow the impressive progress that has been made to date.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to present the Administration's re-
authorization proposal on Part H. My colleagues and I will be pleased to respond to
questions.

Senator HARKIN. Thank you, Mr. Davila, and we are glad to have
you with us, Judy.

Mr. Davila, it is my understanding that before Public Law 99-
457 was passed, less than 20 States had mandates to serve the pre-
school population and that nationwide approximately 260,000 chil-
dren were receiving a free appropriate public education. Because of
Public Law 99-457, over 40 States now have mandates, and over
360,000 preschoolers are now served. At the same time, the funding
has increased from $28 million to $292 million.

Based on conversations with States that have not yet adopted a
policy of serving all 3- to 5-year-olds before the 1991-92 school year.
how many of these States do you believe will adopt such a policy by
the September 30th, 1991 deadline?

Mr. DAvn.A. Today 49 States and Territories hay_ mandates, and
3 of the remaining jurisdictions have reported that they are very
close to enacting mandates. So we fully expect that all of the States
and Territories will have mandates in the near future.

Senator HARKIN. By September 30th of this year.
Mr. DAVILA. Yes, by the end of the time line.
Senator HARKIN. So the sanctions will not have to be put into

place, then.
Mr. DAvn.A. We are confident that all of the States will have

mandates in place.
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Senator HARKIN. Currently Part H funds are allotted among
States on the basis of census data. Some groups are recommending
that we move to a children-served formula. What is the depart-
ment's position on moving to a children-served formula at this
point in time?

Mr. DAVILA. We support the continuation of a census count with
the purpose of determining funding for each State. Under this ar-
rangement, the States would have less of a burden in maintaining
documentation of an actual child count. It will be less expensive in
terms of administrative costs. So we support the continuation of a
census count for the purpose of determining funding.

Senator HARKIN. Would you support the inclusion of a study in
the reauthorization to provide the necessary data for the next reau-
thorization?

Mr. DAVILA. Yes, sir.
Senator HARKIN. It is my understanding that to date the depart-

ment has approved Part H applications from 13 States; 9 additional
applications are pending, and partial draft applications have been
received from an additional 13 States.

What is your expectation on the number of States that will
submit approveable fourth-year applications within the designated
time period?

Mr. DAVILA. As of today, 22 States have submitted final applica-
tions, and 13 additional States have submitted draft applications; if
we continue to provide technical assistance to the States in further-
ing development of their fourth-year applications, we are confident
that the States will be able to meet the requirements of their
fourth-year applications by the cut-off date of June 30.

Senator HARKIN. Thank you.
I now recognize Senator Simon for questions.
Senator SIMON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I apologize for leaving after the questioning; I have another

meeting I have to go to, but I hope to get back.
First, Mr. Davila, I hear good reports about your work from my

staffand I have a staff that I rely on, so I'm very pleased to hear
these things. In your statement, you saw, "we are proposing
amendments that would allow States to use Part H funds after a
child with disabilities turns three and to use preschool grant funds
prior to age three to facilitate a smooth transition of children from
early intervention to presc hool services," that that will save a
great deal in paperwork.

Are you confideht that will not diminish the services?
Mr. DAVILA. Yes, we are confident it will not. What we want to

do is provide orderly transition so there will be no loss of services
at any point in a child's needs from the time the child is identified
as having a developmental delay to the time the child is actually in
school. We don't want any interruption of program services, and I
think this proposal will permit us to ensure that will not happen.

Senator SIMON. Thank you.
I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HARKIN. Thank you very much, Senator Simon.
Dr. Davila, we have worked together in the past very closely

when I say "we," both you personally and also the administra-
tionin bringing forward the Americans with Disabilities Act. We
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worked on both sides of the aisle, and we worked with the adminis-
tration and were able to get the differences ironed out and a
smooth passage of the bill. I think it is something that we can both
he proud of, and if we can work together on the development of the
ADA, I know without any doubt we can work together on the early
education of our children.

So I am very supportive of your testimony this morning and look
forward to working with you as we move ahead in reauthorizing
the bill this year.

Thank you again for your leadership, and I join Senator Simon
in also saying that I hear good things about your work; please keep
it up.

Mr. DAVILA. Thank you very much, Senator.
Senator HARKIN. Thank you very much, Mr. Davila. Thank you,

Ms. Schrag.
I want to leave the record open, before we move ahead, for any

statement by my friend and distinguished ranking member of this
subcommittee, Senator Durenberger from Minnesota. I know he
had another commitment early this morning, and I'm glad he could
make it here.

I would just yield to him for any opening statement he might
want to make before we get to the panel.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR DURENBERGER

Senator DURENBERGER. I want to begin by complimenting my
friend, my colleague, my neighbor and my Chairman for not only
calling this hearing, but being willing to explore a subject which is
much on our minds and in our hearts as well, and that is children
with disabilities and how we can improve the health care system in
this country to help these children and their families.

I have a formal opening statement with regard to the Part H
program, and to what we are doing in Minnesota in this particular
area.

I want to welcome Jeanette Behr and all of the witnesses, of all
ages, who are here today including those who will not get to be wit-
nesses but who, by being here, make everybody on this subcommit-
tee feel like what we are doing is very, very important to a lot of
people outside this room and back in our own communities.

Senator HARKIN. Thank you very much, Senator Durenberger.
[The prepared statement of Senator Durenberger followsd

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR DURENBERGER

Mr. Chairman, I would first like to thank you for the priority
you have given to moving this reauthorization quickly. I have
heard from several States directly and from the Department of
Education that many States have been holding back their applica-
tions to the program waiting to see what changes Congress makes
to the program during the reauthorization. The concern seems to
be that either they doubt the Federal Government's commitment
to this program or they expect. major changes or added new re-
quirements during this reauthorization.

I believe that it is vitally important that we send an early mes-
sage to the States that neither are true, that we are committed to
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tilt. program, and that any changes we make will be of the "fine
tuning" nature and will not lead to significant new requirements
on the States. So again, Mr. Chairman, I want to thank for your
leadership in taking the initiative in moving quickly with this leg-
islation so that our failure to act does not become an issue in a
State's decision whether or not to adopt this program.

Today's hearing is the first opportunity for Congress to review
the new Part H program of IDEA that Senator Weicker and your-
self notably added during the 1986 reauthorization. The 1986 reau-
thorization provided for the first time, the framework for a compre-
hensive, statewide system of early intervention services for infants
and toddlers with disabilities and their families.

Right now, most States are at the critical point of making the
decision to go from the planning and development stage to full im-
plementation of the program. The timing of this reauthorization
gives us an opportunity to review the program, and to work out
some of the early kinks so that the greatest number of States will
choose to remain in the program.

I began preparing for this reauthorization by going back and
analyzing the need and purpose of this program. I could site fancy
statistics about what I learned about the importance of what early
intervention services means to children and families with disabil-
ities, and the potential savings in the long run, but I prefer to
share with you a few stories of what these services mean to chil-
dren and families in my own State of Minnesota who were not able
to come out here today.

Following the passage of Public Law 99-457, Minnesota made the
decision to serve children from birth beginning in 1987. So it pro-
vides us with a good example of the before and after. I was told the
story about a parent, Beth Johnson, a parent of a child with an
identifiable disability who lost her child just 1 year after she was
born because she was unable to receive the services for her child
that could have saved this child's life. That was before P.L. 99-457
and before Minnesota established a system of services for all chil-
dren.

It has been different for Nicole Anderson and her mother. Maria.
Nicole is a graduate of early intervention. Born 2 months early,
Nicole was diagnosed with cerebral palsy at 8 months. Shortly
afterward, she received her first early intervention services.
Through these services she began to learn speech and language
skills, first asing a photo album to point, then progressing to an
electronic system, and finally moving to a verbal communications
system. Today at the age of 6, she goes to school full timehalf day
in regular education and half day in special education. She can
speak in four-to-six word sentences with her peers, and has devel-
oped friendships with her classmates. Her mother Maria says "For
Nicole (early intervention) skills have helped her to become as in-
dependent as she can be. And for meI have learned about the
team process and how to make it work for both of us. It has given
us confidence for the future."

In addition we will also be hearing later from Jeanette Behr,
from Lake Elmo, Minnesota who was one of the pioneers who
fought the battle to change the system in Minnesota so that her
daughter, Katy, could get early intervention services.
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Mr. Chairman, the need and the benefits of early intervention
are evident. Even so, we face difficult decisions ahead during this
reauthorization. As you know, the real burdens of this program are
on the State, not the Federal Government. A study was done ana-
lyzing the Indiana, Maryland, Texas and Washington programs.
The study found that the Federal Government provided between
2.6 and 9 percent of the total funding for the early intervention
program. It is important to note that this study did not include
Federal funding from other related programs such as the Maternal
and Child Health Block Grant or Medicaid. We simply so not have
information available on the total Federal funding. However, I
think it brings into perspective the tremendous financial obliga-
tions States are picking up when they choose to participate in the
program.

I mention this because the decision by States whether or not to
proceed with the program just hPopens to come at a time when
many States are facing severe dget crisisincluding my own
State of Minnesota which expects face a $2 billion shortfall over
the next 2 years. The budget problems facing States are real and
we here in Congress must be mindful of this reality as we move
forward. At the same time, we cannot forget those States who have
made the tough decisions and financial commitments and have al-
ready moved forward in this area and we must not do anything
that will in anyway penalize them for doing what we asked.

I think we need to be mindful of the various mandates and re-
quirements that we have asked of States under this legislation. I
have heard, for example, about the difficulties my own State has
had meeting all the integral components of the 14 requirements of
a comprehensive statewide system under the law. This is from a
State that is already serving these children. I can imagine the
problems other States are having. I bring up this point because in
general I do not believe the Federal Government has the right to
mandate requirements on the States without providing the finan-
cial backing to uphold the requirements, and I think this is espe-
cially true for this program. There simply is not any more room for
additional requirements on the States.

These are many other issues, the debate over the funding formu-
la, coordination between Part H and the 610 program, the member-
ship of the ICC'3, and many others as well. I look forward to the
testimony from the witnesses here today, and to working with you
in continuirg the Federal commitment to this program.

Senator HARKIN. Now we are calling our first panel, which con-
sists basically of families. After all, this is a family-centered pro-
gram. Of course, we wanted to hear the administration's position
on this first, but after that I think we should look to the families,
and hear what the parents have to say.

We have Michelle Marlow, a parent from Baltimore, MD; fol-
lowed by Robert, Diane, Monica and Gretchen Sanny from Fair-
field, IA; and Jeanette Behr from Lake Elmo, MN.

We'll hear from Michelle Marlow first, then the Sanny family,
and then Jeanette Behr. We have copies of your testimony, and
we'll put that in the record in its entirety. I'd appreciate it if you'd
just tell us in your own words what you'd like us to know today.
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Michelle.

STATEMENTS OF MICHELLE MARLOW, IIARENT, BALTIMORE, MD;
ROBERT AND DIANE SANNY, PARENTS, FAIRFIELD, IA; ACCOM-
PANIED BY DAUGHTERS MONICA AND GRETCHEN; AND JEA-
NETTE BEHR, PARENT, LAKE ELMO, MN

MS. MARLOW. Thank you, because that's what I'm most comforta-
ble with.

Mr. Chairman and Senator, thank you for the opportunity to be
here to share my views with you this morning. My name is Mi-

- chelle Marlow, and I wear a lot of hats. The primary hat I wear is I
am the mom of Tanika, who is a 12 year-old who has the following
diagnoses. She has mental retardation, a seizure disorder, and ct:re-
bral palsy. Tanika is almost 13 years old, so we are dealing with
becoming a teenager these days.

I am here because it is very important for me that you under-
stand the 12-year path that we have taken to get Tanika to the
point of being a pretty self-sufficient little 12-year-old given the life
and circumstances that she was born into.

We were lucky becauselet me go back to when she was born.
For the first 2 months of life, Tanika presented perfectly in my
mom's-eye view. Up to 2 months of age, she held her head up, she
was a responsive, cooing baby. And then we had what most chil-
dren have, which is that first DPT shot, and after that, within
days, she began to change.

Just to relate that first experience with her change, she had
been laid down for a nap; I heard her fussing so I went in to pick
her up, and we came from out of a dark room into a light room.
Her e:.as were blinking, and there was some moisture around her
lips. I thought that because we had corn from out of the dark into
the light that that was why her eyes were blinking; I thought she
was focusing. I'm not a doctor; I thouf,ht she was focusing. That
stopped, and then it started again; she started again with the eye-
blinking and some twitching and again the moisture around the
lips.

So we called the ambulance, and she had stopped and started
again before the ambulance arrived. When the paramedics came,
that was the first time that I had ever heard the word "seizure."
She was -ushed to the hospital, and that was the beginning of our
jaunt into the world of disabilities.

Again, Tanika was 2 months old. For the next year she was in
ar-i out of the intensive care unit, with them trying to stabilize
this seizure disorder.

Just to give you some idea of the intensity of seizure level, doc-
tors reported at her worst point that she was having somewhere
between 100 and 150 seizures a day. So when I went to see my
daughter at the hospital, or when I stayed by my daughter's bed-
side, most of the time she was seizing, or if she was not seizing, she
was so medicated she was asleep.

After about a year, medically she began to stabilize, which meant
that the seizures become more under control.

Senator HARKIN. They were giving her medicine for the seizures?



MS. MARLOW. Of course. She became more under control, and it
was time to think about discharge and discharge planning. Again,
medically she was becoming more stable, and we started to notice
that she was not the child that she was before. She could no longer
hold her head up. Her right side appeared paralyzed. Her right
hand and arm were clenched and held to her body.

I had mentioned the discharge plan. The discharge plan was one
of "take your daughter home and love her," to take her home and
love her. But this wiAs a child who was not the responsive child of
the months previous to illness.

So I wanted more. I wanted my baby back. I wanted my respon-
sive child back. And to "take her home and love her" was not
enough. It was not enough. i was reared to expect more. I was
reared to believe that a person is to be productive in life, and my
charge as a parent to this child is to create that opportunity and
advantage for her to be productive. So I couldn t accept what the
medical community was telling me, which was to "take her home
and love her."

We did get a visiting nurse who would come out--and just to give
you some understanding of what discharge home meant, Tanika
was on an around-the-clock medication schedule, so every 2 hours
we had to wake up and give her medicines for her seizures. That is
no way normalizing at all. But as time went on her seizure disor-
der began to get better, and I started to question doctors about,
well, what else is there. She appeared to be someone who had had
a stroke, so isn't there something that we can do.

We were hooked up with therapists through an infant stimula.
tion program that we went to at the local hospital, and that was
the start of being exposed to things that were going to take us for-
ward through life and take this child forward in terms of develop-
ment. That began between the 1 year and 18-month level of her
age of development.

Therapy was the key, and therapy that began very early in her
life was the key to her being a walking and talking, responsive pre-
teen, the pre-teen that she is todayI mean, talkative too much
sometimes, as most kids are. And I am not trying to say anything
negative about the medical profession, but early in a child's life we
need to begin to identify where we go from herehow do we helr
this child and family put the pieces together to move on and make
the assumption that there is competency within this child, compe-
tency within this family, and we have to do our darndest to get
them on the path to progression.

I believe Part II will help to answer that question. As a family,
you sometimes wonder with the service system where do I get on
the merry-go-round. The merry-go-round is revolving around and
around, and that is the service system. But where do I put my foot
on in a way and at a place that is going to benefit me and enable
me to help nly child to live and learn and grow.

That brings to mind the question of a single point of entry. One
of the most helpful things that I came across early on was a social
worker who was able to answer my questions, which I always prod-
ded; I always wanted to know what is the justification for her not
being able to use her hand; why are you saying that we won't be
abledoctor, you are telling nw to take her home and love here,
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and this is the best that it is going to get. It can.t be. I will not
accept that. So I continued to ask questions about how do we ad-
dress the fact that she is not talking; how do we address the fact
that she is not sitting up; how do we address her development. I
would not rest until I got answers that were helpful to us as a
family.

I steered clear of providers that looked at us as a dysfunctional
family. There are people that I have dealt with in our past who as-
sumed because I was the black single parent of a child with a dis-
ability that I had certain expectationswhich is true. The expecta-
tions I have and had are those that I Stated before. That is, that it
is my job as Tanika's mother to ensure the best that she can be
and give her the opportunity to be the best that she can be.

It is plain and simple. We Rre talking about helping families to
do their job, to be parents and families to their children. It is that
plain and simple.

One of the things that I do in Baltimore is I am real active in a
local group that is interested in righting to get kids with disabil-
ities in regular schools with the support services that they need. I
think I am kind of well-known to them for that. But it is impor-
tantit is important early on that we think of our kids and the
system thinks of our kids as people.

Through life and through the disability field, they are fighting
on the adult end. And the bottom line that they are fighting for is
for people with disabilities to be recognizpd as people. It is so
simpleat least i. is simple to meisn't it simple to youwe are
talking about people. And the same consideration I hold for myself,
I should hold for you and try to make that happen for you. It is
that plain and simple.

Thank you for your time.
Senator HARKIN. Michelle, thank you very much. That was very

moving testimony. (Applause.1
[The prepared statement of Ms. Marlow followsl

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MS. MARLOW

Mr. Chairman, Senators. thank you for the opportunity to speak to you this morn-
ing My name is Michelle Marlow, and I am the parent of Tanika Marlow who is
twelve years old. Tanika has a large list of labels which result in severe multiple
disabilities. She is currently ir, a separate school in Baltimore County. I am afraid I
am well known to the school system as one of those parents who is fighting for my
daughter's right to be integrated into the regular school system.

My testimony will focus on the difficulties that families of infants and toddlers
with disabilities face when they do not have strong supports available to them
during those challenging first years of their child's life. We know that infants who
receive strong and appropriate early educational and therapeutic services will have
a much brighter future than those who do not. This is reason enough to create a
strong system of early services. But this is only half the formula. These services
cannot be provided in a vacuum. The faii,. is the most important entity in this
young child's life, and by definition "strong must mean within the family struc-
ture.

Let me start by telling you a little about myself and my daughter. In August, 1978
I gave birth to a healthy baby girl and she progressed just as she should for the first
2 months of her life, until she was given a DPT shot Overnight she changed. The
memory of my baby as she went into the first of her endless numbers of seizures is
still chilling to me She was in the hospital for 10 months moving in and out of the
intensive care unit as they stabilized her condition. During that time I was totally
dependent on the medical community for my daughter's well-being. She was finally
discharged when she was one year with the need for around the clock medication
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..nd attention. The discharge plan was a message to take my baby home and love
her. The plan also included a visiting nurse once per week. Otherwise, her care fell
totally on me and my parents with whom I was living at the time. I was 18 years
old and was a single parent. From the beginning of Tanika's life mine was totally
changed.

The doctor's message was wrong. Thete was much more I could do for my child
than love her and wait for her to die. The tone for the family and their expectations
for their 'nfant with a disability is often set by the medical community. This is their
first support system and often it is less than a support. Doctors sometimes see a
infant with a disability as marred individuals for whom there can be no valued
future. How many times have we heard of doctors advising families to put their
child away and get on with their life? Thankfully, we have moved away far from
such a prognosis, but I believe we have a long way to go before we have totally sen-
sitized the medical community on quality of life issues for individuals with disabil-
ities. This is a very real Part H issue.

Tanika and I were lucky. There were both infant stimulation and family supports
available to us in Baltimore at the time. And I am by nature not one who takes lite
as prescribed for me by others. I must have driven folks crazy with my questions,
but I was like a dog with a bone. I would not stop with take het home and love her.
I wanted to know what it meant when they said she had epilepsy, mental retarda-
tion and cerebral palsy. What could I do for my daughter to give her the best possi-
ble chance in life.

The system worked for me because I made sure that it did. This is not true for
many parents. Parents who are not as tenacious as I, who have not been taught as I
was to always ask questions, can be very frightened totally contrt,:led by bureaucra-
cies.

Let me tell you about Joan, whose premature baby stopped breathing in the
fourth month of her life, resulting in permanent brain damage, cerebral palsy and
other disabling conditions. Joan was not as lucky as I. She was young, she had an-
other baby at home who was not yet one year, and she was very frightened. The
system seemed to prey on her fears. Infant stimulation could only be provided at a
center and the center refused to allow siblings to accompany the parents. On a very
limited income, she had to place her 10 month old in day care from two to four
times per week so she could take her baby to the center. She was given no explana-
tions about her daughter's circumstances: she did not understand the labels and
needed someone to assist her in the art of question'ng. When she finally did beg-:n
to question the system about services which ultimately turned out to be totally inap-
propriate for the young child, she was informed that they could take her child away
if she refused their treatment. This young woman lived in constant fear that the
State would take her baby away from her and she cried for one solid year, along
with her baby who was traumatized from the inappropriate services. Perhaps the
marriage was bad in the first place, who is to know. But it was not too many years
after this child was born that Joan's husband her to raise her children alone.

There must be large numbers of families, like Joan's, that have broken under
the strain of an inappropriate system of services. Tom is a young man in the mid-
west whose parents split up after his mother had several breakdowns and the psy .
chiatrists finally gave his father the choice of giving up Tom or his wife. Tom has
multiple disabilities and it has been an uphill struggle for his father to keep him in
school programs in his own county. Tom, like Joan's daughter, received early inter-
vention services. However, even though there were real signs of that the mom was
suffering unusual mental stress during this time, there were no supports available
until she finally collapsed under the strain of her life. Tom's father readily admits
that he was a typical workaholic, not understanding the need for him to fully par.
ticipate in his infant's development until it was too late for his wife. I would hope
that the family-centered services under Part H would have identified the stress
points in this family and would most likely have enabled it to stay together.

Families come in all shapes and sizes and circumstances. The midoile-class family
has becom e. much easier to find an& for the most part, to support. But what about
families who are harder to find and for whom middle-class is unachievable Rural
poor. urban niinority, ethically diverse infants and their families have fallen
through the cracks for years:

The family whose teen-age son has not been in school for four years because the
mom did not understand the system. Urban poor, dependent on housing subsidies
and other public welfare assists, inability to communicate with a bureaucracy that
is not responsive to their partieular circumstances. I wonder what might have hap-
pened for this young man and his family had there been a system of supports from
his early years, supports that would have individualized to their particular circum-
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stances. Would he have waeted four years of his teen-age years at home, unnecessar-
ily bedridden by his mom who chose to work outside a system that she did not feel
was responsive to them?

--The young boy in special education in rural America, severe behavior disorders
and only vestiges of language, found locked in a room where he had been for most
of his young life. Professionals feel that there was nothing "wrong" with this young
man except that his family had locked him away from the world, raising him in
isolation. A family in crisis. How much better and different would this child's life
and future be, had there been an aggressive Part H system in his home county?

The service coordinator who on her first day of work four years ago called to
follow-up o-. 8 month old twins who were in the child find system. She was told: "I
am sorry, I guess you were not told about my sister." Suicide one month earlier.
"The ,istems didn t come in time," she was told by the sister who was left to raise
the Lwins.

Another poor urban family for whom services were virtually unattainable be-
cause they had no telephone. The system couldn't reach them and they couldn't
reach the system in today's high tech world, because there were no funds to pay for
telephone.

The mother who was unable to keep her young child, not because she didn't
want to and not because she would be unable to care for ner, but because she lived
on the fourth floor of subsidized housing with no elevator; her health prevented her
from carrying the toddler up and down the stairs and there was no other housing
available to her.

Part H is not about housing or telephones, but it about linkages with other sys-
tems. I would hope that each State would have a sysLom that would effectively open
ationalize a single point of entry for families, providing them with access to what-
ever supports are necessary for themselves and their infant.

These, and many others that I could share, are stories about families and their
young children. The family is the natural caregiver and as we move forward with
the implementation of Part H, we must move with great care to guarantee that it
does not become yet another specialized system of services which has the potential
of being crippled by "administrative convenience". If the IFSP is individualized on
paper only, we have lost. You have before you a program that is of critical :.mpor-
tance to the lives of thousands of infants born each year with disabilities. Please
make sure it works for them.

Senator HARKIN. Next, let's turn to Bob and Diane Sanny, and
Monica and Gretchen, from Fairfield, IA. Again, we have your
Statement, and we'll put it in the record in its entirety.

Bob or Diane, whichever one or both, however you wish to pro-
ceed, please tell us what you want us to know today.

Mrs. SANNY. First of all, we are honored to be here. We have the
product of the system as it works ideally in Gretchen, and Monica,
and in our family. So we'd like to tell you a happy story, which
didn't start out very happy, actually.

When we took Gretchen home from the hospital for the first
time, she was 10 weeks old. She had been through major surgery,
Kveral near-death episodes, and endless, endless painful medical
?rocedures. But she had a lot going in her favor in that we were all
very thankful that we could be together again, and we immediately
were hooked up with the area education agency in our area, even
though they told us that they had no idea what we could expect
the outcome to be with Gretchen. She was being fed through a tube
in her nose; her arms and her hands were completely paralyzed,
they just hung lifelessly at her side. And you can see how she is
today. Her legs were casted up to her hips. We didn't really know
what the outcome of that would be. She had severe club feet. And I
guess her whole general body tone was very, very weak. "Low
muscle tone" is what they call it.

We didn't know if she would be able to speak because she could
not eat, and those two functions are very intimately connected.
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So we were pretty scared. Actually, we were very scared and
very overwhelmed by the whole experience. And I think that had
we been alone, I don't know what we would have done, and I don't
know what the outcome would have been. But we weren't. We had
a lot going in our favor. I think it helped that we were older, more
mature parents. Maybe some people think we are too old to start a
familylike our parents thought we wereand we. came from a
very, very close and supportive community, which was a huge help,
too.

But the biggest thing was that we lived in Iowa, and Iowa is a
birth-mandate State and has been for a long time. And because of
that, the area education agency provided us immediately when we
came home from the hospital with a preschool teacher who came to
our home, a physical therapist that came to our home, and an occu-
pational therapist.

All three of these professionals would come and do their services
there. We didn't have to abandon Monica to daycare centers. She
was only 4 years old at the time. So the integrity of the family was
maintained throughout that.

The women who came guided us every step of the way. They
were completely supportive and knowledgeable. As I said before, I
have no idea what I would have done without their input because
we didn't know what to do with a child whose arms and hands did
not move. We had to bring the whole world to her. She couldn't sit
up when normal kids sat up, and she couldn't reach out for some-
thing that she wanted to play with and stick in her mouth. We had
o do all of that for her. And they told us what was normal and
how to have her have those normal experiences at the right time.
So she was getting that stimulus that was necessary to her nervous
systemthat's the way I thought, anywayfor it to develop in a
very normal progression.

They also emphasized that we were the ones who should be doing
this; that we were the natural caregivers; that it wasn't for some-
one in a center somewhere, acme therapist on a daily basis to be
working with her, but that we were the natural therapists. So what
they did was teach us how to incorporate it into our normal rou-
tine so that on a day-to-day basis she was getting what she needed.

So here she is, 3 years later. She is still fed through a tube; she
still doesn't know how to eat correctly. W. know what the
outcome of that will be. But she is very hap.,. bile is very bright
almost precociousshe is very social, as she said "Hi" to you in the
microphone when she came up, and she is a complete delight; we
just adore her.

And Monica has come through it very well, too. She is very
strong, very secure, and happyand shy. [Laughter.]

So I can't really begin to think of what Gretchen's life would
have been like without the input that we got from the area educa-
tion agency. They still to this day come to our home and monitor
her. And we are led to believe thatI don't know how long this is
going to go onbut until she is completely at her maximum devel-
opment, we'll have that input.

So the girls are thriving, but what about us through all of that,
what about mom and dad? We had a lot of responsibility. We were
the therapists. And also, Gretchen wasn't able to eat. Her digestion
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couldn't tolerate any prepared formulas, and they had to be tubed
in. So I was spending two hours a day cooking, pureeing, straining,
blending, and then I'd have to tube feed her five times a day,
which altogether was almost four hours of my day just keeping her
fed, on top of all the other responsibilities of being a morn with a
regular family and normal functions in life.

So what it came down to was that there was a point when 1 day
the physical therapist asked me, "How are you doing?" and I
looked at her with fatigued eyes and depressed demeanor, and I
said, "I'm drowning. I am drowning in my life." Up until that point
I really didn't knowI thought I should be able to do all this. I'm
the mom. I should be able to do all of it. And it wasn't until she
sort of reflected that back to me that I realized that I wasn't doing
it, that something was wrong.

So she suggested that fortunately at this very time, Part H was
being implemented in the State of Iowathis was last year. So she
suggested that we be a part of this, that we have an IFSP, an indi-
vidualized family service plan, done. So we were the first family in
our area; we were the pilot family.

The assessment itself actually was the most beneficial thing to
us. There were seven professionals who came to our home. This
was the first time they had done it, and they really didn't know
who was necessary for one of those things, so we had the depart-
ment of human services, we had public nurses, we had a couple of
education people, and we had social workers. Seven ladies trooped
into our living room. Just talking to themfirst I was so overshad-
owed by their sheer numbersbut I felt their support, and that
was to me the most beneficial thing was for them to say, "It's okay.
There are ways we can help you. You don't have to do this all
alone. You don't have to drown."

Immediately what came of it was that I told my husband what
happened that day, and he started helping. That was the immedi-
ate result. He had been working day and night, trying to start a
business. He cut back on his hours and started to share the load
with me in the kitchen. He is very good in the kitchen.

Mr. SANNY. Better than she is. [Laughter.]
Mrs. SANNY. He is more efficient. He is the efficiency expert.
Anyway, with this IFSP it was also very educational. They ex-

plained to me the complete system. There is a huge system out
there, already in place, and I had no idea it was there. They gave
me the telephone numbers and the contacts, people to actually talk
to; actually, some of them were sitting right there in my living
room. And that was extremely beneficial. So at any time in the
future, if things should change, I know how toI think the word is
"access the system." So this is extremely beneficial to me.

Unfortunately, the two programs they recommended were child
care, and at that time the funds in our area in Iowa had run out.
They had used it all up for the previous year. I don't understand
the whole thing, but I just heard that recently there are monies
available. The other thing was in-home health care. This would
have been someone to come in and give me a hand, maybe three
hours a week or so. I applied for this, but we had a very difficult
time accessing the system.
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My major impression was that the department of human services
in Iowa is overworked, understaffed, too many cases, their case
load is too heavy, and they are underfunded. So we finally just
gave up. It was too frustrating, already at a time when we didn't
have much time to be trying to continually deal with getting help
from these people. But in the future I think I will not hesitate be-
cause our life has gotten a little bit better.

In closing, I want to say that we feel, we have every reason to
believe, that Gretchen is going to be a productive, fulfilled, happy
individual when she grows up. And I know in my heart that it is
because she was reached at such a tender age, and I feel that there
are miracles out there. They call her "the miracle baby," and there
are miracles out there waiting to be worked. It is just that the kids
need to be reached immediately; that's when it is the most impor-
tant.

And also, our family is happy. We were saved, too.
So I thank you, and it was all due to the laws that have been

passed. So thank you.
Senator HARKIN. Thank you. That's a great story. [Applause.]
[The prepared statement of Mrs. Sanny follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MS. SANNY

In April of 1988, we took Gretchen home for the first time after 10 stre88-filled
weeks of hospitalization during which time Gretchen had stomach surgery and sev-
eral near-death episodes. Needless to say. we were scared and overwhelmed. But we
were also thankful that our family could be together again. Gretchen was being fed
through a feeding tube inserted into her nose; her arms and hands hung lifelessly at
her sides; and her legs were casted up to her hips. No one could tell us if or when
she would be able to eat, speak, walk, or move her arms and hands.

Two questions stayed with me. What is the quality of her life going to be? And
what can I do to make it better? Also I was very concerned about Monica, her older
sister. I had read that often the siblings of children who are disabled can feel so
neglected that they wished they were the disabled ones. But fortunately we had a
lot of things in our favor. We were older, more mature parents. We had a solid mar-
riage. We had great health insurance and came from a very close, supportive com-
munity. And we lived in Iowa. a birth-mandate Statewe were not alone. Through
the Area Education Agency the State of Iowa provided a home intervention pre-
school teacher, physical therapist and occupational therapist from the time Gretch-
en was 3 months old. All three of these professionals came to our home which
meant that Monica, who was then 4, was not abandoned while Gretchen was receiv-
ing services. These women were a wealth of ideas and fountains of support, and
guided Gretchen's development every step of the way. The emphasized that we were
the Gretchen's natural care-givers and therapists and, as such, they taught us how
to include therapeutic exercises into our daily routine.

Three years later Gretchen is still fed through a tube, but she is a bright, lively.
walking, talking, charming little girl. And thankfully her arms and hands have hill-
ited function which continues to improve. Monica has come through the ordeal re-
maining strong and secure.

I cannot begin to image what the quality of Gretchen's life would have been with-
out the knowledge, direction and support we received And thankfully, it all hap-
pened in our home where Gretchen still continues to be monitored by both occupa-
tional and physical therapists.

So the girls are thriving, but what about the parents? A host of therapies were
basically our responsibility. And since Gretchen's digestion could not tolerate any
prepared formulas, I spent two hours of each day cooking, juicing, blending and
straining her special diet. And to top it off, she had to be fed five times a day. This,
of course, was all in addition to my "normal" responsibilities--I was drowning.

However, as our good fortune would have it, at this time, Part H was begin imple-
mented in Iowa; and we became the first pilot family in our area to have an Individ-
ualized Family Service Plan done. The process itself, the evaluation, was extremely
beneficial because having to explain to these various professionals what I was feel-

't,
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ing for the first time clarified why I was overwhelmed and exhausted by life. The
results were immediate. After hearing the outcome of the IFSP, my husband, who
had been working day and night starting a new business, immediate cut back on
work and began sharing the load in the kitchen. My life was saved.

The IFSP was also educational. I learned what programs were available and I was
provided with contacts and phone numbers. The two programs that were recom-
mended to me were childcare and in-home health care. Unfortunately, ail childcare
funds had been exhausted, and we eventually gave up on in-home health care as a
result of difficulty in accessing the system. Throughout this process, it was my im-
pression that the Department of Human Services was understaffed and underfund-
ed. It goes without saying that this needs to be addressed.

In closing, I annot emphasize enough the impact that these services have had on
our lives. For Gretchen, it means a brighter future than we ever imagined. There's
little doubt that she'll be a self-sufficient, productive member of society due largely
to very early and excellent care she received. As for Bob and myself, having a child
with disabilities has been the greatest challenge of our lives and we have coped well
with much thanks for support we were given.

Senator HARKIN. Jeanette Behr, from Lake Elmo, MN. We are
privileged to have you here today, as well as our distinguished Sen-
ator from Minnesota. Your statement will be made a part of the
record, and please tell us what you want us to know.

Ms. BEHR. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and Senator
Durenberger.

I am Jeanette Behr, a parent of three children, so if Diane is old,
I'm a dinosaur. [Laughter.]

My daughter Katherine is now 8 years old and has autism, which
means that she has great difficulty communicating and interacting
with other people, and also interprets her world quite differently.
If I could get inside of her head for 1 day, I could explain it more
how she interprets the world.

I would like to introduce to you today the interagency puzzle
and I'm not sure if you were given one of these, but you will be.

Senator HARKIN. I have one of these; what is it?
Ms. BEHR. That's it. If you can imagine this interagency puzzle

and put a picture of a child on one side, parents and siblings on
another, professionals, community health care, and there could be
others, medical, on each side of this cube, this is my visualization
of Public Law 99-457. And as you can see, when you move one
piece of the puzzle, it changes how the other pieces fit together as
well.

I don't mean to say that this puzzle is a negative connotation. I
think that the flexibility and creativity and individual solutions
that can be reached in solving this puzzle can produce growth and
development and a sense of accomplishment.

I feel in looking back, searching for early intervention when my
daughter was born, before Public Law 99-457 was passed, and
seeing how things have changed now as she is 8 years old, I have
seen great progress. I do feel that one of the overriding issues is
health care access. This is a bigger issue than just Public Law 99-
457, and yet it affects everything that we are trying to do here.

Health care can be doubly difficult to access for children with
disabilities, and it definitely affects their families as well. And I
would urge you, Senator Harkin and Senator Durenberger, to con-
tinue your efforts to address those needs.

I think case management is another puzzle; a term we use when
we talk about how do you pull everything together, how do you get
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this puzzle to fit, which is a challenge, I can tell you; I did it all the
way on the airplane.

Senator DURENBERGER. I've got it down to the last piece. [Laugh-
ter.]

Ms. BEHR. Well, I didn't want to make it too easy, because as
families can tell you, it's not.

My daughter right now has at least four case managers, includ-
ing me, and sometimes after 8 years, I am rather unwilling to play
that role.

I would not say that one person could manage effectively all of
her educational, health care, safety, growth and developmental
needs. But I would say that we can do a lot more right now with
what we currently have to coordinate how c,,se management ic
livered and how people who have some part of case management
communicate with each other, how they communicate with fami-
lies, and how they coordinate what they do.

For example, I have seen in the 8 years that my daughter has
been alive that schcols and counties did not speak to each other in
the beginning. Whfin we originally got services, it was an infant
stimulation program through the county; then people kept think-
ing that Katy was blind, which is very typical for children with
autismthey act like they don't see. Eventually, because of that,
we got into an educational system for visually impaired children,
and the county closed the file on our family. That was it. Goodbye.
You're in education. We're done with you.

Today it is very different. If I go to an IEP meeting, an individ-
ual educational plan meeting, my county case manager will come
along, the service provider, the people who work with Katy and our
family in our home, will come along, and we can together build a
much more effective plan that carries out strategies not only the
six hours that she is in school, not only the 4 hours on a Saturday
when we have a break from supervising Katy.

So I would encourage you to continue your efforts to build coordi-
nation among and between systems before we get overly concerned
about how to continue the issue of funding.

I did submit an interagency process analysis that will shed more
light on this in my written testimony.

Also under the IFSP, which I think Diane explained so well, we
have tr:ed to get away frc n evaluating a family, and I don't think
a system has a right to come in and evaluate a family, and I think
most c 7 the professionals in this room would agree that that would
be extremely intimidating.

However, we have come up with trying to elicit a family's con-
cerns, priorities and resources in regard to enhancing the growth
and development of thei: child's future.

I would like tb submit that we could use the term "preference"
instead of "resources" because that would more clearly lead to how
services are delivered in a way that fits the family's routine. I
think as Diane alluded to, you get into a situation where you have
all these responsibilities for your child, and you attempt to do it
without questioningis this the way that it works for me. If we
could use the word "preferences" in section 303.344 of the Federal
Register, it may be more clear to service providers that we need to
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ask how is it that you live your daily life, and where is it in your
daily life that you have time to do this or to do that.

Underlining that issue, the outcome of that is a more effective
service. If I have a therapy that I can fit into Katy's daily routine
and do it every day when it fits my schedule, it is far more effec-
tive than if I have to drive 60 miles away, two times a week, as I
originally did when Katy was born. So those, I think we need to
continue, and I would like to see the word "pmference" included.

The last idea that I had when thinking all of this over was the
idea of rower. Before my daughter was born, I was going to run a
marathon, and I didn't do that, but I got Katy instead.
when Katy was two, I did train and run that marathon io Duluth,
MN. And as I was running that marathon from Two 71.11 hors to
Duluth, I thought this was probably really not worth itbut what
was worth it was the training and develcping my stamina and feel-
ing in such a State of health that I could continue to face the days
that ce me, whatever the stresses were.

I really think that early intervention is like the beginning of a
marathon. I think we have a potential here to give parents the
power to choose, the powr.:1- to cope, and the power to develop each
member of their family in spite of what they are faced with. I
really believe that, as M:chelle alluded to, another overriding issue
r-Ir parents of children with disabilities is that we realize at some
po.'nt that there is some basic discrimination against children with
disaiiilities. They are people first. And in early intervention, we
ha.,re that chance, we have that opportunity to provide parents
with some training to be able to face that marathon.

Thank you very much.
Senator HARKIN. Thank you, Jeanette. [Applause.]
[The prepared statement of Ms. Behr follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MS. BEHR

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I, Jeanette P.thr, parent of three chitj
dren, sincerely appreciate this opportanity to introduce the interagency pu.le. I
would like to stress that this puzzle docs not necessarily carry a negative co. ota.
tion. The individual creativity and flexibility allowed in searching for a solution to a
puzzle is indeed, an important step in growth and discovery. Envision a cube v ith
pictures on each side, one of a child, one of parents or parent, one of community and
one of professionals. As one picture on one side of this puzzle cube is adjusted, it
affects each of the other sides as well. This is a visualization of Public Law 99-067
which attempts to demonstrate the unique attributes of interagency coordination to
support families and communities. As the reauthorization of Public Law 99-457 pro-
cee6 the importance of family centered and community based implementation
cannot be overstated.

To illustrate, we live in a small community not far from the twin citiet. of St. Paul
and Minneapolis. When our oldest daughter Katy, was eventually diagnosed as
having autism, she was 9 months old. (before passage of Public Law 99-457). 1 drive
her from 20 to 50 miles, two to four times a week to the most appropriate early
intervention program. When Katy graduated fr nil early intervention at age 4, we
worked with professionals in two school systen to enroll Katy in a community
based non-profit preschool. It was at this time tht t Katy made the most substantial
gains in her ability to communicate. It also pro ided us the opportunity to meet
other families in the community with young childi en and begin to build an informal
support system of shared child care, car pools and ;riendships. As you listen to testi-
mony today, Mr. Chairman, members of the con.mittee, please keep in mind the
three dimensional aspect of this remarkable la% and a key concept of viewing
issues through a faaliiy centered approach. (See enclosures #1, #2 from Project
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Dakota Outreach for further discussion of family focused and community based
strategies and philosophies.)

While our family had choices about the type of early intervention services, and
three systems, a private medical provider, county social services and an educational
system cooperated on our behalf this was more of an exception to the rule and took
quite a bit of time. However, see .1 in terms of long term outcomes, each success that
Katy attained in early childhood settings has enabled us to seek more inclusive and
typical settings. Today Kat:, attends a regular second grade classroom with special
education support. She is learning to say more words each day, and is also interact-
ing more with other children. This is not to say Katy is cured of autism. She has
some very diffirelt times and needs a great deal of supervision. However, she enjoys
eating in restaurants, has learned to swim at a community pool, and will be taking
a community based gymnastics class next mont i. We attribute many of these oppor-
tunities to the early intervention Katy has reef ived. The interagency puzzle worked
for us before Public Law 99-457 WBB passed.

However, this puzzle will be unresolvable foi many States, children and families
unless the overriding issue of health care ac ess is addressed. Health care goes
beyond this legislaCon, but lack of basic health care inhibits problem solving and
ability to cooperate between agencies. Access tc health care can be extremely diffi-
cult for children with disabilities. Our daughter is not able to use words to describe
how she feels. With a dedicated and talented peliatrician who really listens to us as
her parents, Katy has been able to reach a relatively stable health status. Involving
the medical profession and private insurance at option is part of this interagency
puzzle. Many parents of young children seek information and support first in a med-
ical setting; it is a natural point of access and referrals.

Developing timetables for ensuring that appropriate early intervention services
will be available to all infants and toddlers with disabilities is problematic for
States. However, it is the most difficult issue for families. Many parents in rural
arlas do not have the choice to drive to reach appropriate services, as we did. (As a
point of progress, if Katy were born today, we would not have to go so far out of our
own community to receive services.) Allowing States a differential funding system
and some flexibility to continue participation in Part H is warranted as long as the
goal is clearly geographically accessible services by a Stated time.

There are two issues which follow closely on this one. The barriers to service are
often cultural as well as geographical. As we strive to build this comprehensive
system we must ur e the existing networks and people in communities. This means
the puzzle must al c for personnel development that reaches out to people in rural
communities as mai as into communities within cities. Alsn, rather than trying to
entice professionals to move to an unfamiliar setting, it my opinion that person-
nel development should pull in people who have sires& chosen to live in a particu-
lar setting and/or culture, provide them the added tra:ning and then allow them tt,
build the community connections on a long term basis. In our personal experience,
our daughter's first 'infant stimulation' teacher, who worked in a county based
system, has sought further educational licenser and now work sin a more censulta-
tive role in community beset'. prtschools. Her understanding of both county and edu-
cational systems is extensive. And to illustrate family-centered practices, this teach-
er stood in line on a cold winter day in Minnesota to eeserve a preschool alot for a
child because the mather was at wa ,. hnme with newborn twins!

As the interagency puzzle demonstrat%. a change in the picture for the af-
fects the ftmily t. As the systems are directed to change for more coirdination
and collaboration, parents must be provided a range of roles to choose Fora. A cue
should be taken from Head Start, to involve parents at every level. Also, the issue of
evaluations of families continues to be a concern. As part recommendations have
been to avoid the terms strengths and needs in order to avoid judging a family, the
terms concerns, priorities and preferences (rather than resovrces) are now being
suggested. For families who have to live the interagency puzzle, the way a service is
delivered is as critical as the service itself. In order to t-..ke the service most effi-
cient and effective for the child, it must rit the preference of the family. Our daugh-
ter Katy reeeives speech therapy in our home, a tour request, which has been the
most we..tive learaing for her as we.tll as for us, in terms of expanding on strategies
used ny her speech therapist.

Ir. addition, ',he role of parents as partners at a policymaking level should be ad-
dressed. Historically, parents have been in the .orefront as advocates for progress
and more effoctive services. Public Law 99-457 re.flects this by the appointment of
parents to Interagency Coordinating Councils. It is recommended that review boards
such as OSEP, MCH, SPRANS etc. include parents ara grant Applications are devel-
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oped and rewarded. (See enclosure #3 Recommendations Concerning ICC Parent
Development and Support, March 1991.)

As the reauthorization of Public Law 99-457 is considered, the concept of a lead
agency is also a puzzle. With permission from the family involved I would like to
illustrate the importance of this concept. A child who clearly qualified for early
intervention moved into a county in Minnesota. The parents were interested in pro-
viding their child some time in a typical setting with other children his age (twenty
months) as he had no siblings. The county defined this setting as educational, the
school district defined it as respite, and both agencies refused to provide the service.
For some time the parents felt they were caught in the middle. A lead agency con-
cept is difficult for systems, but clearly needed by families, to prevent being caught
in the middle, or being passed from one agency to another. In this case, the profes-
sionals from both agencies and the parents agreed to hold a joint meeting on the
issue and did resolve it in a relatively timely manner. It is my belief that agree-
ments and resolution of disputes must start at the local level. There is much that
could be done to facilitate the communication by professionals between systems in
order to coordinate intervention. (Please see enclosure #4 Interagency Process
Analysis Survey Summary). One set rrocess, to be "mandated" across agencies is
trying to flatten out the three dimensional puzzle. it is simplistic and limits the
flexibility, creativity and individualization that is possible with the different sys-
tems. What is necessary are processes that can work in collaboration if necessary.
Setting up another State agency or policy council on the State level, would compli-
cate the issues rather than solve them.

In regard to dispute resolution, which the previous example alludes to, the puzzle
is quite complex. Rather than form another council et agency to resolve disputed, it
would follow the inference of the law that the Initeragency Coordinating Council
play a role in the ai signment of financial responhibility to the appropriate agency.
While this can be in erpreted as advising and assisting the lead agency it could also
ensure that the Council would play a more central role in assessing the nature of
early intervention in each particular State.

The interagency puzzle is a complex and sometimes confusing array of issues.
However, it is a recognition that children, and the families that love and nurture
them, have needs that cannot be easily compartmentalized. Especially in early
childhood a families' priorities may be rapidly changing and may cross over numer-
ous "systems" boundaries. As I recall the hours of early intervention our daughter
received, the most valuable lessons were based on recognizing her worth as an indi-
vidual, taking into account our abilities, as h .r parents. to seek out ways to encour-
age her growth and development and finally, reaching out to other families with
children, with or without disabilities, to participate in a mutually supportive rela-
tionships that meet the needs of each individual in the family as well as the commu-
nity.
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I'rojcct
Dakota

Outreach
MISSION sTATEMENT

71:e agency mlision for early intervention is to Ust;Ibt the family and
ourmunity to tramote opt imal develoment of the child andRruce the negative
effe-cts of delay or

PROOK1- DANOCA GOALS

Focus cr the child and family needs considered essential by parents.

Insure direct and meaningful collaboration among parents and staff
througlcut the intervention process.

Promote the asguisition of knowledge, skill and confidence by parents
to describe their child's strengths and needs and to identify and carry
out gocls and strategies for their child.

Lnocart.ce the transmAssion (-0 these strategies by parents and staff to
other caregivers and setting.i.

Increal. the child's ability te function in less restrictive
environments. Draw upon natural settings and resources for
intemention.

OPERATIW PRINCIPLES

Family Resour.:es
. Yamil.os govern their investment of time and energy: there is no

"hidden agenda" to increase or alter it. The goal is to have their
c.Lrren. commitment fit their current energy, schedules, and priorities.

intAwAsition strategies can be a natural part of the daily routine and
fit confortably intO the interactions and styles of family members.

Comminity Resiuroes

FamirniVaild be offered on-going information and assistance in using
connurilty resources so they may make informed decisions about what is
availaie and whether it may play e role in their efforts.

Settinmi used by non-delayed peers should be used in preference to
special.zed or segregated settings.

Staff Resourotn
Staff N:5(.1.1rCea ehould 64,Plerlent Pot supplant tan.ily and comunity
esour .

MA(

ConsulAtion and assistance should be available in the settings where
the skills will be used or practiced.

.A

t.D e E-5 (.:: 4::
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:.VIKNITY-ASED

PrOje:t
Dakota

Olitreach

:. we can ::cus our gnergies or we can fcrus on integrating

on 1%te;:atir.g our ;;Ioqrans c!.ildren's childhood.

we can x,:tray early Intervention
as that whicn speciallots do
in speo.al places

or we car deliver direct and
cons.;:t.tive assls:ance JIM
thoughtful prohlem-selving
in a variety of settings an!t;
staff, family, friends.

3. we can :..)nsider early trite:vent:en cr We can see early Intervention
as N.t,at lappens only tn the ear:y as the family's :ntroduction
iears to how they and professinals

can work together in the
decaies to come. :t can he An
:ntroduction to thm
poss:blittes of lifeloyl
cont:ihuting and learning tn
typica, settings.

4. Wt can continue to promote the
assumption that children with
cisaItles learn only from
adults working from :EP's

Cr We can pronzte the reality
that children with disabilities
a:e challenr;ed,
motivated, and matured hy time
wtth chilOren.

LIn!.3
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ie PZ.

A Dif: .ent Ferspective for Staff

TIAcklclonal Ji:qt Roe

lisaio on 01- stage'

Needs to g:"e direcrs.

has the

;V:A:Ntir:6 ch 'd r4e,rts

the child'S OeveloFelert to parents.

Bec.vrene..; nals ar0, ot:!ectives
and then asza parent for theirs.

Project
Dakota

Outreach

Collaborator Staff l%ole

"Guide at the Side'

Asks questions

Problem-solves with parents

and staff for creative idea4.

Asks parent about child and
collatxocatea in assessment.

Asks rs.irentS for gnals and
objectives and then sapplenentS
when necessary.

Fee:s :hoall know all 0* anrs. Feels tt is aprropriate to search

for resoatces and refer parents
to others.

for pamnts to
do at 14,7e.

te,chni:al jargon extensively.

Frainstorms ideas with parents to
find functiooil activities that
wOrk for then at hve in their
daily routine.

Speaks in laynan's tems amd
explains technical terras that
will he used with the child.

Exieds tle Lo lock at relps the parents to reccinize
the Drofe-.r:nnal an the exprt. their own strengths arrd expertise.

:rot-. 1.er by San,::y Bell, fwlner n.akota trzSE teacher for twenty
yc-tra.

A D,tmon cf rp%
. .

NiN s:ri 612)
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4.3

ICC PARE VI' REPRESENTATIVES OF THE GREAT LAKES STATES
(Minnie, Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin)

Recommeadations Concerning ICC Parent Development and Support
March 1991

B ackgro und

One of the man) cl allenges presented by PL 99457, Part H, is the development of new kinds of
relatior.ships ber. cen parents end professionals. New ways of relating are needed not only in
p1arinthg and pro...iing services to individual infants and toddlers, but taso at the policy level, as
parents and professionals semi together on Interagency Coordinating Councils,

Parents serving ott itate.level Interagency Coordinating Councils for eel intervention in the Great
Lakes sta:ei tq, Ks:, OH, PA. WI) have participated in a regional networking activity
t.ince the fall of 191;9. The activity haS be.en facilitated by the Great Lakes Ana Regional Resource
Center in response to needs identified by parent represematives to its Advisory Committee. The
activity hes focused on addressing the needs of ICC parents for information, support, and raining
through their link ge with each other, existing parent training and Information center, and other
rescurces. Two meetings were held which included the majority of ICC parents in the region.
Win) representatis es hom parent training and information centers, and representatives from other
interested groups. The second of these meetings wu conducted in the l'ormat of a conference
entitled "The Art of StoryteWng", which was planned and organized by a %mallet wotk group of
parents selected from the larger group. This work group met two additional times, once to
organize the cor.firence and a second time to develop materials and resources which reflect the
emlleotive eve:urn,: of the group.

Members of the gioup felt that they had :earned much From this experience about ways to support
parents in their role ea ICC members, at both local and state levels. They were eager to share that
learning with ICC parents, with the professionals who serve On ICCI, and with oaten who want
to suppon parerr..s in this new role. The following recommendations wets developed b,y the work
voup and have Nen reblewed In draft by al: participants. They represent the best thinking of the
group regarding tl.e effe,, dye suppon of parent representanves to state and local ICCs.

It is Important that parents be valued and respected in their role as ICC
representati. es,

1 Paren:s vah.e re.cionsips with profes:or.als vho provide them ssith information and listen
and A 7pteCiale expernse. Ac Eons such as the following empower paxents:

.spending ICC menng time 041 issues identinoil by parents..
attending ci.sr,7e=1,:es oo ncaning parent identned needs;

ra es arid r)ocdares, both wriaen and unwritten, offic-.81 and unofficial:
ersovidIng opponunines for reciprccity.

2. l'he relatior.s1 weti parews aJ pIi'cs s:rsna:s on ICCs should be viewed is reciprocal;
1.41.-ents contri'wte and leArn as do professionals.

3. The ICC r.ce,:s to spend tkLue des elopir.g an 1:-..f..rstandirg of the parent representa-lves role
and the bene5,s sod value of parent parncipaion.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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4. ICC parents' al ar and expenses (e g , travel & pr diem, postage, copying. phone calls, child
cart, etc.) shou:d be rrizubarsed. (See relevant OSEP Mcmo)

S. The age limit lot chLdren of ICC parents should 5: reexatnined and made roore flexible to
increase con*,..i.ty and to reap the loene fits of the perspective of parents looking back at their
child's early yet's.

6. The national erly childhood TA provider (i.e NECTAS) should have an ICC parent on Its
Advisory Comunittee if they are to include ICC parcnta as a conttituency.

7. An these moor= ..dations need to be implemented in a manner sensitive to the cultural end
socioeconomic dh-rsity of families.

ICC Parents n:ed accurate and appropriate Information in order In function
effectively.

1. ICC parents irlilitified these key needs:

'Shared experi mCes
Listening frie.xls
'Time for rmt
runely and cl :a information

The above co ild be a sta.rtir.g point for explorir.g the needs of individual ICC parents and
implemented i a manner sers:dve to the cultural and socioeconomic diversi of families.

2. Orier.taaon rt eterials should be developed to mee: e broad range of ' .arrang styles and
preferences (e g . written inrorn1atiOn, video, personal contact, tbehtorini, audio tapes, ete.)
Note: See orie Itadon enarce.als to be developed through Great Lakes area regioul activity.

3. Parents shoul4 "oe given clear itiformaon about their role. including haIng a spokesperson for
other parents, st the tax they are asked to join an ICC.

4, ICC Parents ,I.ould be supported In conr.ecting v.ith ?I constituency of parents of young
children and !n receiving support and input from pa:ents of older children. PTIs, advocacy
groups. paxen. suppon groups, etc may be helpful in establishing such connections. Parent
painir.g and Inforrnation centers (PTI!, in pa--ocular, reed to examine their role in providing
inform:radon laic; support to ICC parents.

Professionals and represenu :is. s of parent groJp, ad. oc:acy agencies, PM, etc should help
ICC parcr.ts c tiblish efficient w s mc. c xchar.ge a:forma:ion %nil gather input

6. ICC pa.rer.ts has,e access to a clearly identifled staff-pirent liaison to assist with
rrirnbarwinei s. and other Icrs-cal isroes.

S.

ps.rer.so 1:10'..lid 1.0 e to t-r On a:iot:s melting Iiits in order to reCet% e
pntinent trrotrnaeorL

8, 10c par( nts sh be cupilorte,i in ga..,n;-1 free a cs to rex% a.nt ekc u.oric communiition
such as Sere; ,.:Nct. An ICC P,..rs t bsrlletin bovd should be established on Specie:Net. The
currtnt d..se rinailon to ICC .pr....enis of infottration from the Special!s:e t bulletin board
Programs In-olving Pcreras' (PIP) by NECTAS is a g-Ksd svin in this direction.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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.

ICC parents esp..tince support when they gre connected to kgrItty of parents
and profmiona's interested in the implementation of Part it.

I. In order to evo d isolation, ICC pann:s need meaningful relationship with t vete ty of
professionals. Cptons and opportvraies fot thc development of such relrmships need to be
provided.

2. State and local IOC ra..-ems in a given state should have regJar contact.

3. ICC parents r.ced opportunities to network with their peers in other states or locales (c.g
conferences, con ftlence cz.Us1 planning committees, etc.).

4. Regional achv:f...s tre an ideal size for facilitating r.etworking among state ICC pe.rents.

S. Parents leaving ICCs should be e:nsidered as possible memurs to new parents aud
compen.sated for time and expen set.

Suggested disseminaim list

Part H Coordinators
NECTAS
PTIstrAPP
DEC
RAC
OSEP
Senator Harkins Olen ut
vozious disability pt.ps
MCH
Mental Health Li.v. P-ojezt
F1CC
OSEP
Suite ICC Chairs
Special ED. Diranon
NASDSF
\Lionel Parent N.k un Dis. `.....;:ties
TASH

BEST COPY AVAILABLE ,i
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Senator HARKIN. My personal congratulations to all of you for all
of your stamina and for running the marathon and finishing the
marathon. It is a tough race; I know it is. It is time-consuming,
emotion-draining, and frustrating at times. But I know that each of
you have also experienced the joy and the happiness of seeing your
children develop and grow as full human beings. And that is really
what this legislation is all about; Michelle, just as you have said, it
is getting to these kids early, recognizing them as human beings
and as people, understanding that with early intervention and with
the kind of coordinated approach that Part H envisions, that we
can build a system out there that supports families, that keeps the
children in their families, with their parents, and gives them every
reason to hope and to work for a better future for their kids. That's
what it's all about. All of your stories touch me very deeply.

Michelle, Tanika is now how olddid you say 12?
Ms. MARLOW. Yes, she's 12.
Senator HARKIN. How is she getting along now?
MS. MARLOW. Just fine. Medically, she does fine. She is doing

very well. She is real involved; she has best friends in the neighbor-
hood, right nextdoor, that she spends time with, and they spend
time over at our house. She is a part of our community. We are a
part of our community. And we continue to look for services and
try to do things that will help to meet our needs over time. But she
does very well; we'i e doing very well.

Senator HARKIN. Michelle, you now are vice chair of the Mary-
land Planning Council on Developmental Disabilities and also a
planning coordinator at the Kennedy Institute at Johns Hopkins
Hospital. As we reauthorize this legislation, and as you look back
at your experiences, and obviously you are working with other par-
ents now, what would you like us to really focus on? What is the
one thingis it coordinated services, perhaps? When you think of
all the problems that are out there, is there something missing? Is
there something that we've got to do better?

MS. MARLOW. We are talking about early intervention, and part
of that early intervention responsibility is helping to instill in the
family that they are an active participant, and they have expertise
in that child, and that is a very important part of any planning to
be done around services for that child and that family.

I believe it .s the responsibility of service providers in part to
elicit that from families, to ask people what it isthat was some-
thing that Jeanette said earlier. I find over the 13 years that I
have been in the disability field that to this day there are people
who are floored by the fact that I ask them, "What is it that you
want, and what services do you think will be helpful to you to con-
tinue to maintain your child and your family?" People are floored
by being asked, "What do you want, and what do you think you
need to be able to exist?" And a part of that is what they see their
role is in making those things happen. The system needs to be that
responsive. This system needs to be that responsive to families.

Senator HARKIN. One of the things I hear about a lot from par-
ents with young children who are disabledone of the most
common refrains I hear is, "I need some time off. I don't have any
time. I love my child, and I want to take care of him, but I just
need a break. I need to go to a movie. I need to go shopping. I need
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to take a vacation." And there isn't that structure. Now, this was
folded in, and this is a part of the early intervention program.

I see you nodding your head. Is that something you hear from
parents, too?

Ms. MARLOW. Yes. That's something I hear from me, in the
mirror. [Laughter.] I think we were somewhat lucky because my
family was available to me for daycare so I was able to go to school
and take that break and do some things for me. But as Tanika is
getting older and her needs are changing, and it is just her and me,
it is becoming real clear that the need for respite and a break is
something that we really have to plan so that we have a life, but
she has a life, and I have a life as well. And there are resources to
address this.

Senator HARKIN. Bob, let me turn to you. Diane had a very
moving story to tell. Tell us just in your own words how, as a male,
as a father, how did this affect you.

Mr. SANNY. It is a little embarrassing, actually, considering Mi-
chelle is a single parent and doing all this. But if you take the
normal exasperation of being a parentand people who aren't par-
ents don't understand that getting married is a big step in your
life, but having a child completely changes everythingand basi-
cally, having a child with disabilities is an exaggerated situation.
In my case, I was the principal breadwinner, and the demands, just
the time and energy demands, were jast too much for Diane.

So the situation is that normally a father who goes off to work
has to balance a little something for himself, something for the
boss, and something for the family, and it winds up that there is
just not enough of me to go around.

So what you do is you make priorities. In our case, I made the
priority that the family was more important, so the finances have
suffered. But that was a decision I made, and it was a decision that
had to be made.

I could sit and whine about all the things that you have already
said, and that's why this legislation came about, the difficulties
that parents have. I think one thing that I should admit is that I
have had as much as anyone probably a leaning toward not seeing
handicapped or disabled people as people because they stand out
they walk a little different, they talk a little different, whatever.

I remember when Gretchen was in the hospital, and she was just
lying there, and her arms barely moved, and I think to relieve
myself more than anything, I used to joke with the nurses. I said,
well, she'll never be a piano mover, but that's fine. And it really
hit meabout a year ago when she started walking, I was sitting
in the living room, and she walked in, and she was carrying Moni-
ca's Casio keyboard, and I realized that this girl had turned into a
"piano mover." [Laughter.]

I think a lot of timesmaybe it is just human nature that any-
thing t!ifferent stands out and we think it is inferiorbut we write
potential off too early. And if we write it off too early, it will be a
self-fulfilling prophecy.

That's about all I have to say. Thank you.
Senator HARKIN. Monica, you haven't said a thing yet.
Mrs. SANNY. Shes a little shy.
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Senator HARKIN. Hi, Monica. I'll bet you've been a big help to
your parents, haven't you, and to your sister

Miss Sanny. Yes.
Senator HARKIN. What are some of the good things about having

a special sister like Gretchen? Are there some special things you
think maybe I ought to know about? [Pause.]

Senator HARKIN. Well, she carries your Casio keyboard around; I
know that. [Laughter.]

Mrs. SANNY. She wants Bob to answer for her. She knew you
were going to ask her this question.

Mr. SANNY. It is interesting that two children out of the same
union could be so different, but they are. Actually, Monica has
been very strong throughout this. She went without morn basically
for two and a half months in the beginning, and I turned into the
"mom" and I think I'm second-best at best.

But when we talked about this question last night, she said that
having Gretchen as a sister basically seems like having any
otheryou know, a sisterand that the only advantage that she
saw was the fact that Gretchen couldn't run so fast, so she wasn't
quite such a pain to endure. [Laughter.] Other than that, the two of
them get along very well and are mutually supportiveand
Gretchen has even started beating up on her a little bit.

Senator HARKIN. She'll catch up to you, Monica. Be careful. I
know. My older daughter used to always beat up on my younger
one, but the younger one finally caught up to her after a while. So
it all evens out in the end.

Thank you very much for haing here, Monica.
I have a couple more qut , but defer to Senator Duren-

berger if you have any quesoons. The Senator from Minnesota.
Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you, Tom. First let me compli-

ment you on your questions and for bringing Iowa's first pilot
family here today.

As I was trying to figure this puzzle out and listen at the same
time, I got the point. I have been struggling, as many of us have,
for a long time with the issue that each of you have raised in an
implied sense, and that iswhy is it in a country as rich as ours is
it so complicated to have access to all these wonderful health, med-
ical and social service professional who have dedicated their lives
to helping us in one way or another. There are a lot of them, and
they are in our communitieswhy then is it so hard to put togeth-
er this system?

I have a young man, Christen Fink, sitting behind me who
from a city near Dusseldorf, Germany. He finished law school a
couple years ago and then came over to this country because in
Germany they have to wait 21/2 years before they can take the bar
exam. He is going to leave in 4 weeks and go back and take the bar
exam, and become a lawyer. But he listened to me make a speech
earlier this morning and told me afterwards about the differences
in his country and ours. He mentioned that one of the things that
goes on in this country is that we beat up on Japan and Germany
because they are so powerful economically. And he said, "But I
have really noticed in this country, that you are just as powerful
powerful, but you don't seem to get it together the way we seem to.
We're a little bit better organized. And while it is of expensive, we
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use the social insurance system to get a lot of things done. And it is
there for people when they need it."

One of the constant struggles that we have in the United States,
because we have a health insurance system set up for medical
emergencies; for example, something like breaking your leg or get-
ting a disease. You go to the doctor, then you go to the hospital,
then you come home. Y014 send the bill to the health insurance
company, and that's it. But that's not where most of the health and
medical problems in our country are brewing. They are generated
somewhere else. They are either genetically predictable, or they
are in the prenatal phase, or they are the results of birthingthey
develop during the course of life; they develop in the course of less
than adequate relationships between parents, they develop because
of ignorance, or they develop because of bad advice.

Senator Moynihan and I in the Finance committee have been
holding hearings on behavioral and social sciences--on what actu-
ally comes from a lack of concentrating on behavior and lack of
concentrating on the tie between the social sciences and the bio-
medical sciences in this country.

So I have just been sitting here, making notes to myself about
Tanika, Gretchen and Katy, because there is no way in a national
health insurance system that we could say everybody is going to
have health insurance in Americait simply wouldn't cover your
situations. It just wouldn't do it in the current system because the
current system is set up to let the social insurance system, or the
welfare system, or some program in special education do it. Over
here, the local government and the State government and the Fed-
eral Government are providing these services, but over here you
are your own.

What I hearand Jeanette said it specifically in her statement
all of you saying is that what we really need to be getting at in this
country is somehow integrating all of these things that we define
as health. And if you set this program up just because you have a
Tom Harkin, and you have a committed Senator, and you have a
commitment to people with disabilities, and you've got all of these
wonderful things that I have come to admire of Tom, you get a pro-
gram, and you get it going, then has to get turned over to some-
body else to implement.

So it never really becomes a part of the culture in our communi-
ties or in our governments or anywhere else. I must say I read As-
sistant Secretary Davila's Statement, and he deals with all these
words like "coordination" and "cooperation" and interagency this
and interagency that, and then we're going to have these 14 compo-
nents that everybody has to meetnone of that spoke to what I'm
seeing here. That is somewhere up here in what you call the bu-
reaucracy. I don't say that in a demeaning way at all.

But it is a frustration that I am expressing, which adds to the
value of all of you being here today to express yourselves on the
need in America. I guess we'll ne,,er be a Germany and we'll never
be a Japan, but there are some things to learn from other cultures
about how they have learned to put a high value on education,
health and family, and how they have found a way to put that all
together.

'1 .
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I particularly enjoyed going through your statements and then
listening to your comments about the stress on family. In America,
of course, that gets defined in a variety of ways, and it can be ex-
tended to some degree. But certainly the people I have met on this
committee long ago came to the conclusion that whatever we do in
public policy to strengthen the role of the family in this whole
system by making available education, information and then pro-
fessional assistance as appropriate, we ought to be doing.

The other thing that is a great frustration to me is how we set
up a policy direction, and the requirements to implemeat it, and
then we say to others, "You go and implement it." Then to make
sure somebody doesn't misuse the system, we have to set up all
these interagencies, coordinations, cooperations, guidelines, plans
and all the rest to make sure it comes out right. The fact is that we
never know whether it comes out right or not. We don't have a
system to measure what "come out right'' or outcomes means. I see
the satisfaction or frustration or somewhere in between in your
eyesbut if we could ever measure that, I think there will be a lot
more resources that could go into the families and into the profes-
sional support systems for familiesresources that would not have
to go into the interagency meetings and the plans and all the rest
by way of requirements just to make sure that there is somebody
there when you need them. But it is costly. It is costly to add all of
that dimension to the system.

So I wish out loud that we would put our efforts into measuring
what is now being called outcomes instead of all of these little
inputs and big inputs and important inputs. To you, the seven
people who showed up in you! home are a pretty important influ-
ence in your life. And yet if Iowa learns that it didn't take seven
people, but maybe just one, or two, darn it, let the folks in Iowa do
it that way. If that is the level of satisfaction experienced by the
citizens of Iowa and the pilot families and the other families in
Iowa, and if there is a consensus among the professionals that
meets an ideal standard, then I'm frustrated by the fact that we
say you've got to have two of this and six of that and seven of that,
and you've got to come to the house rather than going here, and
you've got to do this, that or the other thing.

So I suppose what we will all do is strive for the time when we
can let you, as the growing expertsI mean, as you get from mile
one to 12 tc 20 to 26 in the marsthonand to the degree that we
can allow you a larger role in the assessment and therefore the
it.. t, I really think that is where we ought to be headed as we
look at reauthorization.

So I'm grateful to all of you, and Jeanette, I hope that we will
have a working relationship in the future that will help me be a
better participant in this process as well.

Thank you.
Senator HARKIN. Thank you very much, Senator Durenberger.
I haven't read this yet, but I was just given this booklet, "Alice

in ICCLAND," a play in one act by Jeanette Behr, with a little
help from her friends, at the Great Lakes Regional ICC Parent
Conference in 1990. I get the thrust of it just by kind of looking at
it. It is sort of a little bit about what you are saying as to dealing
with ali these different agencies and so on.
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But I thought in letting this panel go, because we have got to
move on to the next one, I thought I would end this panel by read-
ing the last sentence here. Alice is waking up, and Alice's sister
says: "Wake up, Alice, dear. What were you dreaming?"

Alice says: "What a curious and wonderful dream. Children with
disabilities will achieve things no one thought possible. If we hang
onto the dream and work with families, children with disabilities
will grow up to have dreams of their own."

Thank you all for being here. [Applause.]
Senator HARKIN. Our next panel includes Tom Gil lung, Connecti-. cut Department of Education, on behalf of the National Association

of State Directors of Special Education; Dr. Richard Nelson, from
the University of Iowa, Iowa City, on behalf of the Association of
Maternal and Child Health Programs; Jonathan Wilson, member
of the school board, Des Moines, IA, on behalf of the National
School Boards Association; Ruth Rucker, Mazique Parent/Child
Center, Washington, DC, on behalf of Low-Income and Minority
Parent Empowerment Task Force.

Mr. Gil lung, who is accompanying you, please?
Mr. GILLUNG. Dr. Brian McNulty, from the Colorado State De-

partment of Education, a member of the National Association of
State Directors of Special Education, has joined me today with your
permission.

Senator HARKIN. Thank you for being here.
We are running a little late, but you can understand why with

such a great panel we had before. We'll just go down the line as I
read your names off. All of your statements will be made a part of
the record in their entirety, and if you could again, as I asked the
other panelists, just summarize and on behalf of the different orga-
nizations you are representing tell us what you would like us to
understand and know in reauthorizing this legislation.

We'll start first with Tom Gillung, from the Connecticut Depart-
ment of Education.

STATEMENTS OF TOM GILLUNG, CONNECTICUT DEPARTMENT OF
EDUCATION, MIDDLETOWN, CT, ON BEHALF OF NATIONAL AS-
SOCIATION OF State DIRECTORS OF SPECIAL EDUCATION, AC-
COMPANIED BY BRIAN MCNULTY, DIRECTOR OF SPECIAL EDU-
CATION, DENVER, CO; DR. RICHARD P. NELSON, UNIVERSITY
OF IOWA, IOWA CITY, IA, ON BEHALF OF ASSOCIATION OF MA-
TERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH PROGRAMS; JONATHAN WILSON,
MEMBER, SCHOOL BOARD, DES MOINES, IA, ON BEHALF OF NA-
TIONAL SCHOOL BOARDS ASSOCIATION, AND THE AMERICAN
ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS, AND RUTH E.
RUCKER, MAZIQUE PARENT/CHILD CENTER, WASHINGTON, DC,
ON BEHALF OF LOW-INCOME AND MINORITY PARENT
EMPOWERMENT TASK FORCE
Mr. GILLUNG. Mr. Chairman and member.3 of the subcommittee,

my name is Dr. Tom Gillung, and I am the director of education
support services with the Connecticut Department of Education. I
am also the president of the National Association of State Direc-
tors of Special Education, who I represent today. With me is Dr.
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Brian McNulty, director of special education in Colorado, who will
respond to any questions that you might have.

In both our States, the State education agency serves as the des-
ignated lead agency to the Part H prog ..an. We appreciate the op-
portunity to share wit': ou our perspectives on Part H, particular-
ly on the critical impe t that it is having on the delivery of services
in the States.

Our written statements describe in more detail several of the se-
lected recommendations we would offer for your consideration. I
would like to highlight a few of them and offer to provide at a
future date any additional information and assistance that may
help in your deliberations. But before I do, I would like to share
with you some of the accomplishments of the program to date.

The Carolina Policy Studies Program, which is a federally-funded
project to examine and document the implementation of Part H,
has found that on balance, States are by and large on schedule in
meeting the 14 program components. But most importantly, there
have been two additional accomplishments. Interagency coordina-
tion in beginning to work for families at the local level. In addition,
there has been a shift in values from a clinical intervention model
of service delivery to a family support/ empowerment model. This
has changed the way the systems ope, ate, moving toward a mon
family-oriented approach. Services !I r e now L0ing driven by the
needs of family rather than by the needs of ;.'ne system. Families
are now being linked to natural support and community resources
through the Part H program.

One of the parts of the Part H program's strength has been its
emphasis on building upon States' existing services and programs
and on their unique organizational and governance structures.
Thus a comprehensive system of early intervention looks different
from one State to another. For example, the definition of the eligi-
ble population may differ to some extent across States, as would
services and finance configurations.

The experience over the lag 4 years confirms the critical impor-
tance of maintaining flexibility in order to capitalize on the crea-
tivity and resources of the States. We urge Congress to maintain
this critical focus on flexibility during this reauthorization.

It will also be important to minimize change in the statute that
may impede States progress in reaching full implementation at
the earliest possible date.

Some adjustments in the law are clearly essentie:. However,
whenever possible, we would encourage you to provide clarification
without changing the nature or intent of the program.

As you are aware, not all States have been able to keep to the
original timetable for certain components of the Part H planning
and development process. Currently, nearly a third of all States are
on schedule, but even in those States which have delayed entry
into the fourth year of the program, substantial progress is evident,
as mentioned earlier by Dr. Davila.

It is increasingly clear that the work of implementing Part H
has been more complex and challenging than originally envisioned.
For example, the interagency nature of the Part H system require-
ments and insufficient resources, exacerbated by fiscal crises in
over 30 States, have hampered States' progress.
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Despite these chdlenges, however, the goals Congress set out in
1986 are still very important and appropriate. We believe Congress
shoula continue to encourage the participation of all States by
giving serious consideration to allowing differential participation
for up to 2 years. This proposal would reward States who have
reached the programmatic milestones set out in the original legis-
lation, with increased allocations, while continuing to provide a
smaller amount of planning money to those States that have dem-
onstrated that they are making serious progress toward these
goals.

We would also support the continued use of a census-based for-
mula to allocate funds until all States are in full implementation.

Thus we recommend that the issue of how to allocate Part H
funds in the long-term, for example on the basis of child count, be
addressed preferably in the next reauthorization of Part H, at
which time all States will have reached full implementation.

Finally, NASDSE believes continued Congressional support of in-
creased appropriations for the programs as States would move into
full implementation is vital to the continued success of this pro-
gram. We look forward to opportunities to work with you and your
staff in examining over time whether the current approach or
others will be needed to secure the long-term financing of a State's
systems.

Thank you for permitting us to share NASDSE's views with the
committee. We look forward to other opportunities to work togeth-
er to enhance the Part H program.

In concluding, I am reminded of the puzzle analogy mentioned
earlier by Ms. Behr, and I would submit to you that the National
Association of State Directors of Special Education want to be a
part of the solutioa to solving that puzzle.

Thank you.
Senator HARKIN. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Gil lung follows:]
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Prepared Statement of Mr. Gil lung

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee. The National Association of State
Directors of Special Education (NASDSE) appreciates the opponunity to present the
following statement regarding the reauthorization of the Part H program for infants and
toddlers with disabilities of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA). Our
membership includes the administrators of education programs for children with
disabilities in the Departments of Education in the 50 States, the Pistrict of Columbia,
and the jurisdictions. At present, in 18 States and three jurisdictions the Dopartment of
Education serves as the designated lead agency for imp!ementation of t -: Part II
program.

Over the last year, NASDSE has surveyed itS membership in preparation for this
reauthorization, conducted seminars and discussions with our members and others
involved in Part II implementation, and reviewed the results of the studied ming
conducted by the Carolina Policy Studies Program on States' implementation efforts and
experiences. This statement and our recommndations for improving the program are
based on these activities.

NASDSE was a major supporter in 1986 when Congress passed PL 99-457, creating the
new Part H program of early intervention services for young children with disabilities
and their families. Those amendments to the Education of the Handicapped Act
authorized a new formula grant program to assist States in establishing "... a statewide,
comprehensive, coordinated, multidisciplinary, interagency system to provide early
intervention services for infants and todd' is with disabilities and their families."

The Part H legislation did more that authorize a new federal program. The statute
relied heavily on what had been learned over the years from research examining the
effectiveness of early intervention and from previous efforts to address the human service
needs of young children. Part II created a vision that we can now say may serve as a
model for future initia,ives in the area of human set-vice delivery, even beyond early
childhood. Kt.', to this vision are:

Family Focus. I'art II acknowledged as central to the program the critical role of
the family in the development of young children, and was constructed to ensure
that parents would have the opportunities they desired in the design and delivery
of early intervention services. It further recognized that in order to enhance the
child's development, the system of services would need to suppo t and assist
families in their unique and on-going role of primary caregivers for their children.
In rintrast to oth,n- efforts in early childhood service delivery, Part H envisioned a
system which be responsive to the needs of children within the context of
the family instead of asking them to adapt to the system.

Interagency System of Service Delivery. Congress designed in Part 11 a system of
early intervention services that fully recognizes that children with disabilities and
their families have needs that extend beyond the boundaries of individual agencics
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and disciplines providing services. The system is to be interagency in nature, with
respect to service delivery as well as to financing. First, to be effective from the
family's perspective and cost efficient from the public's perspective, cooedination
of the diverse aspects of the service delivery system was imperative. Part H
envisioned that parents would be able to access needed services through a single
process. Rather than asking parents to search for available services and contend
with the sometimes overwhelming obstacles associated with differing program
policies and requirements, services available from diverse public and private
providers could be coordinated and delivered in a way that would reduce burdens
on the individual and avoid unnecessary duplication of effort. Second, the system
is to take advantage of multiple public and private resources at the Federal, State
and local levels to finance early intervention services through the coordination of
existing programs and services and elimination of barriers to cooperative
financing. In contrast to past emphasis on single agency approaches to service
delivery and financing, when implemented Part U was to represent a
comprehensive, multi-agency and coordinated approach responsive the needs of
the target population.

Community Based Service Delivery. To be responsive to the ongoing needs of
infants and toddlers with disabilities, the system of services is to be community
based to ensure access to services in a timely and consistent manner. By building
upon existing services and further expanding local capacity, a greater diversity of
services would be available thus promoting more typical patterns of living for
children and their families.

Status of States' Implementation of Part

When Congress established Part IL it was anticipated that all States would be at or on
the verge of implementi,tion of the 14 required components during the 1991
reauthorization process. It was believed that 5 years would be sufficient time for States
to achieve the policy directives established in the statute. It was the goal that by this
summer all infants and toddlers with disabilities were to have evaluations, Individualized
Family Service Hans ESPs), case management services and that the system would he
established to meet the other required components. By next year, all eligible children
and their families were expected to be receiving all the services identified in their IFSPs.

As !,ou arc well aware, some but not all States have been able to keep to this schedule
for the Part H planning and development process. It appears that 17 States arc pretty
much on schedule, making remarkable progress towards achieving Congressional goals
and preparing to provide services to all eligible infants and toddlers and their families at
the beginning of their fifth year of participation in Part H. Even in most States which
have had to delay entry into the fourth year of the program, there is convincing evidence

2
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of substantial progress towards putting in place a statewide, comprehensive, coordinated,
interagency system of early intenention services. However, it is now becoming clear that
the endeavor States have undertaken is far more complex and challenging than criginally
envisioned. We believe there are at least two major reasons for differences in the status
of policy development and implementation in the States.

First, implementing the Part H requirements has not been business as usual for the
States. Policy development, approval and implementation have been both complicated
and time consuming. Part H, in effect, asked States to do something that had not been
done before, for which there were no models or established rules: to coordinate activities
across different State and Federal programs and across disciplines into a statewide
system; to eliminate barriers to and generate new policies for the financing of services
across agencies; to generate new fiscal support for early intervention services; to establish
or change policies and procedures in different programs within multiple agencies.
Further, "since, within each State, no one person or agency has the authority to direct or
command the required action, lead agencies and Interagency Coordinating Councils have
had to operate through compromise, consensus and negotiation to achieve a final result"
(Carolina Policy Studies Program, 1991).

Second. it is evident now, based on research on Part H implementation and surveys
conducted by national organizations, that existing resources may to be insufficient to
make services available on a full entitlement basis. When Part H was passed, there was
an assumption that sufficient resources were available in States or could be gene,ated to
finance comprehensive early intervention services for all infants and toddlers with
disabilities. The Federal funds were, in large part, viewed as "glue money" to help
facilitate the coordination and cooperation necessary to bring State and local resources
to bear on meeting the needs of vely young children with disabilities. This assumption
has not been born out in some States. Priv; to 1986, investments in early intervention
services in some States had been considerable. Yet, even where this was true and
especially where little or no service infrastructure or experience predated Part H, there is
considcrable concern over program financing.

Further complicating the funding situation is the deteriorating condition of State budgets,
an unanticipated factor back in 1986. There is no doubt that this is having a significant
and sometimes negative effect on efforts of lead agencies, ICCs, and advocates to gain
the support necessary within States to move into full implementation. According to the
National Governors Association, at least 30 States are experiencing severe financial
troubles. States are seeking funds for expansion of Part H services at a time when other
basic human services arc being cut, and in some cases cut substantially. Funding for
early intervention services fur infants and toddlers with disabilities is competing with
equally compelling needs for prenatal and maternity care, and other forms of bal.':
health, medical and social services. Further, in those States which have enacted
mandatory special education services for preschool age youngsters over the last four
years to meet next year's Part B requirement, it has been particularly difficult to secure

3
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from legislatures sufficient funds to adequately support both early intervention and
preschool services. Against this backdrop, we believe we will continue to see a
reluctance on the part of some State legislatures to favor new mandatory spending
programs.

In the face of very difficult budget situations and competing demands for vital human
services, advocacy for the funds needed to support full implementation of the Part H
program is still strong and will be important in efforts to maximize existing resources and
to secure additional fiscal support in the future. However, during this reauthorization
process wc believe Congress must consider the fiscal and programmatic realities some
states arc facing in their efforts to implement comprehensive, interagency, statewide
systems of early imervention services.

Despite these challenges, however, the goals Congress set out in 1986 are still
appropriate. Four years later, the States now know more about what it may take to
ensure that the original vision is realiz.ed. NASDSE continues to strongly suupport thc
devdoprnent and operation of statewide systems of early intervention services for infants
and toddler, with disabilities and thcir families. Part H has already been instrumental in
assisting Sti.es to establish t, stronger foundation for achieving that goal.

We also believe that this reauthorization provides an opportunity to develop a first set of
adjustments in the program to strengthen it in ways that will assurc that all States
continue to participate. This rcauthorization was originally scheduled to coincide with
thc fourth ycar of the five year phase-in period. At this point it was expected that at a
minimum all States would have adopted policies incorporating all 14 components of the
statewide system, be providing multidisciplinary assessments and case management
services, and would have developed IFSPs for all eligible children. However, at this
point the reality is that not all States have achieved the requirements nvessary to apply
for fourth yea. funding. We believe the next 18 to 24 months will be particularly critical
to the overall success of the program as States complete the planning process and
attempt to secure the resources ncccssary to move into full service delivery. How
successful they arc in maximizing available resources and securing additional financial
support will undoubtedly be affected to some degree by the budget problems they have
unfortunatdy run up against.

Our recommendations which follow are based upon principles which have been
articulated pi eviously by the Subcommittee and which we believe will provide the
support necessary for States' continued progress towards full implementation. First, to
maximize the investments made to date and support thc continued development of
statewide comprehensive systems of early intervention in all States, it is impt,rtant to
institute measures that will enable States to continue in the program. States have made
more than a good faith effort but, as described earlier, have encountered obstacles in
implementing on schedule the large agenda set out for them in the statute.

4
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Second, thc program was originally designed to enable States to build upon existing
policies and early intervention services unique to each State and to promote
development of a statewide system that would be consistent with each State's service
history and unique organizational and governance structures. A comprehensive system of
early intervention was expected to look different from one State to anothcr, for example
in the definition of the eligible population as well as in service and finance
configurations and agency participation. The experiences of States over thc last four
years confirm the critical importancc of maintaining the flexibility necessar for States to
fit program requirements to their special circumstances.

Third, it will be important to minimizc changes in thc statute that may further impede
States' progress in reaching full implementation. Major policy changes at this critical
point that place new obligations on States or substantially change existing requirements
will make it difficult for States to sustain the momentum they have achieved and, for
some, may erode support for continued participation in the rogram.

RECOMMENDATIONS

PART H PROGRAM FOR INFANTS AND TODDLERS

This section presents NASDSE's recommendations regarding Part II reauthorization.
Whenever appropriate, we have addressed issues that have been raised and
recommendations that have been made by others, such as the Council for Exceptional
Children and its Division for Early Childhood, thc Carolina Policy Studies Program, and
State ICCs, and described in their own statements regarding reauthorization.

Differential Participation and Funding

Our recommendations for amendments that will permit, for a period of time, differential
participation and funding arc intended to enable all States to continue participation in
the program, to support continued deveh.pmcnt and system enhancement efforts, and to
provide differentially more c-nds to States which implement full services for infants and
toddlers with disabilities.

(1) NASDSE strongly recommends that Part II be amended to allow those States which
have not been able to meet the requirements of the fourth or fifth year applications, hut
have denmnstrated good faith efforts, to continuc participation in thc Part H program for
up to two additional years. This additional time will enablz States to continue efforts to
plan for and gain support for full implementation. During this additional time, States
would be expected to complete the implementation of thc minimum components of thc
statewide system, and to meet the application requirements for each year of
participation. In their apphcations for funding, States should be required to document
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the progress made to date in the implementation of the required components of a
statewide system, identify the barriers that have impeded their progress, and describe a
plan and schedule for meeting the requirements for full implementation.

(2) Until all participating States have reached full implementation of Part H, NASDSE
recommends that funds should continue to be allocated on the basis of census.

(3) We recommend that a substantially greater share of Part H appropriations should be
allocated to States which are providing required services to infants and toddlers,
consistent with application requirements governing a State's participation, during the
pei iod of differential participation. We concur in principle with the recommendations of
DEC/CEC for the allocation of finds in FY 1992 and thereafter to States which have
met fifth year application requirements after July 1, 1991, and to States not able to meet
fourth or fifth year application requirements after that same date.

(4) Moving to an allocation of funds based on child count rather than census has strong
support from many State directors of special education. However, we believe the
complex arrangements and possibility of unforseen consequences of moving to a formula
driven funding mechanism during the proposed period of differential participation weigh
against such a shift at this timc. As we have examined at what point in time such an
approach should be implemented, several issues requiring careful consideration have
emerged. During your deliberations, we encourage the Subcommittee to avoid mna.sures
that would allocate funds to States based on an estimate of the number of infants and
toddlers a State anticipates serving during the year. States' experience with the
estimating procedures of several years ago under the bonus provisions of the Preschool
Grant Program (i.e., funding in one year was based on State projections of the number
of children to be served, then adjusted the next either up or down depending upon the
accuracy of the original projections) seemed like a good idea at the time, but proved to
be an administrative nightmare for the Department of Education, and State and local
education agencies as well. We recommend that the issue of how to allocate Part H
funds in the long term (e.g., on the basis of child count) be addressed, preferably, in the
next reauthorization of Part H at which time all States have reached full implementation.

(4) NASDSE believes continued Congressional support of increased appropriations for
the program as Stater move into full implementation is vital, particularly in mognition
of the serious recessionary and budget conditions in the States. For FY 1991, Congress
nearly doubled the appropriations for the Part H program. The support members of this
Subcommittee and others in the Senate provided for this increase has been greatly
appr..i.ited by the States. This significant increase was important, both as a signal of
Congressional commitment to assist States in achieving the goals of Part H and as a
source of revenue to assist States in providing required services to infants and toddlers
with disabilities.

6
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IAMLIerMilpfulcing far Part H

As we suggested earlier in this statement, Part H represents a different vision from those
of the past with respect to its requirements for interagency service delivery and
coordinated funding across multiple sources. Reports from administrators from different
State agencies involved in the implementation of Part H coupled with the findings of
research by the CPSP suggest to us that some States may face a gap between available
resources and the funds necessary to pay for services, even with significantly higher
Federal financial support. It appears that States arc having the most difficulty in
assuring the necessary level of resources to finance Part H services. Further, achieving
coordination across funding sources is not a simple process, nor one that is static (CPSP,
1991). The current approach for financing the system needs to be carefully studied over
the next several years as States attempt to take full advantage of the multiple funding
options available through private, State and Federal programs. NASDSE believes there
is insufficient information available at this time to know whether the current approach to
financing early intervention services or other approaches will be most successful in
assuring full services for all infants and toddlers with disabilities.

(I) The Part H seminar sponsored by NASDSE in August, 1990 identified as one option
to facilitate coordinated financing the need to specifically name in the Part H statute all
relevant agencies governed by Federal law and to require them to maintain current
programmatic and fiscal responsibility related to comprehensive systems of early
intervention services. We recommend such an amendment be made. Further, we agree
with the recommendations of DEC/CEC and others to assign to the State, rather than to
the lead agency under Sec. 676(b)(9)(C), the responsibility for assigning fiscal
responsibility among appropriate agencies that provide or support early intervention
services. However, we are concerned that these actions may be insufficient for resolving
the long term financing of the program.

(2) We strongly recommend that technical assistance be made available to States in the
area of financing statewide systems of early intervention services for infants and toddlers
with disabilities to enhance the ability of States to reach full implementation as soon as
possible. The purpose of such assistance would be to provide expert help and support to
States in their on-going efforts to access and maintain the financing necessary to
implement a statewide system. Assistance should be sufficient to assist individual States
in addressing their specific needs as well as to develop resources that will be of use
across States. Assistance could be provided through a variety of mechanisms, including
consultation, information development, and topical meetings. Such technical assistance
could include, but not be limited to, help in the design of analyses and models for
projecting costs for different levels of services, and for different populations (including
at-risk children), as well as in developing strategic plans for accessing needed resources
available from State, Federal and local sources and from private insurance.
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(3) NASDSE recommends that consideration be given to directing the Secretary of
Education to conduct a study or studies to track and investigate issues related to
program financing experienced by States as they approach and move beyond the fifth
year of program implementation. Such inquiries should identify obstacles to fully
funding statewide systems, most importantly those barriers resulting from policies in
Federal programs, and determine whether and under what conditions adequate financing
can be achieved. Coupled with the ICC annual reports, we believe this type of
systematic inquiry, conducted over the period of time when States are moving into full
implementation, would provide useful information to Congress and the Department of
Education for determining whether and what type of future actions or support are
needed to assist States in effectively serving all infants and toddlers with disabilities.

Services to At-Risk Children

For a variety of reasons, it appears that approximately half the States have decided not
to include at-risk children in their definition of eligible children under Part H (CPSP,
1991 Draft Report). In addition to issues related to developing operational definitions
for this population, a major reason appears to be financial. There is concern in States
over how they will finance full services to all infants and toddlers with disabilities.
Further, it i5 difficult to project the service costs for an unknown number but apparently
growing population of children at-risk for having substantial developmental delays if
early intervention services are not provided.

(1) The potential for States to use Part H as one means of addressing issues associated
with the prevention of later problems can, we believe, be strengthened by allowing States
to provide a more limited set of services to at-risk children who are not included in
eligibility definitions. We concur with the recommendation of DEC/CEC and others to
permit States to conduct activities for the purpose of identifying, screening, tracking or
referring at-risk children. However, States should not be required to do so as this would
constitute a major change in the program.

(2) The Education of the HandicappAi Act Amendments of 1990 authorized the
Secretary to support activities under the Handicapped Children's Early Education
Program (Sec. 623) to improve the early identification of at-risk children and their
transition from medical care to early intervention services and from early intervention
services to preschool programs. At this time, NASDSE does not support the
establishment of further priorities focusing on at-risk children v.ithin the Sec. 623
program.

8
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Technical Age of Three

(1) NASDSE strongly supports the position articulated in a letter to the Office of
Special Education Programs from the Utah SEA (1990) that States should be allowed to
determine the definition of the "technical" age of three. We believe amendments to the
statute are required affirming States authority to do so in order to facilitate a child's
transition from the Part H to the Sec. 619 preschool program and assure that services
are not unnecessarily terminated or delayed. This approach would enable agencies and
families to decide at what point transition from early intervention to preschool services is
most appropriate.

(2) In order to provide flexibility to States in financing services during the period of
transition around the age of three, Part H should be amended so that funds can be spent
on services up to the technical age of three; similarly, Sec. 619 should be amended to
permit use of funds on services down to the technical age of three. As necessary, States
should be required in their applications for Part H and Sec 619 funding to address how
coordination between the programs for the purpose of transition is to be accomplished
(e.g., through interagency agreements).

State Interagency Coordinating Council

The State ICCs are playing a critical advisory and leadership role in Part H
implementation. In order to enhance ICC effectiveness over the next phase of
implementation, NASDSE believes that certain changes in the statute are advisable.

(1) We concur with the recommendation of DEC/CEC, CPSP, some State ICCs and
others that the current limit of 15 members on the ICC should be removed. For some
States, this limit is too restrictive, resulting in key persons not being included in ICC
membership. To enable States to ectermine the appropriate size of the ICC, the statute
should be amended to sct 15 members as the minimum, thus allowing States the option
to tailor ICC membership size to the particular circumstances of their State.

(2) We recommend that a representative of the SEA and the State health ageicy be
required members of the ICC. We believe there would be greater potential fur
coordination within the State with representation of these key agencies required.
Further, one of the parent members of the ICC should be the parent rf a child with
disabilities in the birth through six age range. We believe no other age limits on the
children of other parent representatives should ue specified in order to permit the
Governor to identify qualified parent representatives who are knowledgable about early
intervention service delivery. We do not believe additional statutory changes regarding
ICC composition should be made so that States can retain the flexibility to design ICC
composition to best meet their particular circumstances. However, we would support

9
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report language encouraging appropriate proportional representation by parents when
the ICC membership exceeds the 15 person minimum.

(3) NASDSE recommends that the ICC be required to address the transition issues
between the Part II and preschool special education program. Further, to enhance
planning for children from birth through age five, we support the DEC/CEC
recommendation that the ICC advisory functions (under Sec. 682(e)), at State discretion,
address planning for services for children from birth through age five. In some States,
such as Illinois and Oregon, the ICC advises on services for thildrer. birth through age
five. Alternatively, States may want to have overlapping membership on their ICC and
State Advisory Council under Part B to facilitate birth through five planning efforts.

(4) We agree with the CEC/DEC recommendation that compensat:on be provided to
parent representatives on the ICC for time and allowable costs associated with their
membership. NASDSE believes it is particularly important to recognize the support that
may be necessary in order to enable parents to carry out their responsibilities as ICC
members. We would also support report language recommending that, whenever
possible, resources necessary to facilitate parental participation on the ICC should be
made available in such a manner that minimizes the need for parent members to finance
their participation from their personal resources and be later reimbursed.

Federal Interagency Coordinating Council

NASDSE believes that improvements in Federal :oordination of programs authorizing
services for infants and toddlers with disabilities and their families need to be achieved
in order to facilitate States' efforts to fully implement Part IL Further, we view the
Federal Interagency Coordinating Council as having the potential to contribute to such
improvements.

(I) NASDSE members support an amendment that would require in statute the Federal
Interagency Coordinating Council (FICC). We also concur with the DEC/CEC
recommendation regarding FICC membership, with adequate staff and resources for its
activities to be provided by the participating programs or throt gh some other
appropriate means.

(2) We envision the FICC role to be largely advisory, rather than coordinative, in
nature. In the absence of complementary requii ements on the full range of Federal
programs regarding support and services for early intervention, we believe the I:ICC
ability to act as a coordinator of Federal policies and activities will he highly limiteti.
The goal of FICC efforts should be to facilitate achieving coordination across Federal
policy and programs to enhance the delivery of services to infants and toddlers with
disabilities and their families by the States. The major responsibilities of the HCC
should, then, be (a) to review relevant policy and programs across Federal agencies (e.g.,

10
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in such areas as technical assistance, eligibility, interagenry agreements, financing, etc.);
(b) to review State ICC annual reports and identify issues relevant to Federal poliry and
programs; (e) make recommendations to Federal agencies to improve collaborative and
effective programming at the Federal level and to eliminate interagency barriers; and (d)
report to Congress on issues which require statutory consideration.

(3) We agree with the DEC/CEC recommendation that the statute requife a policy
analysis be conducted of other relevant Federal programs to determine areas of conflict
and overlap with Part H, so that necessary coordination might occur at the Federal level.
Such a study should examine the purpose and goals of these programs as well as their
policies and procedures. We believe such study should be conducted by the U.S.
Department of Education as the program's administering agency (see recommendation
under Long Term Financing of Part II).

Early Intervention Services

Expanding the list of early intervention services included in the Part 11 statute has been
recommended by various organizations providing input to this reauthorization process.
NASDSE views the listing of early intervention services in the law as necessarily less
than exhaustive. In other words, services other than those listed at Sec. 672(2)(E) can be
considered early intervention services by the States (e.g., vision services and
transporation are named in regulations but not in statute) as appropriate to the needs of
infants, toddlers and their families. NASDSE, therefore, does not believe a statutory
change is required to assure that needed services are provided to infants, toddlers and
their families.

Other Recommendations Related to Payt H

(1) DEC/CEC have recommended several additional changes we want to comment on
here. We fully support their recommendations that would substitute in the statute
certain terminology that represents the preferred usage of service consumers and
providers. Specifically, we concur with the recommendations for revising language
related to IFSI's (i.e., substituting "families' concerns, priorities, and resources" for
'families strengths and needs"); case management (i.e., substituting "service ( ,ordination"
for "case management"); and developmental domains under the definition ot
"developmental delay" (i.e., substituting "communicatioi: development" for "language and
speech development," substituting "social/emotional development" for "psychosocial," and
substituting "adaptive development" for "self help skills").

(2) NASDSE concurs with the DEC/CEC recommendations for other changes related
to case management (e.g., service coordination means case management for purposes of

11
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Medicaid or other billing for services; elimination of terminology "from the profession
most immediately relevant to the infant's and toddler's or family's needs").

RAISLRAIKLEROSINIAINEr_11.9__PRESCHOOIPROGRAM

When Part H was passed, Congress recognized that special efforts would be needed to
assist young children make the transition from early intervention services to preschool
special cducation programs around the age of three years. One of the recommendations
for changes in the IDEA that would facilitate transition between Part H and Part B
programs, addressed earlier in this statement, concerns the "technical" age of threc. This
section of our statement addresses issues that have becn raiscd to further facilitate
children's transition, and to effect a more comprehensive approach in services to children
from birth through thc preschool years.

Developmental Delay

A growing number of States have elected to permit the use of non-categorical
terminology for the identification of preschool age children with disabilities under the
Part B program. The purpose of such an approach is to more appropriately reflect thc
special developmental characteristics of young children. At present, it appears that over
one-half of the States employ such alternative terminology, most often as an adjunct or
supplement to the categories of disability included in the Part B regulations at CFR
300.5. Among the terms States use are "significant developmental delay" and "pre-
primary disabled." In taking such actions, States have neither restricted nor expanded
the population eligible for Part B services.

In its recommendations for amendments to thc Part B program, DEC/CEC has
requested that consideration be given to adding the term "developmental delays" to the
categories of disabilities included in Part B in order to facilitate the most appropriate
diagnostic procedures for young children. NASDSE does not favor adding a ncw
category of disability to the Part B definition of children with disabilities. Because a
large number of States have already implemented regulations that permit thc use of a
non-categorical approach for thc identification of preschool children, NASDSE believes
that sufficient latitude already exists in the statute for States to employ alternative
developmentally appropriate terminology and approaches for the identification of
preschool age youngsters under Part B. However, wc are also aware that some States
are hesitant to do so out of concern they may be found out of compliance or he subject
to later audit exceptions because their approach for thcse children appears to differ in
some respects from their approach to children at later stages of development. This
should not be a concern where States have conducted the study and analysis necessary to
assure that children identified under Part B through such an approach represent thc
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same children intended to be identified under the categorical definitions of the
regulations. Models for such study exist in a number of States.

In the 1986 amendments to the Education of the Handicapped, Congress lifted the
requirement that States report preschool age children served under Part B according to
disability category. That action now appears to have been insufficient to provide support

to States that wish to take what they might consider to be a more developmentally
appropriate approach for the identification of preschool age children with significant

development delays. NASDSE recommends that the Subcommittee consider includitT
language in its report supporting States' use of non-categorical approaches to the
identification of preschool age children, and further clarifying that such approaches,
when implemented, must be designed to assure that they are effective in identifying as

eligible the intended population of children.

Definition of Related Services for Children Ages 3-5 Years

It has been recommended that the definition of related services under Part B be
amended to include "service coordination" (or case management services) and "family
services" for children ages three through five if they are needed for the child to fully

benefit from the preschool program.

(1) With regard to service coordination, NASDSE believes that the activitks to
coordinate services provided to children ages three through five can already be provided

under Part B to all children, ages three through 21, under the regulatory definition of

"social work services" (CFR 300.13(h)(11)). This definition authorizes such se. Aces as
"group and family counseling with the child and family; working with those problems in a
child's living situation (home, school, and community) that affect the child's adjustment
to school; and mobilizing school and community resources to enable the child to recieve
maximum benefit from his or her educational program."

We understand that some preschool age children with disabilities may require and
receive services that are beyond the school program and not part of the IEP, and that in

some cases coordination of such services with those provided by the schools would 1)..

desirable. However, while schools have the responsibility to coordinate the service
included in a child's lEP, schools do not have the authority to coordinate the services of
other agencies that are not part of the child's IEP.

(2) On the recommendation to include family services within the definition of related
services NASDSE cannot offer support at this time. This position in no way revises
NASDSE's long history of support for parents' participation in the development and
implementation of their child's educational prograni. We believe that Part B already
authorizes certain types of services (e.g., home visits, social work and counseling) for the
families of children with disabilities served under the program. In addition to services

13
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specifically named in tilt,: law, a wide variety of parent and family support services and
initiatives are also being provided at the local level through the schools. Further, we are
concerned that family services which appropriately are provided by agencies other than
education (e.g., social services and health) should not be made a school responsibility.
NASDSE would support report language regarding the importance of designing and
providing appropriate opportunities in the schools for meaningful parent involvement
that contribute to the effectiveness of the educational program for all children with
disabilities, with particular emphasis on the special considerations to be given to such
involvement as children transition from early intervention programs and during their
preschool years.

IFSPs as IEPS

It has been recommended by DEC/CEC that States be encouraged, but not required, to
use Individualized Family Service Plans (IFSPs) instead of Individualized Education
Programs (IEPs) for children with disabilities in the three through five age group.
NASDSE believes the flexibility to do so already exists in the law. In fact, some States,
such as Minnesota and Maine, are now proposing to use IFSPs for children from birth to
age six. NASDSE believes report language discussing the reasons for States to consider
this approach might be considered.

ICC Responsibility/ r Meeting SAC Requirements tor Children 3.5

The DEC/CEC have ret.emmended that IDEA be amended to permit the ICC, at State
discretion, to meet the requirements of a State advisory council under Part 13 for
children ages three through five, in order to facilitate planning for children with
disabilities from birth. NASDSE supports this recommendation in order to permit States
to use this approach as one means of facilitating comprehensive and coordinated
planning for children with disabilities from birth through age five. In some States, the
State advisory council already advises on matters pertaining to children from birth
through 21, and, as notee earlier in this statement, in some States the ICC already
advises on children from birth through five. Because the SEA is responsible for children
with disabilities for children from agc three through 21, it is important that this approach
be at State discretion, and not required for all States.

Sec. 619 Funding

(1) NASDSE believes theie is continued need for differential support for three through
five year old year children under Part B. This is because of the relatively higher
program costs associated with services to this age group arid the scarcity of preschool
programs for nondisabled children with which schools can share certain program
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overhead costs to achieve economies in service provision. The per child allocation under
the Part 13, Sec. 619 preschool grant program appropriation is nearing the $1000 limit
currently in statute. NASDSE recommends that the cap on the per child allocation
vnder Sec. 619 be raised to $1500, to enable funding under this program to rise over the
next several years.

(2) In order to facilitate transition of children from the Part H program to preschool
services under Part 13 and consistent with the reconunendation earlier in this statement
regarding the "technical" age of three, NASDSE recommends that Sec. 619 be amendcd
to assure tht States are able to fund services to children starting at the "technical" age of
three.

Concluding Comments

We appreciate the opportunity to procide input to you on the reauthorization of this
important program. Over the next months, please feel free to call on NASDSE for
information you may require to assist in your considerations regarding the early
intervention program.
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Senator HARKIN. Mr. McNulty, did you have anything that you'd
like to add?

Mr. MCNULTY. The only point I would like to add is maybe a
clarification, that when Colorado entered into participating in Part
H and put together our interagency coordinating council, very
clearly, pamnts were in the forefront of that council and came to
the State and said that if Part H meant doing more of the same
that we had done in the past, that they didn't want to participate;
what they wanted was a different system of service delivery that
focused on families' abilities and found ways to support families in
making choices that were best for them.

That meant doing business differently than we had done in the
past. The example of having seven people enter the home was un-
fortunately not unusual, and often what resulted was our making
families feel like they were disabled and unable to care for their
own kids. Instead, the model has to move much more toward that
naturalistic support model that empowers families, that links them
with the natural community resources that are out there.

Again, as we met around the State with different familien, I had
a mom come to me and say, "It is amazing to me, but all I really
need is babysitting, and all I can get is respite care, for $27 an
hour."

Now, that's linking families with natural resources. If you need a
respite care worker, somebody who is specialized, fine, but if you
only need a babysitter, you only need a babysitter.

That is the difference in shift in the system that we're seeing is
how do we link that. And as we use Part H as that model, that
visionary model, for other systems, Lhe challenge for us is how do
we do that across agencies when we don't have the authority neces-
sarily to mandate those agencies, but we're trying to lead them
through a new vision to bring those services together. And that is a
very different challenge, and something that is difficult for States
to do.

The last piece of that is, as we look at the sequence of how we do
that, we have the same challenge that faces you, which is often-
times pieces of legislation within the States only come up for reau-
thorization once every 3 to 5 years. So as we right now are trying
to look at our developmental disabilities legislation that comes up
for reauthorization next year, we see a major change being recom-
mended by our interagency council on infants and toddlers of writ-
ing a whole new section for that statute. We had to wait 5 years for
that to come up for reauthorization.

The States are facing those same kinds of challenges in doing the
policy development piece that I think is envisioned by Part H. So
that is the challenge I think we will continue to bring to the table,
is how do we Jo that in a systemic wev that really does empower
parents and families.

Thank you.
Senator HARKIN. Thank you.
Dr. Richard Nelson on behalf of Association of Maternal and

Child Health Program, niversity of Iowa.
Dr. NELSON. Good morning, Senator Harkin.
I am the director of Iowa's Title V program for children with

special health care needs and the current president of the Associa-
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tion of Maternal and Child Health Programs, which represents all
of the State Title V programs administering maternal and child
health services throughout the country.

I am also the current chair of our Part H interagency coordinat-
ing council in Iowa.

I believe Part H represents a critical national initiative for our
Nation's youngest citizens. I also support the notion that the legis-
lation has the potential to be a template for future health and
human services legislation that requires the concerted efforts of
multiple programs to address the special needs of populations, in
contrast to parallel categorical programs that cannot accomplish
comprehensive services.

State Title V maternal and child health and programs for chil-
dren with special needs are responsible for promoting the health of
all mothers and children consistent with national health objectives.
We plan, develop and coordinate and support family-centered, co-
ordinated systems of care and support throughout the Nation.

We support reauthorization of Part H. Part H provides for a
system of services consistent with family-centei ed coordinated care
espuused by the former United States Surgeon General C. Everett
Koop, which has been very much part of our mandate during the
past several years.

The role of State Title V programs in implementation of Part H
is vital Title V involvement may include program administration
as the Part H lead agency, participation in State interagency co-
ordinating councils, providing staff support to ICC's and local co-
ordinating committees of early intervention programs, and provid-
ing early identification, assessment and health and developmental
services through existing Title V programs, such as perinatal cen-
ters, child health clinics and service programs for children with
special needs.

Title V programs maintain a special focus on prevention and
health care provision for families with low income or with mi!ltiple
needs. This, we believe, places our programs in a unique position to
identify, to reach out, and to serve those children and families eli-
gible for Part H.

State health or health and human services agencies in 20 juris-
dictions, including 17 States, are the designated lead agencies for
Part H early intervention programs. But in other States, including
our own State of Iowa, we have had a major role in the design and
implementation of the law.

While all States have made progress in planning for this compre-
hensive system, progress has been somewhat slower than originally
anticipated. This is because of the significant complexity of policy
decisions required, and to some extent the lack of authority for
lead agencies to require other agencies to participate in a specified
plan of action.

But a great deal has happened since 1986. There have been sig-
nificant Medicaid eligibility expansions through OBRA's (Omnibus
Budget Reconciliation Act) 1989 and 1990, including expansion of
EPSDT (Early and Periodic Screening, and Diagnosis Treatment),
and during this past year significant changes in the SSI program
for disabled children, both as a result of OBRA 1989 and the Zebley
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U.S. Supreme Court decision, which should establish many more
young and very young children as eligible for SSI and Medicaid.

Without the ongoing leadership provided by Part H, however, we
have concern that the broadest population of children, those in-
fants not only meeting the definitions of developmental delay, but
also those at risk, will not be included if we don't continue to
progress in our service system development.

The association of MCH programs therefore requests Congress to
reauthorize Part H, with the following provisions: That the author-
ization level be increased to $250 million to provide additional re-
sources; that there be incorporation into the law the funding mech-
anism that allows State completion of the required planning proc-
ess within an extended time period not to exceed 2 years; that
there be establishment of allocation methodologies that provide fi-
nancial incentives for States to serve greater proportions of their
infant and toddler population. Eventually these allocations could
be based on annual State reporting of children served. And finally,
that there be a requirement for States to maintain or establish an
eligibility category to be certain that at-risk infants and toddlers at
least have adequate assessment and monitoring as a minimum
level of service since so many of these children will eventually
become eligible for special education services.

We again express our appreciation for this opportunity to com-
ment and for your personal commitment, Senator Harkin, to
achieve a national comprehensive system of early intervention
services for infants, toddlers and their families.

Thank you.
Senator HARKIN. Thank you very much for your Statement, Dr.

Nelson, and for coming a long distance today.
(The prepared statement of Dr. Nelson follows:I

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. NELSON

The Association of Maternal and Child Health Programs (AMCHP) appreciates
this opportunity to provide our perspectives to the Subcommittee on Disability
Policy today on reauthorization of Part H of the Individuals with Disabilities Educa-
tion Act. This Federal program supports interagency development and implementa-
tion of State systems of early intervention services for infants and toddlers with de-
velopmental or other health impairments and 'heir families. Part H represents a
critical national initiative for our Nation's youngest citizens. The legislation has the
potential to be a template for all future health and human services legislation re-
quiring the concerted efforts cf multiple Federal programs to address the needs of a
population. We commend the subcommittee's commitment to these most vulnerable
children and families.

Our association represents State programs funded by Title V of the Social Securi-
ty Act. the Maternal and Child Health Services Block Grant. as most recently
amended by the 1989 Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (OBRA). State Title V Ma-
ternal and Child Health (Maim and Children with Special Health Care Needs
(CSHCN) Programs are responsible for promoting the health of all mothers and chil-
dren, consistent with national health objectives. State Title V programs plan. devel-
op. coordinate. and support family-centered, coordinated systems of health care and
support services. Title V Amendments included in OBRA 1989 strengthened require-
ments for State needs assessment and planning; for collecting and reporting data on
MCH health status services; for developing systems of pediatric preventive pri-
mary and specialty car?; and for coordination with Medicaid to assure access
to comprehensive. gut 1 . care.

The complementarity the Part H and Title V mandates has become increasing-
ly clear over the several years of implementation of this landmark early interven-
tior legislatiLn. The purpose of this Statement is to support reauthorization of Part
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H (Public Law 101-47q1 and to describe our experience in participating in State Part.
H program implementation to achieve comprehensive and coordinated service
system design and care dr 'very. Based on that experience, we would further sug-
gest some modifications that we believe are needed to ensure that all States remain
fully engaged with, and can fulfill the promise of, Part H.

THE NEED FOR AND IMPACT OF PART H

Prior to the mid.1980's, many young children with disabling conditions or at risk
for developmental delay received few or no services during the critical developmen-
tal period from birth to 3 years of age. Many States lucked the means to provide
such children with coordinated care, forcing their families to contend with multiple
agencies in order to obtain services. Categorical and inconsistent service eligibility
criteria often constituted formidable barriers to families seeking devekipmental,
health and social services for their children.

The statutory requirements for interagency system development contained in
Part H have assisted States in developing statewide comprehensive systems of early
intervention services for infants, toddlers and their families. These systems of serv-
ices are consistent with the principles of family-centered, community-based, coordi-
nated care advocated by the former United States Surgeon General, C. Everett
Koop, M.D. and incorporated in the Title V statute.

Additionally, with the financial support and technical assistance available under
this Act, a)l States have made progress in coordinating planning and services for
children from birth to 3 years of age. As of December 1990, ten (10) States had an
approved plan for fourth year funding. In its Twelfth Annual Report to Congress on
the Implementation of the Education of the Handicapped Act, the Department of
Education reported services being provided to nearly 56,000 infants and toddlers in
the 39 reporting States in 1988 (1). By the following year, with all 50 States and the
District of Columbia reporting data for 1989, 210,160 young children received Part H
early intervention services (2).

THE ROLE OF TITLE V PROGRAMS IN THE PART H PROGRAM

While differences in State needs, agency structures and resources contribute to
significant variation in activities across the States, the role of State Title V MCH
and CSHCN pregrams in implementation of Part H ii vital in every State. Title V
involvement may include program administration as the Part H lead agency; par-
ticipation in State Interagency Coordinating Councils; providing staff support to
ICC's, local coordinating committees or early intervention program offices; and pro-
viding early identification, assessment and health and developmental services
through existing Title V supported programs such as perinatal centers, child health
clinics and serviceb for children with special health care reeds. Title V programs
maintain a special focus on prevention and health care provision for families with
low income or multiple needs. This focus places State Title V programs in a unique
position to identify, reach and effectively serve the children and families eligible for
Part H.

State health or health and human service agencies in 20 jurisdictions (including
17 States) are designated lead agencies for the Part H ea,ly intervention program
(see Table 1). In most of these health agencies, program admini ..ation is overseen
by the maternal and child health program. These arrangements facilitaLe strong
planning and service delivery linkages beginning with high risk maternity and
infant services, assuring prompt identification, assessment and follow-up of medical-
ly or developmentally compromised infants. In these and additional other States
(such as Iowa, Washington, and Florida), Title V-sponsored high risk infant tracking
systems assure direct referral for provision of developmental services for the infant,
and counseling, parenting education and other support services for their families.
Pediatric preventive and primary health care services are supported by Title V in
all States as are specialty health and family support services for children with com-
plex special health care needs.

CONSIDERATIONS IN REAUTHORIZATION OF PART H

While all States have made progress in planning for the statewide comprehensive
system of early intervention services, progress has been somewhat slower than origi-
nally anticipated. This appears due in part to the significant complexity of policy
decisions required and the lack of authority for the lead agencies to require other
agencies to participate in a specified manner (3). With over onehalf experiencing
significant budget deficits caused by the recession, the current financial situation
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faced today by States threatens to undermine State capacity to meet congressional
timeiiness for implementing early intervention service entitlements.

In 1.he Committee Report accompanying the initial Part H legislation, Congress
emphasized the interrelationships between Part H and the Medicaid EPSDT pro-
gram. Significant Medicaid eligibility expansions and EPSDT enhancements enacted
in OBRA 1989 and 1990 offer potential for alleviating State fiscal constraints in
regard to Part H by payitig for an expanded scope of health and health-related serv-
ices for low income Part H program participants. However, while of substantial
promise in making Federal fiscal resources available to support implementation of
this program, the complexity of the mandated changes in the EPSDT program have
proven difficult for States to promptly implement. In addition, despite these eligibil-
ity expansions, only very low income families remain eligible for Medicaid program
participation, leaving substantial proportions of the birth to 3-year-old population
ineligible.

Recent changes in the 551 Program for Disabled Children subsequent to legisla-
tion enacted in OBRA 1989 and to the Zeblev Supreme Court decision are expected
to establish many more young and very young children as 551 and Medicaid benefi-
ciaries. A permanent outreach program for disabled children is now implemented by
the Social Security Administration. New 551 disability determination rules and pro-
cedures include consideration of functional as well as medical disability and facili-
tate evaluation by establishing differential criteria for separate age categories of
children. However, with the final new rules published only within the last few
months, expanded 551 caseloads have not yet been realized. Optimal expansion may
not occur without collaboration at the Federal and State levels between the Social
Security Administration's 551 program, Title V and Part H.

Without sufficiert State and Federal fiscal support, concern exists that service to
the "optimal" Part H populationinfants and toddlers "at-risk" for disability or de-
velopmental delay will not be included by States as an entitlement in their early
intervention programs. Intervention for this group of infants has been documented
as both effective and cost-efficient by reducing the eventual need for special educa-
tion services (4, 5).

RECOMMENDATIONS TO BUILD ON THE SUCCESS OF THE PART H PROGRAM AND ASSURE
ONGOING SYSTEMS OF EARLY INTERN ENT1ON SERI/ICES

The Association of Maternal and Child Health Programs therefore requests that
Congress rs-authorize Part R of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act in
1991. State executive and legislative branches, program administrators, parents,
academic centers and professional groups have demonstrated their commitment to
meet the spirit and intent of this legislation. Nearly 40 States have policies support-
ing their Part H program in place (6) and many are engaged in fourth year activi-
ties as specified in the law. However, Part H presents a complex charge for inter-
agency system design, policy development and program implementation. Particular-
ly given the current economic climate of the country, some modification in that
charge is needed to assure that all States can build a sound and enduring system
that will assure ongoing service availability and access to young children kind fami-
lies in need of early intervention and support services.

The Association therefore requests that Congress enact legislation re-authorizing
and amending Part H that includes the following:

1. Establishment of an authorization level of $250 million for the Part H program:
2. Incorporation of a funding mechanism that allows State completion of the re-

quired planning process within an extended time period not to exceed 2 years;
3. Establishment of allocation methodologies that provide financial incentives for

State3 to serve greater proportions of their infant and toddler population. These al-
locations should be based on annual State reporting of the numbers of all children
having an established Individualized Family Se-vices Plan (WWI;

4. Requirements for.States to establish an eligibility category for "at.risk infants
and toddlers with assurance of assessment, tracking and monitoring as the minimal
level of service to be provided. In establis,hment of these requirement& States should
be ceded the authority to determine the definition of "at risk.% and

5. Inclusion of the 'Social Security Administration and the U.S. Department of Ag-
riculture, Food and Nutrition Services, on the Federal Interagency Coordinating
Council.

In conclusion, the Association would again express its appreciation for Lhis oppor-
tunity to comment end for the (.'ommittee's commitment to achieve nationally State
comprehensive systems of early intervention services for infants. toddlers and their
families.
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ADDITIONAL COMMENTARY ON THE ROLE OF TITLE V IN IMPLEMENTING PART H

With a major focus on reducing infant mortality, prenatal care is supported by
Title V to significant proportions of women giving birth in the States (exceeding
500,000 women each year) (7). State MCH programs have established relationships
for primary referral and service arrangements with a range of providers including
local heath departments (74 percent); community/rural health centers (36 percent),
community hospitals (58 percenu and private physicians (56 percent). Pediatric pre-
ventive and primary care service arrangements similarly facilitate access to child
and family assessment, health care and edm.ation/developmental and social services
(8). Nursing, social work and nutrition disc dlines figure significantly in both prena-
tal and pediatric service delivery.

Demonstrating a slightly different focus in provider arrangements and relation-
ships, State Title V service arrangements for CSHCN are established with tertiary
centers, specialty and subspecialty physicians, related health professionals (includ-
ing occupatiohal therapists, physical therapists, speech/language pathologists, au-
diologists, etc.) as well as with locpl health departments (9). These linkages broaden
the base of important planning, service and personnel preparation resources for
State implementation of the Part H program by providing many avenues for pri.
mary referral of infants and toddlers to program services, facilitating local service
provider arrangements, and by increasing opportunities to educate health care pro-
fessionals regarding the value of early intervention.

Beyond these resources and services which the State MCH programs bring to the
early intervention program, the organization of State Title V programs themselves
provide important ties to nutrition services through administration of the Special
Supplemental Food Program for Women, Infants and Children (WIC) in one-half of
the States (10). Ai, importantly, in fiscal year 1987 14 State Title V programs were
administering some aspect of the Title XIX Early Periodic Screening Diagnostic and
Treatment Program (EPSDT) and were EPSDT providers in over one-third of the
States (Il). Additional potential linkages between Medicaid and the Part H program
through Title V are found in CRICN involvement in home and community-based or
case management waiver programs for children with chronic health or developmen-
tal impairments (11). Established Title V relationships with WIC and with the Med-
icaid program offer those education and other non-health agencies administering
Part H expertise and experience in designing and implementing collaborative serv-
ice and financing arrangements for a broad range of early intervention services as
specified in statute and regulations.

State Title V programs bring substantive experience in multidisciplinary health
services planning, case management and home visiting services that are key to im-
plementation of Part H. Case management is an integral component of State Title
in services provided to CSCHN in over 80 percent of the States (FY 1987 data) (13).
In 1989, 43 State Title V programs provided home visiting to CSHCN, and 46 States
provided these services to infants (14).

Title V also mandates broad program responsibility for health promotion and dis-
ease prevention fo- the entire population of women, children and families in each
State. Efforts to carry out these mandates in most States include statewide outreach
and public education programs. Our 1988 survey of the States revealed that even in
the first year of implementation of the Part H program, over 60 percent of the Title
V prwrams were engaged in special health promotion and/or outreach initiatives
related V early identification of children with or at-risk for disabling conditions (15).

Furtht:, OBRA 1989 Amendments to Title V now require that States operate a
toll-free phone line providing information on Title V and Title XIX providers and
for Title V idertification of and assistance to infants and pregnant women eligible
for Medicaid (16). Prior to the effective date of these legislative provisions, fifty.
seven percent of the Title V programs were already implementing toll-free lines,
and 22 remaining jurisdictions were planning for start-up in fiscal year 1991 (17).
States fiscal year 1991 MCHS Block Grant applications evidenced a high level of
interagency planning in designing information services including specific focus
around incorporation of information on early intervention services. Analysis of
these same State documents revealed that in mid-1990, 96 percent of ihe States were
actively engaged in targeted initiatives to identify and provide assists. e to Medic-
aid eligible pregnant women and their infants (18).

These public awareness, case finding and referral activities. inclhding preconcep-
tional, pregnancy and infant primary care concerns, are important contributions to
implementation of Part H public awareness, central information directory and child
find components. Children and families in need of support, especially those with
low-income who often require more highly sustained intervention than weil-educat-

P.1
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ed. middle class families, can be locsted early through Title V supported services
and assured prompt access to health vare, early intervention services, financing and
related community services and supports. Participation of education, social services,
developmental disabilities and other focal State agencies engaged in the Part H pro-
gram further assures that Title V-supported care is extended beyond medical con-
cerns to comprehensively address child and family needs. The participation of Title
V MCH and CSCHN programs in early intervention systems development and serv-
ice delive*, recognizes the importance of health assessment and care in child devel-
opment. education and social functioning.

For over 55 years, Title V has been an important, effective, and enduring mecha-
nism in the distribution of resources and support, planning, leadership, program de-
velopment, and establishment of standards for health services for women and chil-
dren. It integrates information, programs, and care for families. It adds State, local,
and in-kind resources to very modest Federal investments. Most important, in most
jurisdictions Title V has effectively engaged all levels of public and private sector
leadership in maternal and child health activities. These longstanding Title V tradi-
tions have contributed to the documented achievements in development of compre-
hensive statewide systems of early intervention services. Likewise, inclusion of State
MCH programs as integral partners in development of the Part H program has en-
hanced public awareness and political support for MCH, and created new incentives
for collaborative State and local action to improve the health and well-being of
young children and families.

Table 1

State Heattn/Health and Human Sennce Departments Destgnated a Pan H lead Agenoes

Alabama South Carolina'
Alaska* . Texas

Hawaii' Utah*

Kansas' West Virginia'
Maine .. . Wisconsin'
Mississippi Wyoming

Massachusetts' Washington

New Mexico ... Samoa

New York....... . Puerto Rico'
Ohio* . . Virgin Islands'

'Denotes States wrtere Part H administration is located fl tne Title V Min
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Senator HARKIN. Next, we have a long-time friend of mine, Jona-
than Wilson, a member of the school board in Des Moines, IA, who
is here on behalf of the National School Boards Association and the
American Association of School Administrators.

Jonathan, welcome to the subcommittee.
Mr. WILSON. Thank you, Tom.
I am a lawyer and a member of the Des Moines board of educa-

tion and the immediate past chairman of the National School
Boards Association Council of Urban Boards of Education.

I am very much pleased to have this opportunity to present joint
testimony on behalf of the American Association of School Admin-
istrators, the AASA, and the National School Boards Association,
the NSBA.

The Nation's 97,000 local school board members and 16,000 local
school superintendents are proud that under Public Law 94-142
the public schools serve over 4.5 million children with disabilities
annually. With the creation in 1986 of the preschool program,
public schools also now serve, as the Senator pointed out earlier,
360,000 children aged 3 to 5 with disabilities.

The Federal Government has played a significant role in produc-
ing these results. Unfortunately, it is very much a junior partner
in the financing of this massive educational effort. This is of in-
creasing concern to school leaders, as growing numbers of children
come to the schoolhouse door each year with severe barriers to
learning. Our resources are being stretched ever thinner by new
demands for specialized services.

That is why Part H is of special value to the public schools. Part
H stresses early intervention and prevention as an alternative to
expensive crisis intervention and long-term remediation. Its em-
phasis on interagency collaboration is a major part of our vision for
the future of American public education.

I would like to highlight several recommendations to enhance
Part H and to facilitate transition to the preschool 3- to 5-year-old
program under Part B. Our complete set of recommendations is in
the written Statement.

First, we support differential participation and funding by States
in early intervention and preschool programs. A significant
number of States have not been able to meet the full requirements
for continued participation in Federal funding of the early inter-
vention services program. Similarly, several States may not be able
to meet the deadline to provide under State law a free appropriate
public education for all handicapped children aged 3 to 5 years.
They too are targeted to lose Federal funding. Neither one of these
outcomes is favorable for children with disabilities or the local
school systems that provide them with much-needed services.

Solomon in his wisdom recognized that the child should not be
made to suffer when the grown-ups can't get their act together.

Congress should consider extending the time frame for full par-
ticipation of such States in these programs if the Secretary of Edu-



cation determines that there is a reasonable basis for the delay and
evidence of a good faith effort to provide services under the circum-
stances. The effect of the current recession on State budgets, for ex-
ample, particularly education funding, is one example of an unfore-
seen problem that could legitimately delay full implementation.

During the interim, the affected States should receive funding at
the level received for fiscal year 1990 under Part H or section 619
as the case may be.

Given its inability to even approach full funding of its 40 percent
share of the cost of education of the handicapped, the Federal Gov-
ernment should appreciate the need for some flexibility for States
charged with gathering the fiscal and organizational resources nec-
essary to put these ambitious new programs in place, particularly
in light of the fact that most States are prohibited, like the State of
Iowa, from deficit spending, unlike the Federal Government.

Second, we recommend strengthening the role of the Federal
interagency coordinating council. Both NSBA and AASA have
made coordination of Federal services a high priority. NSBA is
strongly supporting the Link-up for Learning Act, sponsored by
Senators Bradley and Kennedy, and AASA has endorsed the chil-
dren's trust bill to be introduced by Senators Dodd and Chafee.
Both bills encourage integration and coordination of funding and
ser,ices for children and youth.

Under Part H, we recommend that the role of the Federal inter-
agency coordinating council (FICC) include specific charges to iden-
tify and eliminate Federal program regulations or practices that
impede coordination and collaboration, to develop and implement
plans for joint funding streams and resource banks, unified eligibil-
ity and application procedures, and regulations that facilitate infor-
mation sharing; also, to make reports and recommendations to
Congress annually concerning progress and iegislative action
needed to facilitate coordination of early intervention services for
infants and toddlers.

In addition, Congress should authorize the FICC to conduct a
study of State early intervention programs to identify the common
obstacles encountered by State lead agencies in developing inter-
agency programs and the means developed to overcome these ob-
stacles. The study should also make recommendations for further
actions to facilitate coordination at the Federal level.

We also support the recommendations of the Council for Excep-
tional Children to name in the statute the specific Federal agencies
with programmatic and fiscal responsibilities for children with spe-
cial needs.

The FICC should also investigate whether local education agen-
cies, given the reality of limited resources, can effectively function
as lead agencies without harmful results for preschool and kinder-
garten through 12th grade programs and recommend remedies.

While we recommend the trend toward greater interagency col-
laboration, we are also mindful that school districts historically
have not always been equitably treated in the distribution of finan-
cial responsibility for special education and related services. We
strongly recommend that the current protections provided in the
law such as payor of last resort be maintained and strengthened if
necessary.
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Third, we have several recommendations for effective coordina-
tion of the Part H and Part B programs. It is critical that local
school district representatives have a direct opportunity to provide
advice and express concerns as plans are developed for coordina-
tion of services birth to age 5. We strongly recommend that State
interagency coordinating councils have a statutory function that
will provide for conducting public hearings to get that input. At a
minimum the hearings should address financial responsibilities of
agencies, definitions of handicapping conditions, and determination
of appropriate ages for transition to Part B services.

In addition, to ensure a smooth transition for children from the
infants and toddlers program to the preschool handicapped pro-
gram, we recommend that lead agencies contact the local education
agency at least 90 days prior to the 3rd birthday of every child in
service so that the local education agency will have at least that 90
days during which it can complete its assessment of the child
before preschool services will begin, and during that time the
agency providing services under the infant and toddler program
should continue to do so.

We also strongly recommend that the provision of family services
for 3- to 5-year-olds must be the primary responsibility for nonedu-
cational agencies.

In conclusion, we believe that the efforts of the Subcommittee on
Disability Policy to enhance early intervention services for infanth
and toddlers, minimize the later costs of special education for
school-age children, and encourage interagency collaboration, are
highly commendable.

We applaud the successful efforts of the chairman, Senator
Harkin, to increase Federal funding for Part H and the preschool
program. But we must also note that the Federal Government con-
tinues to be very much a junior partner with the States and local
school districts. In the bait-and-switch process of Federal funding,
we would urge you to support budget and appropriations legislation
for fiscal year 1992 that will make the significant increase in Fed-
eral investment in education, including the disabled, a top priority.

Thank you very much.
Senator HARKIN. Thank you very much, Jonathan.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Wilson follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OP MR. WILSON

I II;THODUCTION

I am Jonathan Wilson, a member of the Des Moines. Iowa Board of Education and
the immediate past president of the National School Boards Association's Council of
Urban Boards of Education. I am pleased to have this opportunity to present joint
testimony before the. Senate Subcommittee on Disability Policy on behalf of the
American Association of School Administrators tAASAi and the National School
Boards Association (NSBAI.

NSBA and AASA appreciate the opportunity to testify in support of the reauth.,r.
ization of Part H of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act. The Nation's
97.000 local school board members and 16,000 school superintendents are proud of
the fact that since the enactment of Public 1_,Pw 94-142 in 1975. the public schools
have been able to put in place high quality programs that annually provide special
education services for over 4.5 million children with disabilities. With the assistance
authorized in 1986 under section 619 of Part B. local school districts have been able
to develop preschool programs serving 360,000 children aged :i to 5. about 25 percer.t
more than originally estimated.
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The Federal Government has played a significant role in producing these results.
But unfortunately it has functioned as very much of a junior partner in the financ-
ing of this massive effort to educate individuals with disabilities. This is of increas-
ing concern to school leaders as growing numbers of children come to the school-
house door each year with severe barriers to learning. Our resources are being
stretched ever thinner by new demands for specialized services. For example, we are
just beginning to deal with the tragic epidemic of drug-exposed infants and children.

In this environment, programs that stress early intervention and prevention as an
alternative to expensive crisis intervention and long term remediation are of special
value to the public schools. Part N, the Early Intervention Services to Infants and
Toddlers program, is exaetly the st. -t of innovative Federal program that we need.
Its aim is both to enhance the devekpment of handicapped infants and toddlers and
to minimize educational costs to society by minimizing the need for special educa-
tion after handicapped infants and toddlers reach school age. Also significant is it.3
emphasis on creating a program design that is comprehensive, coordinated, multi-
disciplinary, and based on interagency collaboration.

NSBA and AASA would like to make a number of specific recommendations to
enhance Part H particularly in the area of coordinating the Infants and Toddlers
program under Part H with the Preschool 3- to 5-year-old program under Part B,
Sec. 619.

II. SUPPORT FOR DIFFERENTIAL PARTICIPATION AND FUNDING BY
STATES IN EARLY INTERVENTION AND PRESCHOOL PROGRAMS

A significant number of States have not been able to meet the fourth or fifth year
application requirements that would qualify them for continued participation in
Federal funding of the early intervention services program. Similarly, seven States
may not meet the deadline to have in place under State law and practice a plan
assuring the availability of a free appropriate public education for all handicapped
children aged 3 to 5 years. They are subject to sanctions including the loss of
619 funds and the use of Part B funds for 3- to 5-year-olds.

Neither one of these outcomes is favorable from the point of view of providing
new services to handicapped children and preventing greater and more costly needs
for special education when children in these States reach school age. Rather than
punish the children and the local school systems by withholding Federal funds, Con-
gress should consider extending the time frame for full participation of such States
in these programs if the Secretary of Education determines there are: (a) reasonable
basis for the delay; and (b) evidence of a good faith effort to provide services under
the circumstances. The effect of the current recession on State budgets, particularly
education funding, is one example of an unforeseen problem that could legitimately
delay fill implementation. During the interim, the affected States would receii,
funding at the level received for fiscal year 1990 (school year 1990-91) under Part H
or See. 619.

Given that the Federal Government has promised to fund 40 percent of the excess
costs of educating individuals with disabilities and after 15 years is currently provid-
ing only nine percent, it should appreciate the call for some flexibility on the part of
States charged with gathering the fiscal and organizational resources necessary to
put these ambitious new programs in place.

III. STRENGTHEN THE ROLE OF THE FEDERAL INTERAGENCY COORDINAT-
ING COUNC:L UNDER PART H TO FACILITATE INTERAGENCY COORDINA-
TION

The great wave of school reform initiatives over the last decade has in many ways
not directly affected special education in our schools. But in one significant arena
coordinated early intervention services under Part HPublic Law 94-142 is on the
cutting edge. The importance of approaching the needs of children and families ho-
listically through comprehensive, coordinated, multi-disciplinary interagency pro-
grams is becoming more widely recognized in the education and social service com-
munity as essential for the educational success of at-risk students.

For the last 5 years, Part H has underwritten the development of such programs
for infants and toddlers in States across the country. But the barriers to interagency
collaboration remain formidable. They include conflicting agency missions and
target populations, separate funding streams, arbitrary jurisdictional boundaries,
confidentiality requirements that prevent information sharing, separate eligibility
requirements, service providers unfamiliar with services and procedures outside
their agency, and a dearth of incentives to overcome barriers and pursue collabora-
tion.
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Both NSBA and AASA have made these concerns a high priority in their legisla-
tive initiatives for this session of Congress. NSBA is strongly supporting S. 619, the
Link-up for Learning Act sponsored by Senators Bradley and Kennedy, which funds
projects to iink up families with the resources of schools and social service agencies
to improve the educational performance of at-risk yeah. AASA has endomed legis-
lation to be introduced by Senators Dodd and Chafee that establishes a Children's
Trust fund to finance from one source the major Federal programs providing serv-
ices to children and youth including special education. We have no doubt that fur-ther.integration of services and interagency collaboration are essential if schools are
to cope with the worsening social and economic conditions of incoming students.

A. FICC Responsibilities
We recommend that the role of the Federal Interagency Coordinating Council

(MC) be strengthened to include specific charges to:
identify, and to the extent possible, eliminate Federal program regulations or

practices that impede coordination and collaboration;
develop and implement whenever possible plans for joint funding streams and

resource banks, unified eligibility and application procedures, and confidentiality
regulations that facilitate information-sharing;

make reports and recommendations to Congress annually concerning progress
and legislative action needed to facilitate coordination of early intervention services
for infants and toddlers.

B. FICC Study
In addition, Congress should authorize the FICC to conduct a study of State early

intervention programs to identify the common organizational, regulatory, and legis-
lative obstacles encountered by State lead agencies in developing and implementing
comprehensive, coordinated, mult'disciplinary, interagency programs and the inno-
vative procedures and program designs developed to overcome them. The study
should also make recommendations to the participating agencies and Congress for
further actions to facilitate coordination at the Federal level.

C. Statutory Listing of Collaborators
We also support the recommendations of the Council for Exceptional Children's

Division for Early Childhood to name in the statute the specific Federal agencies
with programmatic and fiscal responsibility to develop and implement a comprehen-
sive community based system of services for children with special needs and their
families. This includes the Department of Education; the Office of Human Develop-
ment; the National Institute of Mental Health; the Office of Maternal and Child
Health; the Administration of Developmental Disabilities; the Administration on
Children, Youth, and Families; and the Health Care Financing Administration.

D. Investigation of Lead Agency Effectiveness
In addition, the FICC should investigate whether the designation of local educa .

tion agencies as lead agencies under Part H is effective and without harmful results
for school programs. We are concerned that local school district resources may not
be able to meet the needs of infants and toddlers and also effectively provide re-
quired services to 3- to 5-year-olds and school-age handicapped children. There is no
recourse for the LEA if they are designated the lead agency by the State.

The FICC should report on this situation and determine whether Fede..al reme-
dies are required, such as limiting the designation of lead agency to social service
and health providers wifo. the State.

E. Matntain School Dish:1 Protections
While we welcome t!le trend to greater interagency collaboration, we also are

mindful that school iistricts historically have not always been equitably treated in
the distribution of finar,:.:ai responsibility for special education and related services.
We strongly recommend that the current protections provided in the law, such as
payor of last resort, be maintained and strengthened if necessary.

IV. SUPPORT FOR EFFECTIVE COORDINATION OF PART H AND PART B
PROGRAMS AGES THREE TO FIVE

A. /CC Hearings
It is critical that local school district representatives have a direct opportunity to

provide advice and express concerns as plans are developed for coordination of serv-
ices between Part H State programs for birth to 2year-olds and Part 13 local school
district programs for 3- to 5-year-olds. We strongly recommend that State Interagen-
cy Coordinating Councils have as a statutory function conducting periodic hearings
concerning plans for the coordination of services between Part H and Part B pro-
grams. The hearings should be public, address proposed plans as well as provide
oversight of plans as they are implemented, and invite testimony from repre3enta.
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tives of local school districts, parents, service providers, and others with an interest
in developing and implementing effective plans for coordination.

At a minimum the State ICC should be required to conduct a hearing prior to
implementation or issuance of a plan or directive by the State lead agency concern-
ing financial responsibilities of agencies, definitions of handicapping conditions, and
determination of tippropriate ages for transition to Part B services.

B. Notifications to LEA
In addition, to ensure a smooth transition for children from the infants and tod-

dlers program to the Preschool Handicapped program, we recommend that:
the lead agency responsible for coordinating services to infants and toddlers

(ages 0-2) contact the Local Educational Agency (LBA) at least 90 days prior to the
third birthday of every child in service.

the LEA will have 90 daysm the State-mandated period for placement and
evaluation, if it is longerduring which it will complete its assessment of the child
before pre hool services will begin.

the agencies providing services under the Infant and Toddlers program will con-
tinue to provide those services to the child, during the 90-day period in which the
LEA is completing its assessment for evaluation and placement.

if a child is a ward of the State, there will be a clear designation of a represent-
ative to act as the parent for educational purposes in the preschool program in the
I.E.P. and placement process.

furthermore, where Educational Service Agencies exist, those agencies should
be considered for delivering Infant and Toddler services or coordinating those serv-
ices between other agencies and schools.

C. Developmental Delay
We recommend against carrying over the term developmental delay from Part H

into the definition af handicapping conditions for 3- to 5-year-olds without further
study. While the use of the same term birth to 5 has advantages, at age three the
designation would carry with it much greater consequences for the child, its family,
and the school system. Of particular concern is the fact that there is no uniform
standard of severity to determine when a child with a developmental delay requires
special education services rather than services that might be more readily provided
through, for example, a Chapter 1 preschool program, a school-based Head Start
program, or a community-based child care program.

D. Family Services
We would also recommend against authorizing services to families of 3- to 5-year-

olds under Part B. The range of potential social, psychological, health, nutritional.
and other services that could potentially be of value to parents in supporting proper
development of their handicapped child is limitless. Provision of family services
must be the primary responsibility of non-educational agencies. Finally, case man-
agement services should be an allowable use of Federal funds rather than a mandat-
ed related service for 3- to 5-year-olds.

E. No Extension of Federal Mandate
We strongly urge that Congress maintain the current preschool program separate

from the Public Law 94-142 mandate for school-age children. Given the continuing
and chronic funding shortfall under both basic State grants and section 619, a con-
solidation of the 3- to 5-year-old program with the school-age program would inevita-
bly dilute resources to all children with disabilities.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we believe that the efforts of the Committee on Disnbility Policy to
enhance early intervention services for infants and toddlers, minimize the later
costs of special education for school-age children, and encourage interagency collabo-
ration are highly commendable. We applaud the successful efforts of the Chairman.
Senator Harkin, to increase Federal funding for Part II and the preschool program.
But we must also note that the Federal Government continues to be very much of a
junior partner with States and local schools in providing funding for the education
of individuals ith disabilities. In the bait-and-switch process we urge you to sup-
port budget and approphations legislation for fiscal year 1992 that makes a signifi-
cant increased Federal investment in education including the disabled.

Thank you for this opportunity to testify.

Senator HARKIN. Ruth Rucker, director of the Edward C. Mazi-
que Parent Child Center, District of Columbia, on behalf of Low-
Income and Minority Parent Empowerment Task Force.

Ruth, welcome to the subcommittee.
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MS. RUCKER. Thank you so much for having me here today and
permitting me an opportunity to speak on behalf of the Parent and
Child Center and certainly the Low-Income and Minority Parent
Empowerment Task Force.

We are one of 36 parent and child centers nationally. We were
born in 1968 as a part of that whole effort to improve the quality of
life for low-income children under the Head Start concept for chil-
dren birth to 3 years of age.

The Low-Income and Minority Empowerment Task Force is a
group of 26 members, and we are parents, service providers and ad-
vocates for young children. The main purpose of the task force is to
work toward full participation for low-income and minority fami-
lies, or families of color--we are interchangeablein the Part H
program.

We are very supportive of Part H, and we feel that it is one of
the best avenues that we can find that has come about in a long
time to benefit families with very young children where there is
delay or where the children are disabled.

The Part H early intervention program signals new directions in
Federal policy. It is the first indication on a broad scale of the Fed-
eral commitment to infants and toddlers who are disabled and who
have disabilities, and it also breaks new ground in moving toward
the family-centered rather than the child-centered services, and we
think that that is really the way to go. It also represents a signifi-
cant departure from the way most States view early intervention
programs.

We are very supportive of Part but we do have some concerns.
We do have a concern about how States will assure that low-
income families and minority families have access to the appropri-
ate early intervention services.

We are c7ncerned that little effort is being made by State Part H
policymaker: ta include low-income families and minorities in the
Part fl i .t 1.g process. It is troubling that sensitivity in the issue
of culturat -inpetence is lacking on such a broad scale throughout
the country.

We are equally concerned about personnel. There is a shortage of
early intervention therapists in general throughout the country,
not to speak only of therapists who are of color. There has to be a
broader move to recruit and to train ethnic therapists in order that
they may be more sufficient in dealing with the families they are
serving.

In our country, we are multicultural, multiethnic throughout our
Nation, and in some way we are going to have to find a way to
compare or to have equal service delivery systems compared with
the kind of ethnic families that we have in our country today.

We do not believe that enough outreach is put forth to recruit
low-income families and families of color, as I said before, neither
to recruit personnel.

Now, I realize that financing is a major situation. It is a major
situation with the States, and we respect that. We realize that the
finances will have to be increased. States are citing finances as the
cost factor and a reason for not recruiting at a maximum basis for
the personnel and for the families. We feel that this has to change.
There has to be a stronger investment in these two areas. And 1
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am pleading that you will consider this remark that I am making
today a .id this testimony because we feel that this is a fantastic
program, and we feel that it can become even better if vitl find
ways of reaching the underserved and the unserved families, which
certainly includes minorities, families of color and the low-income.

Our written statement contains recommendations that we cer-. tainly would like for you to consider, but there is one recommenda-
tion in particular that I would like to read for the record. That rec-
ommendation is that we recommend that an assurance be added to
section 678(b), Statement of Assurances, which would read: "(7) pro-' vide satisfactory assurance that policies and practices will be
adopted a) to ensure meaningful involvement of traditionally un-
derserved groups, including low-income families and families of
color, in planning and implementation of the Part H system; and b)
to ensure that these families have access to culturally competent
services within their own local areas."

We have also included in our statement for your consideration
some policies and practices that we feel would result from the im-
plementation of this assurance anyhow.

Thank you very much for giving me this opportunity. That is my
main reason for being here, to let you know that this is an area
that needs to be strengthened.

Thank you.
Senator HARKIN. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Rucker follows:]
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Testimony of Ruth Rucker, Executive Director of the Edward
C. !lesiva Parent Child Center, Washington, D.C., and member of
the National Lowanoome and Minority Parent Empowerment Task
Force.

Introduction

My name ia Ruth E. Racker. I am the Executive Director of
the Edward C. !Wive Parent Child Centex, L. the District
of Columbia. I am pleasec: to have this opportunity to testify
today on behalf of the Parent Child Center (PCC) and the Low-
Income and Minority Parent Empowerment Task Foroe.

Our PCC, in the District of ColuMbia, is ona of 36
nationally, established in 1966 under the presidency of the late
Lyndon B. Johnson. Its mission in to deal with the health,
education, social services and environment of infants, toddlers,
pregnant women and teens and their families. PCCs were
established in response to the need fcr early intervention during
the prenatal and formative yearn of a child's life.

The Low-Income and Minority Parent Empowerment Task Force
was convened by the Mental Health Law Project. Its 26 members
in,:lude parents, service providers and early intervention
professionals and advo-Ates. Th group has come together to work
for full participation by low-income families and families ofcolor in Part H programs. A list of taek force members is
attached for your information (Attachment A).

FunOed By Di-BIS -uP0-1:arted Way-Deoanmen of Human Senntes
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The Part If early intervention program signals now directions
in federal policy. It is the first indicatiun of a broad-scale
federal commitment to infants and toddlers with developmental
delays and disabilities. It breaks new ground by moving toward
fasilv-centered rather child-centered services and incorporating
parent training and counseling with therapeutic services for
children. In so doing, it represents a ignificant departure
from the way most states have viewed early intervention.

Our Task Force is most concerned about how states will
assure that low-income and cultu.ally diverse families have
access to appropriate early intervention services. Infants and
toddlers will benefit from early intervention only if the
services are provided in wal compatible with the beliefs and the
culture of the family. Yet, to date few states have made more
than piecemeal efforts to overcome the barriers created by
poverty, language, geographic location and cultural differuncee.
These obstacles need to be addressed systematically in states'
Part H planning. A monograph published by the Georgetown
University Child Dovelopment center states!

Within ethnic groups, there are many cultures and
subcultures, though some common history may be share!.
Cultural competence refere to a program's ability to
honor and respect those beliefs, interpersonal styles,
attitudes and behaviors both of familiae who are
clients and the multicultural staff who are providing
services. in so doing, it incorporates these values at
the levels of policy, administration and practice.

In this context, the Task Force has identified a number ,f
concerns pertinent to the reauthorization of Part H.

1. We are concerned about cultural competence. Few current
service-delivery systems are able to provide appropriate services
to all families in a culturally diverse nossunity. Yet little,
if any, aerioua effort is being made by state Part H policy-
makers to include low-income parents and parents qf color in the
Part H planning process. Their direct knowledge of the culture
and beliefs of the familia. to be served is essential to the
success of the system in serving a culturally divorce community.
It is indeed troubling that sensitivity to the issue of cultural
competenoe is lacking on much a broad coals throughout the
states.

A basic reason to promote culturally competent Part H
systems is to assure that poor families will be adequately
served. While poverty is en the rise among all children,
children of color are more likely to live in poverty than white
children -- especially if they live in a single-parent home.
Further, mingle-parent households headed by African Ugric n or
Hispanic women with children 18 years and under are ons-anu-a-

2
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half times as likely to be in poverty as 1:hose headed by white
women.

2. Another major concert of_oura_ii_Ramormal. The Task Force
is xtremely troubled both about the nationwide shortage of early
intervention therapists and about the lack of Luc!: personnel from
culturally diverse backgrounds. In the District of Columbia, for
example, despite a growing need for their services, there are
fewer people than over befOre in the areas of physical,
occupational and speech therapy. And nationwide, the number of
college students going into these areas ol training has dropped
drastically.

Specific personnel issues identified by the task force
include the following:

First, while the Part H statute gives states the discretion
to establish standards for "qualified personnel," some states are
adopting standards that exclude candidates with expertise and
foreign certification. Such candidates do not receive any credit
for educational work oompleted.

Second, outreach and financial assistance are inadequate to
encourage people of color to pursue careers in the early
intervention professions. Minority paraprofessionals receive
little, it any, enoouragenent to pursue more formal training
programs.

Third, the unavailability of culturally competent
professionals to serve isolated rural areas is particularly
troublesome.

Fourth, properly trained Interpreters ars often unavailable.
And even where they are, some programs are refusing to pay for
interpreter services. This practice effectively denies early
intervention services to a child in a non-English speaking
family.

3. h third area of concIrn_ia_child-find andLoublio_awarantAI.
Families of color and low-income families are not receiving
sufficient information about the Part H program and are not being
asked to participate in the planning of Part H services in a
meaningful way. Although the implementing regulations provide
that Part H systems coordinate their activities with existing
programs, few states ars making the neces*:dry efforts to work
with progranA that serve low-income families and families of
coior.

4. Financing is nother concarn. States cite the cost of
providing services and the cost of developing adequate training
programs as the reasons they ars not making the extra efforts
necessary to find and to serve families of color and low-income

3
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familia. and to devolop culturally competont programa. Without
an adoguato invomtmant in those efforts, however, many infants
and toddlers in these states will not benefit to any significant
dogma from tho Part H program. Furthermors, ohildron who aro at
riak of disability may not ems a sign of early intervontion
programs unless adequate financial resources become available.

Taking those concerns into account, we would lik. to maks
the following recommendations for revisions in tho otatuto that
we boliovo could rosult in construotive improvemont. at both
stato and local levels.

RECOMMENDATION 1

To promoto cultural compotenco in statowido marly
intervontion systems and to otimulato accoso of low-incomo
families and families of color to sorvicos, we recommend that
assurance be added to Section 671)(0, Statomont of Assuranofts,
which would read:

(7) provide satisfactory ammurance that policio. aud
praotices will be adopted (a) to ensure meaningful
involvement of traditionally undersorved groups,
including low-income families and families of color, in
planning and implementation of tho Part R ymtom; and
(b) to onoure that theme familia. have acces to
culturally competent services within their own local
arum.

Ws would urge that the Committos roport accompanying the bill
contain tho following list of policio. and praoticom, which wo
believo would result from the implamontation of this assurance:

memborships and commi.Moos cf the stato and local
Intoragency Coordinating Council. (ICC.) roflect the racial
and cultural diversity of tho population sorvmdt

child-find and public-awarsnoss campaigns aro community-
based and well connected to con ct point, for low-incomo
familiso and familiso of color;

tho otato's Central Directory for Part H includos
individuals and organizations with staff that ars culturally
divorso and that provido family support and advocacy
sorvices for low-incoms and culturally diverso communities;

Part H staff roflect tho ethnic and cultural diversity of
the community being served and receivo training to help them
wc.rk positively with culturally diverse families;

4
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bilingual staff are hired when needed and properly tviined
translators are mad. available when bilingual staff are
insufficient;

assessment tools are evaluated for cultural appropriateness
before being used;

Part H cas managers will receive training about the various
federal and state benefit programs to enable them to alert
families to the availability of benefits and to help them
apply for them;

the comprehensive system for personnel development (CSPD)
will include colleges and universities with culturally
diverse student bodies and faculties and encourage use of
familia, and paraprofeesionals from the community in
developing personnel for Part H.

The state of Maryland has adopted child-find goal in ite
fourth-year *pplication that offers one example. The goal is to
establish a minority advisory committee, and the activities would
have an impact beyond ths child-find and public awareness
systems. Attaohmant 8 oontains copy of Mary and's goal and
activities.

RECOMMENDATION a

States that seek full participation of low-inceas families
and families of color in their Part H systems certainly need
financial resources to support their effort. We believe that a
combined strategy of incentive grants for outreach and an
e xpansion of Part H funding for ervices will give states the
support they need.

To fund outreach we recommend modification of the Early
Childhood Education program to ncourage states tw undertake
e xpanded outreach to all low-income familis. States would have
to apply for the grants and specify how they would use the
dollars to reaoh underservad populations. The grant would be in
addition to a state's al3ocation of Part H service funds.

To expand services, we relommand that Congress consider an
allocation system that rowards the states that are making
progrecs on Part H while continuing to support the states that
are taking longer to devulop their statewide systems. We beieve
that Part H must provide 'zcire than glue money if states are going
to find and serve all familia. well.

In conclusion, imatw '''. me to st4te that the reauthorization
of Part H comes at 6, time -Ai; national concern about the
condition of children's lives :dt high. particularly about the
level of infant 12ortality and morbidity, the growing number of
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crack- and alcohol-addicted infants and the tragic consequenoes
of boarder babies. A. a result, the needs of children are
receiving proportionately sore attention on Capitol Hill. It is
obvious that Congress is listening to those of us who speak on
children's behalf and it is obvious that Congress is hearing what
we are saying.

Part H is good for children and it's good for the country.
We are glad it has wide congressional support.

We urge the Committee to consider the recommendations in
this testimony. They are proposed in an effort to make an
excellent program even more effective.

6
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Attachment A

Minority and Low-Income Parent Empowerment
Task Force

Marva Benjamin, Assistant Director
Initiative on Cultural nivermity
Child & Adolescent Service System Program
Washington, DC

Deborah Booth, Special Projects Manager
East Coast Migrant Head Start Projeot
Chapel Hill, NC

Alan K. Chambers, Director
Laadermhip and Project Development
Children's Defense Fund
Washington, DC

Lauran Davin
Parent Participant
Washington, DC

Jan Yokum de Calderon, Director
Rosemont Center
Washington, DZ.

Denise De la Rosa, Education Policy Analyst
National Council of La Raza
Washington, DC

Jane DeWeerd, Coordinator
Services for Children with Disabilities
Head Start Bureau
Department of Health & Human Services
Washington, DC

Elizabeth Ford, Director
Special Projects
National Aesociation for the Education
of Young Children

Washington, DC

Paula F. Goldberg, Co-director
Parent Advocacy Coalition for
Educational Rights

Minneapolis, MN

Angela Herring
Special Education C:iordinator
Edward C. Mazigue parent Child Center
Washington, DC
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Ann Hill, Director
Social Welfare and Health
National Urban League
New York, NY

Beverly Jackson, senior Policy Analyst
Nat'l Black Child Development Inst., Inc.
Washington, DC

Elizabeth XUhlman, Coordinator
Regional Access Project, Region II
Department of Human Services & Education
New York, NY

Joan Lombardi, Ph.D.
Early Childhood Consultant
Alexandria, VA

Mary McGonigel, Associate Director
National Center for Family Centered Care
Ass'n for the Care of Children's Health
Bethesda, MD

Freda Mitcham, Coordinator
Homeless Training Project
National Association of Community

and Migrant Health Centers
Washington, DC

Maria Elena Orrego, Director
The Family Place
Wwshington, DC

Suzanne Ripley
National Information Center for
Handicapped Children and Youth

McLean, VA

Richard Roberts, Ph.D., Co-director
Emrly Intervention Research Institute
Utah State University
Logan, UT

Gloria Rodriguez
AVANCE Family Support and Education Programs
San Antonio, TX

Ruth Rucker, Executive Director
Edward C. Mazique Parent Child Ce.:1-er
Washington, DC

2
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Justine Strickland
East River Child Development Center
New York, NY

Debi Tisdale
Parent Participant (FICC)
Tacoma, WA

Virginia View
Coordinator, Project 0-3
National Center for Clinical Infant Programs
Arlington, VA
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Attachment B

The Maryland Example

G. Minority Advisory committee

The State of Maryland recognizes the multi-ethnic, mr:lti-
cultural diversity of its people, and it plans to redch out
to those communities who have been unserved or underserved
by intervention programs in the past.

Goal: G: To public increase awareness/and liaison with the
minority/culturally diverse community who may have been
unserved or underserved by intervention programs in the
past, and to increase participation in the development
of the state plain.

G 1.0 Establish a Minority Advisory Committee to facilitate
liaison between the Infants and Toddlers Program and
the commUnity. The Minority Advisory Committee should
have representatives from the various minority groups
that make up the population of Maryland, with special
interest in the three largest minority groups: Africa -
Americans, Hispanics and Asians.

G 2.0 Contact minority organizations with special interest in
children and health issues.

a. flake awareness presentations to these groups when
possible.

b. Request representutives of organizations to be members
of the Minority Advisory Committee.

G 3.0 Hold regional workshops on PL 99-457 targeting the
minority population.

G 4.0 Hold a statewide multi-cultural, multi-ethnic
conference on PL 99-457 for parents, professionals,
health providers, advocates and state and local
agencies.

Accountability requirement

1. Acnount for number of workshops held and number of
attendees.

2. Account for increases in early intervention services to
minority children.

3. Account for increased participation of minorities in
planning for and implementing PL 99-457 in the State of
Maryland.
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Senator HARKIN. Tom Gil lung, currently Part H authorizes
States to adopt a sliding fee scale under which States may charge
parents for certain services based on ability to pay. The discretion
is left solely with the State. Would you support an amendment
which either mandates all States adopt a sliding fee scale, or an
amendment which prohibits the use of a sliding fee scale?

Mr. GILLUNG. It would be our position that this provision be op-
tional. We recognize that in many States there currently are serv-
ice providers that already do provide a sliding fee scale for the pro-
vision of service.

Senator HARKIN. Dr. Nelson, do you have any view on this?
Dr. NELSON. I would agree that the States should have flexibility

in making that determination.
Senator HARKIN. Mr. Gil lung, in your testimony you expressed

opposition at this point in time to replacing the current formula
that relies on census data with a formula based on children served.
You also described the experience of the Department of Education
under which section 619 bonus funds were distributed on the basis
of estimates of children served in the upcoming year as an adminis-
trative nightmare.

I'll asl: you the same question I asked Mr. Davila. Would you
support a study to be included in our bill, looking at this issue and
revisiting the formula change question in the next reauthorization?

Mr. GILLUNG. Yes, we would. We believe that that would be the
most equitable way to address that issue.

Senator HARKIN. Mr. McNulty, do you feel the same way?
Mr. MCNULTY. Yes, definitely. I think that again, to switch for-

mulas in the middle of the program would not be the most effective
way to get services to kids, but I think certainly we would feel com-
fortable studying that.

Senator HARKIN. Jonathan, you talked in your testimony about
concerns about several changes in the preschool program. Specifi-
cally I'm referring to including the Part H term "developmental
delay" under Part B; permitting school districts to use the individ-
ualized family service plan instead of the IEP; including the terms
"family services" and "case management" under Part B.

In reviewing the testimony of both the DEC and the CCD, I don't
really believe that your organizations are too far apart in trying to
get these definitions worked out. I am asking if both the National
Association of School Boards and School Administrators would
meet with my staff and representatives from those organizations to
see if we can work out a consensus on these issues.

Mr. WnsoN. In a word, yes.
Senator HARKIN. Good. We're going to invite you and your orga-

nization, and we'll sit down and see if we can't work out a consen-
sus on this.

Dr. Nelson, you are an advocate for serving as many children
who are at risk of experiencing developmental delay as is possible
because you believe in prevention. Given limited resources, what is
the best policy we could adopt to encourage more States to serve
the at-risk population?

First, would you authorize Part El to be used to serve some but
not all of the population; second, would you authorize the use of
Part H funds to provide some but not all early intervention serv-

t.f
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ices; or would you require that if a State provided a certain service
that it must make that service available to the entire population of
at-risk children?

Mr. Nelson. I don't know if those are all mutually exclusive op-
tions. But I think in general the legislation should provide incen-
tives to States to serve the at-risk population.

We know that it is very difficult to differentiate children who are
at risk at times from children who might meet a definition of de-
velopmental delay, and we certainly do not wart to create .the arti-
ficial sense that there are groups of children who are "at risk"
whose needs and the needs of their families are substantially dif-
ferent from children who may have mild but recognizable develop-
mental delay.

Senator HARKIN. Thank you very much, Dr. Nelson.
Ms. Rucker, thank you for being here and for your testimony. I

don't really have a question so much as I'll say that your sugges-
tions are all right on target. We are going to seriously consider
them, and again I'd like to work with you in the upcoming weeks
to incorporate those suggestions in our reauthorization bill. I think
they are right on point.

Ms. RUCKER. Thank you very much, Senator.
Senator HARKIN. Senator Durenberger.
Serator DURENBERGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dick, let me start with you. I thank you for being here. We usu-

ally see each other over on the Finance Committee, so it is nice to
see you here.

Dr. NEIBON. Thank you.
Senatar DURENBERGER. I am relatively new to this, and I am glad

to be here. But in my previous statement I think I indicated one of
my frustrations is explained by what Lawton Chiles told us here a
month or so ago, which was: "There are 160 programs out here in
my State of Florida for kids, which I helped to create when I was a
Senator. Why don't you just total them up, see what they come out
to in dollars, send me a check, and I'll solve these problems."

I have been in the Senate for 13 years now, and I know what he
is talking about. I would like to know what the problems that we
heard about from these young people here had to do with education
as opposed to health. Why in my State is this program in the De-
partment of Education, and in 17 other States in the Department
of Health and Human Services.

I am really anxious, and what I am expressing here is an anxie-
ty, to take advantage of what we have learned because there are
many programs, and especially this one, that we need to get more
of the dollars to the people who need it, in the form that they can
use it.

So when I see MCH, which I work on over in the Finance Com-
mitteeand I have been through the blocking process, and I've
been through the whole struggle about block grants. Every organi-
zation that is involved says, "Please don't do that be:cause we are
going to lose here, and we're going to lose there," and so on. Then
sure enough, they start losing because we start cutting money out,
because you put this one in competition with that one in competi-
tion with that one in competition with that one, and it becomes a
self-fulfilling prophecy.
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So I can understand why people hang onto these categorical pro-
grams with their relatively narrow target and their claim to be co-
ordinatingwhen I'm not really sure they are.

You have a perspective because you have been working ia MCH
for a long time, and it has a focus on children and everything else.
What do you see to be the special value of continuing the relation-
ship, but the separateness, in the way we approach accessing chil-
dren with disabilities to what looks to me to beI know there are
educational functions here, particularly inside the family and so
forthbut mainly we are talking about access to health services.

Dr. NELSON. One of the reasons I think Part H was written the
way it was written, namely, to allow a great deal of flexibility in
States as to who would be lead and what system of providers would
actually have responsibility to families, was that is the way early
intervention had evolved throughout the country. In other words,
in the 17 States or so where health or human services became lead,
that was because in those States those were the providers who
were offering early intervention services, and that was the case in
Minnesota, for example. Whereas in other States the public school
system or the special education system within the State had that
primary responsibility.

I think we are always struggling with how to reduce the arbi-
trary categorical nature of Federal/State programs so that families
aren't faced with bewildering and totally incomprehensible sets of
eligibility and so forth, which even those of us in the States have a
hard time understanding, and yet I guess to preserve focus so that
we don't end up having a lack of resources eventually because
there aren't requirements.

I think what Part H does is to lay out a framework for services,
these 14 components, most of which are fairly straightforward in
terms of understanding what children and families need, and yet
recognize 3 that in various communities those components are going
to be implemented quite differently.

Health inevitably has a major role to play in Part H because
most parents who have infants that are recognized as having a spe-
cial need are going to turn to their primary physician or to another
health professional for initial advice and evaluation. And we have
a tremendous job I think to educate those health professionals that
they need to work with this whole array of other community serv-
ices to see that children are referred promptly, and that families
receive what they need.

I think the comment you made earlier that we do have a wonder-
ful array of services around the United Statesthey are simply
often very inequitably distributed, and--

Senator DURENBERGER. And the ethnic provider point that Ruth
made is essential, too.

Dr. NELSON. Yes. That is a major problem. And the problem of
growing childhood poverty is even more daunting. We have coun-
ties in Iowa where one in four children in the preschool period are
living in a family with an income below the Federal poverty level.
The needs in those counties are tremendous, and the resources do
not match the needs.

So there is really quite a challenge out there. Part H in some
ways maybe is a traditional piece of legislation. It is to help that
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system improve without necessarily implying it is the ultimate
framework for services.

Senator DURENBERGER. What isand maybe the rest of you can
answer this question for mefrom the standpoint of these families
that we had up here before, what is the principal function of a
State definition of developmental delay, a central directory of infor-
mation, timetables for serving all eligible children, public aware-
ness program, comprehensive child-find system, evaluation and as-
sossment system, individualized family service plans, comprehen-
sive system personnel development, personnel standards, procedur-
al safeguards, lead agency designationthe big 14. Why have we
formalized this whole access thing this particalar way and ex-
pressed it in these terms?

Mr. MCNULTY. Let me express it from what we have heard from
familiesand those are all fancy words for trying to make the
system work for families.

We have a question of access because depending upon the age of
the child, the disability, the severity of the disability, the income
level, families get shuttled from agency to agency. Many of our
parents tell us that they way they found their way into the human
service delivery system is through the yellow pages. Literally they
search, trying to find ways, because they find out what they don t
qualify for rather than what they do.

So the approach of Part H is very much on that it must be the
States' and the locai agencies' responsibilities to coordinate their
systems in a way that no matter what door parent8 come in, that
they will get taken into the system and get the customized services
that they need for their families.

But those are all fancy ways of saying that the system needs to
find ways to coordinate itseif in a way that works for families, that
does the work for them rather than having them jump through all
the hoops.

Senator DURENBERGER. The Assistant Secretary was here before I
got here, and in his first paragraph he says, "There are many Fed-
eral programs providing services and benefits jOr infants and tod-
ilers"has that got a generic meaning---

Senator HARKIN. I guess it does; I don't know the difference.
Senator DURENBERGER. "There are many Federal programs

providing services and benefits for infants and toddlers with dis-
abilities and their families, but Part H hos this population as its
sole focus."

Would it be fair to say that Part H is sort of the "Lawton Chiles"
of Federal programs, providing services and benefits for infants
and toddlersin other words, it is trying say knock down all
this stuffis that the direction of Part H?

Mr. MCNULTY. I think that is very much at the heart of Part H
is that interagency coordinatioo. The stumbling block of it again is
that you now have a lead agency that has the responsibility to co-
ordinate those programs, but not the authority to make them work
together.

Senator DUIENBERGER. Of course, all these 'other people are still
sitting back there; they've got their Federal guidelines and their
State plan, and you can only serve this population if it qualifies
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like this, and then you can only do this for them if they do that,
and so onright?

Mr. MeNta..Ty. That's certainly part of the difficulty
Senator DURENBERGER. It sure must be frustrating.
Dr. NELSON. It is frustrating, but we have been seeing in our

pilot areas in Iowa some real imprcwement over the last couple of'
years where human services, education, and health professionals at .
a community level finally have rea!ized that the so-called Federal
restrictions that they faced over time perhaps are not as absolute
and restrictive as they perhaps had thought in the past; that. Part
H has created a different sent? I-hat we really need to use and
employ all the resources at hand. I think it has created a different
view of a lot of the Federal/State programs than in the past. It has
been positive.

Senator DURENBERGER. Ruth.
Ms. RUCKER. Senator, I think Part H does something else as wee.

I think it encourages States to look at themselves, to see what their
programs are like internallybecause if you don't have it on the
inside, you can't deliver it to the outside. I think that is one ric the
things that Part H is doing, and that is what I commend it for.

We must also understand that there are language barriers with
families that regardless of how well-coordinated you are internally,
if you are not able to speak the language and understand the per-
sonal values and the cultures of people, then you are still not going
to be successful to any sufficient degree, and I think that needs to
be understood.

Senator DURPNBERGER. Yes, Mr. Wilson.
Mr. WILSON. t has been said, Senator, that the road to hell is

paved with goof; intentions. And I would have to suggest that the
disjointed collection of educational and social services that we find
across this country represents the asphalt and the cement for that
paving job.

I think Part H provides an avenue for coordination. It would be
nice to be able to say let's just send money, and go thou States and
do good with itunder present circumstances maybe not a check,
but actual cash. [Laughter.] At any rate, the fact of the matter is
that we have to reiy on language to share our common objectives
and then finally rely on the testimony that we heard from Michelle
and others who are here as families to find out whether it is actu-
ally getting through and doing what we want it to do.

Senator DURENBFRGER. Lot me ask one other question which
deals with the way in which weand I come to this question be-
cause I have done this sort of thing before over in the Finan,:e
Committeethe way in which we describe servicee. And there are
two ways 6; describing services. One is the way the medical profes-
sions want us to describe them, which ie by their licensure stand-
ards, so they can keep certain people out of a business they think
they are good at and can charge a lot for.

I was looking at a description here of servicesaudiology, family
training, counseling, nursing, occupational therapy, psychological
services, special instruction, transportation, case management,
health services, nutrition services, physical therapy, social work
services. Some of those border on talking about a profession or a
licensed skill, and others seem to be sort of generic. I have here a

C
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set of recommendations from the education task force of the Con-
sortium of Citizens with Disabilities. They are recommending that
we add to the definition of "qualified personnel marriage and
family therapists, pediatricians, and other physicians."

Maybe I could get some of your thoughts on whether or not we
should be restricting anybody from providing services, or if we
should have another way to determine what it is we expect from
these professionals. What are your thoughts?

Mr. MCNULTY. I would caution us to a large degree because one
of the points that we have heard over and over again is keeping
families linked to their communities and to their networks and to
their neighborhoods. The more we specialize the disability system,
the more we remove families from those natural support systems.

So I would caution that while we want to have well-trained staff
that we not focus on again such a system that is so specialired that
focuses first again on the disability and second on the child. That is
what we heard from parents, and that is what we continually hear
is that what the system has done in the past is to push families
with kids with disabilities into a disability-oriented system that
they never get out of because of that specializetion. We convince
people through our language and throug,h our disciplines, some-
times, that these children are so different that they cannot be pert
of regular neighborhoods or regular schools or regular community
systems. So I would caution us to be very careful about overspecia-
lizing our system.

The second point of that is this already happened in the initial
part of Part H when we talked about case managers. Parents came
to us and said the first contact we want is from other parents; they
were saying parent-to-parent contact is what we want after tly
family comes home from the hospital. Initially we were told no,
this is a profession of case management; we can't have a parent
talking to another parent and having that called case management.

So again I caution us on the overspecialization at a time when
what we are trying to do is assure that people with disabilities are
a part of regular schools and neighborhoods.

Senator DURENBERGER. Ruth?
Ms. RUCKER. I tend to agree with him, but I'd just like to add one

little point to that; that training of the case manmers or case coor-
dinators is one of the important elements. They have to know
where the supportive services are. They should know their commu-
nities, and that should be a part of their training.

Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you all very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman
Senator HARKIN. Thank you, Senator Durenberger.
Thank you all very much.
Senator I:t.RKIN. We'll call our last panel now.
George Jesien, University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI, on behalf

of the Division for 'Early Childhood, Council for Exceptional Chil-
dren; Phillipa Campbell and Aric Murray, Akron Children's Hospi-
tal, Akron, OH, on behalf of the Consortium for Citizens with Dis-
abilities; and Ann Taylor from Nichols Hills, OK, on behalf of the
Council of Interagency Coordinating Council Chairs.

Mr. Jesien is Director of the Personnel Development Project at
the Waisman Center, a University-Affiliated Program (LJAP) at the

45-966 0 - 91 - 4
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University of Wisconsin. I understand that you are the president of
the Division for Early Childhood of the Council for Exceptional
Children. And would you 'ntroduce the two people you have with
you?

Mr. &MEN. I'd be happy to. To my right is Joseph Ballard, direc-
tor of governmental relations for the International Council for Ex-
ceptional Children, and to my left is Barbara Smith, executive di-
rector of the Division for Early Childhood.

Senator HARKIN. Your complete statement will be made a part of
the record. If' you could please summarize it, I'd be most apprecia-
tive.

STATEMENTS OF GEORGE JESIEN, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN,
MADISON, WI, ON BEHALF OF DIVISION FOR EARLY CHILD.
HOOD, COUNCIL FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN; ACCOMPANIED
BY JOSEPH BALLARD, DIRECTOR OF GOVERNMENT RELA.
TIONS, AND BARBARA SMITH, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, DIVISION
FOR EARLY CHILDHOOD

Mr. JESIEN. Thank you very much, Senator.
I would also like to point out the full endorsement of the Inter-

national Council for Exceptional Children and ask that the recent
letter from Joseph Ballnd, stipulating to the support that CEC has
for the DEC recommendations, be put into the official record.

Senator HARKIN. Without objection, it will be included.
Mr. JESIEN. Thank you.
I'd like to thank the Senator and this committee for the opportu-

nity to join with service providers and parents from all across the
country in thanking this committee and the staff who work with it
for the leadership and attention that they have paid to the infants
and toddlers with special needs in this country and their families.

I'd like to do three things this morning: My opening comments
will answer the question "What have you done?;" second, highlight
some of the racommendations that we have gathered from around
the country; and third, closing remarks and some humble advice on
future deliberations.

To answer the question "What have you done?," DEC believes
that Part H and Public Law 99-457 will be looked back upon years
from now as a hallmark piece of legislation that has set us on a
new path. DEC and its 7,000 members have marvelled at what has
happened in States across the country. In a real sense, you have
harnessed some of the basic energies of our countrythe energy of
families, of local communities and the service providers that work
within them.

Let me give you two examples. In the State of Ohio, 88 counties
have local interagency coordinating councils that meet on a regu-
lar basis to address the needs of the families they serve. Let me
paraphrase Winston Churchill in saying that never have so many
done so much with so little in those counties. A recent meeting had
144 participants discussing the needs of families.

my own State of Wisconsin, we recently gathered professors
and faculty members from every, single campus in the State and
all 10 disciplines mentioned in Public Law 99-457 with a group of
parents from every region in the State, to discuss the future of
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training of future professionals and how we can more adequately
address the needs of families.

Ir. our State, it is the first time that parents, higher education
faculty arm State personnel have met to discuss how we can best
work with families and meet the needs of infants with special
needs.

With this law, I believe that we have set a foundation for serv-
ices to all families in this country that may have a challenge that
they have to meet in raising their children, we would like to sup-
port, encourage and applaud these efforts.

Our recommendations, that you have before you in our formal
testimony are not offered in the spirit of wanting to change the
law, but rather to fine-tune it. We have now gained 4 years of expe-
rience. DEC has been around the country and held hearings where
over 120 people (representing 29 States) participated. These people
included, parents, State bureaucrats, professionals, professors, and
direct service providers. Let me highlight some of these recommen-
dations.

First, the need for differential participation: States began in dif-
ferent places, they are in different places right now and will write
their own history on how they will attend to the challenges of
meeting the needs of families.

Second, incentives and encouragement for States to plan their
systems across the age range of birth through 5: the division into
birth to 3 and 3 to 5 is more a result of historical accident and po-
litical expediency than it is of clinical best practice.

Third, incentives and encouragement to serve children and fami-
lies at risk: We have before us a major opportunity to address some
of the most vulnerable infants and families in our country. Initially
the States exhibited e. great deal of interest in serving at risk chil-
dren and their families, but as we see the formal applications for
year 4 come in, States have shied away from serving at risk chil-
dren and their families, and unless we do something, I am afraid
that only a handful of States will address themselves to this oppor-
tunity.

Last, we ask that States be given the opportunity to define for
themselves the technical age of 3 and be able to use preschool
funds to fund services for children below 3 and Part H funds to
fund services for children over 3, so that there is a smooth transi-
tion and there is no cessation of services for children as they ap-
proach that age.

Let me move on to a topic that has not been talked about thus
far this morning, the 619 provisions. We see P.L. 99-457 as leading-
edge and truly beginning to address the needs of young children
and their families.

Part 619 is more related to previous legislation (P.L. 94-142), and
I think what we have to do in spirit is push the provisions of Part
H so th it it would at ieast allow States the flexibiLy to incorpo-
rate those concepts in their planning for children 3 through 5. At
the very least we should remove obstacles from States doing so. In
order to do that, DEC proposes that the definition of developmental
delay by statute be allowed to be used for children 3 through 5. We
do not see this increasing the overall number of children who

9 )
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would be served, but would at least provide an opportunity to serve
children who may not have a specific diagnosis in their early years.

We would encourage the provision of family services in 3 to 5;
allow States to use IFSP's with children 3 to 5, and provide suffi-
cient resources for States to do so.

We see the child at 4 and his or her needs much more akin to
the needs of a 2 year-old child than to that of a middle or high
school special education student and would ask that legislation re-
flect this,

The last set of recommendations in our testimony have to do
with providing the necessary traini ig and technical assistance to
States, the coordination of training by the FICC and the necessary
support system for the work of P.L. 99-457 to continue.

Due to the lack of time let me move to my closing comment,
which is that I also come to you as the father of a 6 year-old and a
4 year-old. My 6 year-old daughter came into this world weighing 2
pounds, 12 ounces, and spent her first 8 weeks in an intensive care
unit. That experience provided me at least a glimpse of the chal-
lenges that face many parents in this country.

One of the things I have learned as a father is: showing your
children is much more effective than just telling them what to do.
That is my guidance for this committee in your future delibera-
tions. We are asking providers to work collaboratively and in part-
nership with parents; to have parents and families identify their
concerns, their priorities and their resources, and enable and em-
power parents to make decisions for their children regarding the
kind of services they want. I ask that this committee work with
States in the same way that States are asked to work with fami-
liesin a partnership, collaborating with them, asking States to
identify their resources, their preferences and their priorities, and
enabling and empowering personnel in those States to address the
needs of their families.

Terry Smith in Wisconsin recently said as he was talking about
the IFSPhe was lecturing a group of 115 professionalsas he
said, "To you this (the IESP) is a piece of paper, to you it reflects
requirements and regulations, bureaucracies and procedures. For
me, it is the goals for my child, and a challenge that we have to
face to meet them."

Thank you very much for this opportunity. We have heard of dif-
ferent epochs and periods in this country. I would hope that this
legislation may truly begin this next decade as the decade of the
family in this country.

Thank you very much.
Senator HARKIN. Mr. Jesien, thank you very much for a very

good statement.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Jesien follows:]
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Prepared Statement at Mr. Jesien

INTRODUCTION

In September, 1990, DEC issued a set of recommendations regarding Par H and Part B to
lacilitate discussion In Me field prior to reauthorization actrvities in the Congress. As hoped, the
document generated widespread comment and consensus biiir. Based upon the response to the
September recommendations. DEC has refined some of the original options These include:

Amendment recommendation 81: combines the ideas originally formatted as the first Iwo
recommendations and now refers lo 'differential participation and funding arid suggests that
while differential participation is needed for states, it Is premature to change the funding
formula, 1.0., census-based, to borne other. i.e., child.count. However. DEC is recommending that
the Department of Education study what formula is most appropriate for lull service.

Amendment recommendation 82: maintain* the goal of facilitating birth.5 planning and services
to al.risk chiidren but through different mechanisms than originally proposed. Based upon
comments received, DEC ii now recommending that the planning responsibility for ICCs include
toirth.5 system planning. We received much comment about needing to do more than just
"encourage' birth.5 activities. The current fragmented system (birth-2, 3.5) Is causing h
great deal of confusion at the local level and lor parents.

Secondly, we are recommending that Part C the Handicapped Children's Early Educall-,n
Program be the vehicle for further study arid incentives for serving at.risk popuialkins. lust
as it has been related 10 services for Chitdren with disabilities for over 20 years. However, we
are also recommending that, al slate discretion, P..rt H funds be allowed to be used for identifying.
screening and tracking at-risk infants/toddlers even if they are not 'eligible' for early
intervention services.

AmendmenI*3: has been expanded to recommend flexibility in the use of Pan H and Part B tuna
as it relates to slates' 'technical' age of three policies.

Other than these relinements, the document stands as it did in September because ol the
widespread suPPort Of the original recommendations.

The Division tor Early Childhood and Its 7.000 members nationwide represent a rich and unique
source of information and expertise in early intervention and prescbool services tor children with
special needS and their families. We trust these recommendations will be helpful during the
reauthorization process. Reese contact us if we can be of any further assistance in thls important
endeavor.

For more information pease contact

George Jesien, DEC President
Waisman Center
University of Wisconsin
1500 Highland Avenue
Madison. WI 53705
(608) 263-7710

Deborah A. Ziegler
DEC Governmental Relations Chair
Delaware Early Childhood Center
Mispillion 8 West Streets
Harrington, DE 19952
(302) 398-8945

Barbara J. Smith
DEC Executive Director
320 East North Avenue
Pittsburgh. PA 15212
(412) 359-1636

in
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DIVISION FOR EARLY CHILDHOOD
STATEMEMT and RECOMMENDATIONS

in 1988, Congrets passed P.L 99-457, The Education of the Handicuped Act Amendments of
1986. Through amendments to Part B and the estabilshment of a new Part H of the Act, the Congress
dramatically advanced nationwide efforts to provide appropriate services to Infants, toddlers, and
preschoolers with special nude and their families, The 0Msion for Early Childhood (DEC) worked
closely with the Congress in the development of this landmark legislation and has been Involved with
state and local efforts In its Implementation through our 7,000 members nationwide. Every state has
expanded or Improved services lo 511gb. pres6hoolers under Part B and has engaged In now or
expanded planning and WON provision for eligible Infants and toddlers under Part H. Now, a full four
yaars of Implementation later, families, professionals, communities and states express their support
for the mission of P.L 99457 but now basdd on experience offer many recommendations for
improvements to both Pan 8 and Put 14 in order to fully realize that mission.

From October, 1989 to April, 1990, the Division for Early Childhood sponsored hearings on
recommendations ior improving Pert fr and Pan B services tor very yOung children and their families.
Thou hearings resulted in testimonies from 122 put* from 29 states. This endeavor produced an
enormous amount of Information and expert recommendations. This rich resource has been
summarized by the Division and has served as a basis from which to develop our own recommendations
for amendments to PIM H and Put 8. Supplementing the natiznal testimonies, the Division has drawn
on its experiences of the pest 20 years In stale and federal policy development in early intervention and
preschool services es well as the wealth of reSearch findings on best practice and quality services tor
yOung children and their families.

With the benefit of these unique resources, we feel the following recommendations represent
informed, practical and necessary adjustments to the current federal efforts. As the Iargest
membership organization In the country dedicated solely to the provision of quality services to young
children with special needs and their %mitts, DEC is in a unique position to offer reCOmMendatisns
Our 7,000 members ere parents, direct WI** providers, researchers, personnel trainers, policy
makers and administrators. Our ixeckisions and recommendations are balanced as vnill u progressive.
Om goal Is to advanoe the quantity and quality of current efforts while recognizing the enormous task
facing states end localities as !hey atterful lo engage ki widespread. interagency planning and provide
high quality and effeCtive earty Intervention and preschool services lo all eligible children and
famities, 1991 and 1992 reprellant halms* years tor these Pf00fams. Cl/d'en and %NU'S bicauseif states cheese KS °Menu* to participate lii Mei" federal programs. they wiN have to ensure that they
are making up/unite 'WW1 available to aN eligible children, binh to eV six. DEC's
reozmmendations art focused on: 1) providing the necessary succort and IrOeneves so that all states
will continue to partly:lute in Part H and Part B, 2) amending current civilians ol both programs
based upon four yeare of experiences in order to ensure that services we In fact provided and that thOSe
services are of malt quality and appropriate to individual needs. 3) clariffing current provisions to
ensure nationwide uniformity in implementation whore appropriate. and I.) providing guidance in the
way federal training and tecnnical assistance should be delivered to ensure the advancement of the Part
H and Pan B missions as well as best prectices for servk. es for children and families. Therefore, our
recommendations are grouped in the blowing categories:

Statulory Amendments
- Part H

Part



Clarifying Linguage no statutory change

Recommendations for Nationwide Training and Technical Assistance for
implementation

STATUTORY AMENDMENTS

; ;

Amendment at: Differential Participation and Funding

Egon: To devetop funding mechanisms that:

encourage states' continued pallicIpation;

encourage states' progress toward full service;

provide an adequate and stable federal contribution to fill In the current gaps
in the provision of direct eer:icao.

Amendment: Ststes not abie to meet the requirements of the ilth or Si.!1 year applir.ation
for funding under the Part H Program may continue to participate and receive an annual
allocation equal to their FY '50 (calendar year '90.11) allocation except that no state shall
receive less than $500.000. States may receive up to a total of Iwo years of such additional
funding. The Secretary shall develop criteria and guidelines for such differential
participation.

Amendmen(: Amend the current funding mechanism unde: Part H to provide for a
differential funding formula of:

1 ) Beginning in Fiscal Year 1992:

a) Stales meeting fifth year application requirements and for each succeeding year
after July 1, 1991, shall receive a census-based allocation from the
appropriation for that year.

b) Participating states not able to meet ilth or 5th yew application requirements
after July 1. 1991, shall receive from the appropriation lor that year. an
allocation equal to their FY 10 (calendar year '90-11) allocetion except that no
state shall roceive less than $500.000. States may be elkible (or such additional
funding for up to two additional years.

c) For any year In which any participating state Is unabie to meet application
requirements but receives differential funding at the FY '90 (calendar year '90-
'91) level, and If the appropriation for that year exceeds the total of all states*
allocations, the unobligated funds shaft remain available for obligation for two
succeeding fiscal years.

2 ) The Congress shall authorize such sums as necessary for each appropriation to /VW
harmlesS state allocations at the FY '92 level. Part H should be reauthorized no later
than 1995 at whi3h time Congress should construct an appropriate funding formula and
level for full implementation of the Part H Program nationwide. Congress should direct

2
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the Secretary to report within three years on recommendations for suct funding
formula and level for full service.

3 ) Finally, Part H appropriations should be of sufficient levels to compensate for any
reduction of Chripter I (P.L 69.313) funding. Such a reduction in early intervention
resources (in 1389 37,030 Infants and toddlers were Served under Chapter I) cannot
be sustained ,ElthOut a complimentary and etoportionar Increase in Part H.

tatasitainL11:_;
Child=
purpose: To facilitate birth.6 planning and to provide incentives to serve atrisk children

Amendmtal:

1 ) Part H and Part 13 (Sec. 619) shouid authorize the expenditure of Part H and Part B
(flow-through and set.asicie) (uncis for birth-5 planning efforts. Thc Interagency
Coordinating Council functions abouid be amended to include birth-3 planning activities
(see amendment eg) in order to prevent abrupt and clinically unsolind changes in
programming for children at thr. me they reach three years of agr. Several states
including Maine and Pennsyi. lie are cOnd.cting successful birtf -5 planning
However, there ate additional costs to this approach and, therefore, both programs need
to authorize funding for such planning efforts. Applications for fjnding under both
programs should require information on birth5 planning activities and the usi. of funds
tor those activities.

2 ) Pan H should be amended to:

a) include language expressing congressional intent that states serve at.risk
children; and

b I allow Part H funds to be used for the purpose of identifying. screemng, frac.:nq
and referring at-risk children even though the state does not include them in Is
definition as an eligible population tor early Intervention services. Therefore
while not eligible for early intervention services, these children could receive
the less costly Service of periodic screening and tracking to ensure that if an an .
risk child should begin to display delays that would deem him/her eligible for
early Intervention services, he/she could be referred to those services at the
earliest possble time. The screening and tracking systems shouid be developed
under the same guidelines as the statewide early Intervention system, e.g.. by the
ICC, payer of last resort, and as a cooperative, Interagency activity

3 ) Part C (Sec. 623) should be amended o require the Secretary to target the needs of ar
risk infants, toddlers and preschooler' (birth5) for Funding in all activities ot ihe
Early Education Program including: Modei/demonstration, experimental, outreach and
research. Such activities should address identification of risk factors, service needs.
effective intervention strategies. incidence and prevalence and system planning
including the coordination of all available resources tor each atrisk population.

Amendment 831 "Technical" Ago of Three

Purpose: To ensure continuity of services as a child and family move from the Part H
program to the Section 619 Preschool Program under Part B.

3
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Aminsimsni: In order lo ensure that services lo an eligible sbild and family are not
terminated or delayed unnecessarily, allow slates to decide the definition of the
"technical* age of three lo facilitate a smooth and nondisruptive transition from the Pita
funded program to the Pon IL Sac. 619 funded program. This flexibility would allow
states to decide what Is the best /Gs at which to transition children for both the child and
family and the ageneies, e.g., 2 yews 7 monthe by September 1, etc. However, this
amenement should in no way revise the absolute right to a free appropriate public education
under Part B fcr eligible chiidren upon their 3rd birthday. Ii other wurds, an eligible child
should be receMng services aCCOrding to an IFSP or IEP either under Part H g Putt 8 by the
age ol three.

Part H should be antandw4 to authorize the expenditure of Part H funda on services to children
older than two years if they have not yePreached the lechnirar age ot three established by
the state for entry into the preschool progrwn. Sec. 619 should also be amended to allow
expenditure of preschool funds on chidren less than three years of age who ars the
"technical' age of three inducing flow-through funds and state Set-asida funds.

Applications for funding under DA programs shall Include documentation on how both
programs are coordinating transition Including pertinent interagency agreements. Part 8
wou'l need oomplimentary legislative action as well, in order es Implement this provision.

AMIntarblualti;

purpose: To use more widely accepted terminology for the developmental iismains under
the definition of 'developmental delays (Sec. 672 (1) (A):

Amingamat: The developmental domains shOuld be:

cognitive development
physical development
communication development (vs. larguage end soeech)
social/emotional development (vs. psychosocial)
adaptive deveiopment (vs. self help)

The last three are being recommended for revision because tne propssed language is the
preferred usage In the field, more appropriate Is tbis age group, and reflects .nore
standard tern1lnolog Wilted lb assessment and curnoulum materials In use.

Amendment 1111: 1FSP

purgoae: To more accurately reflect the appropriate role of the family in the
individualized family Service lean procedures and the delivery of services:

Amendment: Substitute the terms "families' concerns, priorities. and resources' tor
"families' strengths and needs' throughout the Act (e.g., Sec. 677 (d) (2)). The substitute
terms relied less pelorative language as wee as the role the family should piay
providing this information at their discretion.

4
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AmindrainIAL

purpose: To ensure a comprehensive array of services under the definition of mearty
intervention services":

aminbuni: Add to the list of early .nIervention services (Soc. 672 ((2) (E)):

vision services
transportation servic

Amendment V: Case Menem, pent

Purpose: To ensure that a system is in place tor coordination of services to all Part H
eligible children and famihes:

Amendment Challgt the name ot 'case manager to 'service crordinator Families
report that they do not like the inference that they are 'cases to be "menaged."

Change the term of :asc. managemenr to 'vows COordination.

Service Ooordination shall be defined as 'case managemenr for the purpose of
Me..kaid billing or other public or private reimbursement systems.

Remove the termlnolog; 'from the profession most immediately relevant to the
infanrs and toddlers or family's needs' as included under IFSP content (Sec. 677 (1)
(b)). This is creating confusion and unnecessary red tape at .°e local levet.

A service coordin.lor and service coordination be available to families and
they shall have the option to act..ept or reject the person and/or the service.

Parents may serve .7s coservica coonlinator.

States must have a policy in plcce for assuring that service coordir ation matches Ihe
changing needs and prehoences cf the family and child.

&Dm: rent efl: F1CG

Purpose: To assure a continued and expanded role of the Federal Interagency
Coordinating Council aS a fedcal collaborative force to assist state.: in developing a
comprehensive community based system of services for children with special needs and
their families:

Amendment: The Federal Interagency :','oordinating Council (FICC) ^,hould be a
requirement of Part H with /Weve staff and resources for its actMties provided by the
partICipating programs. The voyiew uf its activihes should corainue to be birth through
five.

The FICC should have specific reSpOnsibilities outlined In Part H including: the
coordination oi early intervention policies and activities including interagency agieements
across federal programs; the coordination of all federal technical assistance activities across
all participating agencies and programs: advisement of the lead agency (the Department of
Educajon): dissemination of intormation; facilitation and support of states' efforts: the
receipt of all state ICC annual reports and the requirement that it address any concerns and

5
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issues raised In the reports that specifically relate lo devaeoping oollabyative and effective
systems across iederal programs and the elimlnation of federal Interagency barriers.

The FICC membership should Include current programs u wog as parents and may
include: a state ICC representative, a Part H lead agency representation, and a state
Preschaol Program lead agency SEA representative. The FICC meetings should be publicly
announced and to the extent appropdate, open and accesable to the general public.

larmilmonL/11_1=

maw: To assure the efficient and effective oporelion of slate Interagency
Coordinating Councils (ICC's) to moat the Goals of P.L 99457:

finsmikomi: Part H should be amended k3 echkave the following:

The saiscibn of a chair of the tqc by *Imam of ele members of the Council.

fit *OM One Went On the ICC must have a child with disabilities in the age range of 0.
6. Other parents must be those of chikiren with disabilities of no more than 12 years ot
age who have knowledge or experience with programs for infants and toddlers with
disabilities.

The ICC must develop a schedule of terms of member service which would Include a
provision for reappointment and recommend It to the Governor.

The ICC will be Jompsod of a minirwm of 15 members and a maximum of 25
members with the following representation:

at least 20 porcent of the members shall be parents as defined above;

at least 20 percent of the members shall be public or private ServiCe providers
of early intervention servIces:

at least two members shall be from the State loolsiature, one from each house
except in unicameral states;

et least one member shall be involved in personnel preparation;

at least one member shall represent the State Education (SEA) Preschool
Program and at least one npernber shall represent the Part H testi agency.

the Council shall Include members representing each of the agencies Invotved in
the provision of, or payment lor. earty intervention services for infants and
toddlers with disabilities and their families, and

Council may include other members selected by the Governor. (Head Start:
American Academy of Pediatrics, the Division for Earty Childhood. and Other
relevant professional organizations).

State agency representatives appointed by the governor must be or sufficient
authority to engage in policy planning and Implementation on behalf of the agency

6
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Amend Sec. 682(d) to read as follows: 'Management authority subject to ihe approval
ol the Governor, the Council shad proper.; and approve a budget that provides for the
compensation of parent representatives for time and allowable costs The Council may
approve a budget using funds under this pan to have staff.. .

The focus of the ICC Shall be on children binh through five years of age. or. al a
minimum, be required to address the transition issues between the birth through
two program and the preschool program.

The ICC must report to the FICC in Its snnual report to their Governor and the
Secretary any concerns and iSsues that specifically relate lo developing
collaborative systems =toss federal programs.

AmagminLA111;_lazitAliallan_AL.Mhix.21awams

Purpose: To assure a programafic and fiscal role and responsibility of all relevant agencies
to develop and Implement a comprehensive community based system of services tor chikilren
with special needs and their families:

Anianstmul:

1 ) All relevant agencies governed by federal statute, shall be named 'n the Part H statute
and be required to maintain current programatic and fiscal responsibility to develop arid
implement a comprehensive community based system of services tor children with
special needs and their families as designated by Part H.

Agencies shall include but not be limited to'

Department of Education
Office of Human Devetapment Services
National Institute at Mental Health
Office of Maternal and Child Health
Administration on Developmental Disabilities
Administration on Children, Youth and Families
Health Care Financing Administration

2 ) The Division tor Ratty Childhood recommends that Sec. 676(b)(9)(C) be deleted and,
instead, a new compenent be added to Sec. 676 to read as fiallerws: 115) The state shall
assign financial responsblety among the appropriate agencies that provide Or suPPon
earty Intervention servicee. We recommend ihe 'slate have this requirement, not the
lead agenty. We also recommend that Sec. 676(b)(9)(F) be revised to read: "....tor
early Intervention services (consistent with state law and Sec, 676(b)(15)) and
procedures for reSolvIng

1 t .1 t:t . :

AmansimsalL_Coatillnation_AL2ALLIL insLauLli

Purpose: To assure a Comprehensive and coordinated delivery system tor infants and
toddlers and preschoolers with disabilities and their families:

7
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8101801111L8,11:

The term 'developmental delays' as defined in Part H (as recommended by DEC in the

previous &Anon) Should be added to the list of handicapping eon:felons under Part B for
Children in the age range of three through five years Only. Children found eligible under this
term would be eligibie for all the rights and protections under Part B. As noted below the
recommendation Is not intended to expand the eligible group of children, but rather facilitate
the most appropriate diagnostic procedures for young children because of the many
difficulties in assessing the etiology of the delays at this young age.

Service coordination (our recommended term for case management) be defined as a
related service under Part B for children 3.5 years of age only.

Language should be added to Part'13 that expressly authorizes services to be provided
to the family if they are needed for the child to fully benefit from the preschool
program and are in the child's individualized plan.

Language should be added to the statute that encourages stales to use Individualized
Family Service Plans in lieu of Individualized Education Programs for children 3.5 years ot

age only.

Part B should be emended to authorize that at state discretion a state's ICC may meet me
requirements of a stale advisory council under P.L. 94-142 for chlkiren.11.5 years of

age Only. ThiS would facifitate birth.5 coordinated planning. In such case The SEA would
delineate in its slate's plan under P.L. 94.142 that its special education advisory council's
purview is 6 throirgh 21 and the ICC's purview is birth through 5

Ae recommended earlier under Part H recommendations, the 'technical" age of three

years should be defined by slates as necessary lo ensure smooth and efficient transitions
from Part H Services 10 Part B Services. Such policies should ensure that: 1) there is no
unnesesSary delay or termination of services when a child transitions from Part H funded
services tO Part B tunded Services, and, 2) all Part B eligible children have Services
available to them by their third birtrday either under Part H funded services or Part B
funded services. The length of the 'school year' for a preschooler should be governed by

tne Individualized plan not `extended school year (ESY) policies. The 'tests used for F.SY
eligibility have not been validated for preschoolers and may in tact be overly restrictive
However, DEC does not endorse the use of special education and related sarvtces resources
for child care. Procedures need to be in place to distinguish a child's need for special
education and related services to be continued in the summer from child care needs.
Resources sivsuid be found 10 assist families with child care and respite care where needed

Currently, the effect of seParating the policies and planning by the arbitrary age of three years is
creating havoc in many states. Most states that had extensive services for children from birth prior to
P.L. 99457, had services that appeared more similar in nature between the birth.2 and 3-5 age
groups than Part H and 8 are. The arbitrary decision to construct state.of.the.art policy in Pan 4-4
for infants and toddlers, but simply apply the Sehool age policies of Part B to preschoolers was a
political one, not one based on best practice or in the best Interest of chedren. Clearly. Services tor a
three year old should be more similar to those for a one year old, than thoSe for a 10 or 15 year old
And yet, in many Instances, schools are now simply lowering the school age requirements to
preschoolers In order to meet the minimum letter of the law. These policies are not developmentally

appropriate to preschoolers they are in some cases . developmentally inappropriate. What we nave
are three, four and five year olds. While they are 'handicapped' it is unclear why (or what label is
the correct etiology) and hopefully, many of their problems will be remediated by early intervention

8
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so, why stigmatize them with an inappropriate and premature label ot one of the 11 etiology categories
under P.L. 94-142? And secondly, we have a near total neglect of the critter role that parents play in
the success of the preschool chid's Intervention and the important role of ef mice coordination tor this
age group as well as for bIrth-2 year oids.

Even those states that woulo prefer to construct developmentally appropriite policies tor
preschoolers feel constrained by the current limitations of Part B. This is not an appropriate role for
federal legislation federal policy should lay a brood foundation that reflects slate01.1heartknowledge not constrain state activities to a narrow and archaic framework. For instance, a couple of
slates are currently studying policy options that would provide for 8 coordinated and consistent system
for children birth.slx years of age including:

the same eligibility criteria, I.e., Part H criteria, So that children arid families do not lose
services at the arbitrary age ot three yearg when they still need them. While the repotting
requirements In Part B were amended to ript require a count by handicapping conditions for 3.5
year olds as an acielowledgement of the need to not label children prematurely, the Congress now
needs to complete the policy and add a More appropriate cateoory like ftwatamaniallastals.ssl
Even though there is no intent to expand eligibility, states are reticent to use categories Other
than those expressly authorized by Congress for fur of being Sound out of compliance.

providing for case management or servi4e coordination tor 3-5 year olds. Again, because a
child reaches the arbitrary age of three, his/her needs do rot necessarily change. The necessity
for a case manager or service coordinator to coordinate the vast array of services needed by the
young child and his/her family continues.

providing the child and family with an individualized Family Service Plan (IFSP) rather than
an Indivklualizad Education Program (IEP) for the same reasons as listed above and in addition to
enocurage schools to address the family's role in the child's develoment. One ot the consistent
factors In the moat successful preschool programs is family support and involvement. it a
program heOs a family address the particular needs of their child and to access services. Ir is
much more %sly that the child will make significant gains. It also stands to reason that the
Family will eninue those activities long atter the child has left the particular program. We
also point out that the term 'IEP" never appears In P.L. 94-142. instead the words
Individualized education program': are used with lower case letters Implying a ganzig term
for written individualized plans. Secondly, the IFSP requirements meet the requirements of the
Individualized educalkin program under P.L 94-142 Ond then exceed them in a couple of areas
Thus, the IFSP gragitmeet the requirements of Part B. OSEP has clarified that IFSPs may be used
under Part B. However, because of the critical Importance of this practice, it should be instatute.

In Mei wOrds, what Congress saw as good for the Infant and toddlet. Is good for the preschooler
as weal And Part B should reflect this siate-otheart knowledge.

AmindmialL_EsandirmAstraanlama

purpaas: To develop a funding formula that would:

encourage states continued participation.

provide adequate and stable contribution to the provision of direct services.

ensure smooth transitions for children from Part H to Part B preschool services
and from the Part B preschool services to first grade.

9
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Amendment: Amend the authorization for appropriations to remove the cap of $1,000/child
to a minimum of $2,000/child which would represent a more adequate federal contribution to
the total average Cost of serving a preSchoolaged handicapped child.

The Preschool Program funds should be allowed to be used for see,ices for all eligible
children from the time the children reach the slate's 'technical age" of three years and the
slate's definition of the age of eligibility for first grade (e.g., 'technical age" of 6 years): i.e..
preschool funds should be available for preschool programs that may include children that are
younger than age three, but not younger than ley, and older than five, but not older than six.

CLARIFYING LANGUAGE NO STATUTORY CHANGE

Report language or another mechanism is needed to def..), or underscore a few provisions that
are either confusing to states or are being neglected in implementation. It is important that the
Congress clarity/amplify the Intent of these provisions.

PatU:1

Language is needed to encourage states to include in their comprehensive planning efforts
primary referral sources especially neonatologists, pediatri0ians, and other hospital and
clinical personnel.

Language Is needed to encourage states to consider serving children who are at.risk ol
developing delays. This critical prevention provision of Part H is considered valid and
important by states but, simply due to fiscal constraints, is in very serious jeopardy of rot
being implemented. DEC feels that this preventative approach to developmental delays deserves
to be retained as a discretionary provision, but should be facilitated by congressional language
encouraging states to implement this provision and by the incentive funding proposed earlier in
this statement.

Language Is needed to clarify that eligible children and families are entitled lo all the
'early intervention" services as defined In Sec. 672 (2) of the Act that are included on their
IFSP by the time a state is eligible for funding under the fifth year application requirements of
Sec. 675. However, services not defined as 'early intervention (e.g., income maintennrice,
surgery. etc.) may be added 10 the IFSP in order to attempt to coordinate the full array of
services needed by the child and family. These non-early intervention services, while on the
IFSP, are not the reSponsItellty of the earty Intervention service system.

Language is needed to amplify the fact that if a state implements a system of payments as
is allowable under Soc. 672 (2) (B), children and families may not be denied any early
intervention services in their IFSP due to inability to uay. nor can services be delayed due to
inability to pay.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR NATIONWIDE TRAINING
AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

NEEDED FOR FULL AND EFFECTIVE IMPLEMENTATIQN
OF PART H AND PART B - PRESCHOOL PROGRAM

Recommendation #1:

The Federal Interagency Coordinating Council (MCI shouio be directed to facilitate the
coordinated planning of all technical assistance (T.A ) and training programs and activities

1 0
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under Ow purview of its participating agencies. e.g., OSEP, MCH, Head Start. UAP's. etc.. that
are related to services for eligible children and farnilien birth to age six years.

Currently, there iS a wealth of inservice training and T.A. activities available, e.g.. NEC.TAS.
MCH, SPRANS, HCEEP Outreach, RRCs. UAPs, etc. However, there is no coordinating effort oroversight to ensure that: 1) there is minimal duplicative or conflicting efforts. 2) there are no gaps.and 3) that there is no barrier to getting needed T.A. In the appropriate consumer. Indeed, there are
duplicative efforts, gaps In areas that aro of great need, and some TA. groups are restricted from
including some appropriate recipients in their services.

Recommendation

The FICC, in addition to facilitating the coordination of national T.A. and inservice activities.
should target priority areas of training and T.A. based upon public input. The public input shalt
be gained through the use of proposed priorities published in the federal Reoister; from the
State ICC Annual Report; or specific information requests to 1CCs, lead agencies, service
providers, parents and groups such as DEC. Through the national hearings, Our extensive state
and local membership activities and other research and program and pzilicy efforts, DEC iskeenly aware of critical areas of need tor T.A. and inservice training. These areas are:

Systems Planning

State and local planning procedures.

bi. to six planning policies and programs.

requirements under P.L. 99.457, P L 94.142 and other relevant federal proqztres
ranging from basic training (many new people have never had training on P.L 94 141
or haven't had any in 10-15 years. as to how to coordinate reouirements);

assistance in establishing eligibility requirements that will facilitate nationaluniformity;

developing piocedures and training tor ettective primary reterrals. child lind andtracking.

- Implementation

Family issues, family participation. IFSP development and implementation, case
management (Service coordination);

Best Practice. e.g., how to ensure that all early intervention and preschool serwes
are the most effective possible: quality assurance, program evaluation, integration.
intervention methods, etc.;

Meeting the needs of culturally diverse families.

PlannaLliwillfirillanLAndkilla
Development of Personnel standards that require that personnel possess the

skills that ensure effective services.

1.
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Development of pre- and in-service training programs that will produce personnel
who will possess the above skills Including leadership development (the development of
leadership skills - not just degrees) and faculty training (ensuring that faculty can
indeed produCe the personnel that can meet the &Jove standards);

Development of T.A. and training that is Interdisciplinary and combines and
cOOrdinates 'specialized* or 'special education knowledge and skills with non
ape dazed or 'regular early childhood' knowledge and skills.

Interdisciplinary teaming skills that are in support of direct services which are
responsive to the unique naLre and context of early development:

Recruitment training and maintaining professionals from minority backgrounds in the
field of early intervention

Recommendation 03;

The national technical assistance and tr;xring activities should be based upon certain characteristics or
criteria. These characteristics should include:

- state and local entities of all relevant group.; ccnools' health care, providers, parents.
administrators, etc., should be given the opportunity to assess and report their T A. and
iloining needs;

T A and training should be on practices that are based upon effectiveness data where possible.

T A. and training should recognize and promote cultural diversity of both the families
receivirv, the srices and the professionals prctv.Jing the services;

Probuict development, e.e T.A. materials and documents, should be a high priority because ail
states and localities can benefit from them and they are COst effective. However, they should be
based 1.pt,n banks of state oata and policies. databased practices, etc.. to ensure the broadest
applicability;

T.A. and training should incorporate best practices in adult training technology. e .

personalized. repeated, etc ,

Ins( mice trat,Thlg and T.A. actrvaies should become the vehicles for utilization of the
techn ques and materials developed over the last 20 years with federal research and
deve opment monies, i.e., croviders and trainers using validated information developed under
fede al endeavors such as OSEP re-Rarch, institutes, and demonstration projects should be given
priority for T.A. and training monies;

DisSismination and utilization of current and future research and demonstration protects
shouid he funded as pae nf !he project or as an extension of the project where the prolect has
validuid affective pract.s.

fieLDM113211t1111131LA4:

The lCC shOuid include .n 115 annual rep, t (recommended earlier) all T A and training
aOrvilies Of its membei 10 .ncieS, how the efforts are being coordinated, and what the T A and
training priorities z d how those priorities were developed

1 2
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Senator HARKIN. Now we welcome Phillipa Campbell and Aric
Murray. "Pip" Campbel: is an early childhood specialist in the
Family/Child Learning Center at Children's Hospital Medical
Center in Akron, OH. She works there with children like her
young friend Aric Murray. Aric, I understand you are 9 years old.
Aric has severe visual problems and cerebral palsy. In spite of this,
Aric uses a computer and he is very mobile in his motorized wheel-
chair.

Pip is here to testify in behalf of the Consortium for Citizens
with Disabilities. Pip, welcome to the subcommittee, and Aric, wel-
come.

MB. CAMPBELL. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, the education task

force of CCD has identified a number of issues that they request be
considered by you. In the interest of time and I think in the inter-
est of keeping Aric, my friend, for longer than today, I will high-
light some of these recommended changes.

As you all have heard, Aric is 9 years old. He attends a regular
education second grade classroom in Akron city schools. He, like so
many children, was born prematurely at 30 weeks gestational age;
he weighed about 3 pounds. At 11 months of age he was referred to
and enrolled in an early intervention program where he received
both early intervention and preschool services until he began to
attend kindergarten.

Aric is here to talk with you about some of the opportunities
that he has had and to discuss with you some of his ideas concern-
ing his life and his thoughts.

Children like Aric exemplify the significance of early interven-
tion and family support, and also highlight the importance of ena-
bling Stat.( to be able to deliver services for infants, toddlers, and
their families all across the country.

Many States are facing significant hardship in delivering these
services. Out of recognition for these difficulties, the task force rec-
ommends the addition of a provision permitting the secretary to
grant up to two one-year wa;vers of specific requirements.

In addition, a second recommendation concerns the formula for
funding Part H services. This formula will have a significant
impact on the States' incentive to find and serve children. While
the task force supports the distribution of administrative planning
monies as they currently are, the task force requests your consider-
ation of a funding formula based on the numbers of children served
once the States are fully implementing Part H and are able to pro-
vide the necessary data for such a distribution.

CCD has numerous recommendations relating to parents and
families of infants and toddlers. Supports to families, as we have
heard this morning, are integral to the success of services for in-
fants and toddlers. CCD holds the family provisions in this bill up
as very important and as a beacon for other service delivery sys-
tems. However, there are a number of refinements that would sup-
port the underlying value expressed in the bill, and these refine-
ments are discussed in greater detail in the testimony.

Finally, it is important that services and supports should be pro-
vided in settings for infants and toddlers that are the same settings
that would be used for infants and toddlers without disabilities.
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One very clear example of this would be integrated daycare, al-
though there are many other ones.

As Aric probably exemplifies to you, assistive technology is of
critical importance in liberating infants and toddlers with disabil-
ities and allowing them to participate in all aspects of daily living.
We have been made aware of many instances in which the provi-
sion of assistive technology has dramatically altered prospects for a
child's future. The task force recommends that these services and
devices be included au defined early intervention services.

I think it is important to recognize that the result of quality
early intervention services that support families and their infants
and toddlers with disabilities are children who grow up to be full
members of their communities despite lifelong disabilities.

Aric has helped me in many, many different instances and has
often done what we call "co-teaching" so he has agreed today to
talk with you today about himself and some of the things that have
been important to him.

OK, Aric, your turn.
Senator HARKIN. You're up, Aric.
Mr. MURRAY. Hi. [Pause.]
MS. CAMPBELL. HOW is school?
Mr. MURRAY. School has been a lot of fun.
Ms. CAMPBELL. What do you like best about school?
Mr. MURRAY. My friends.
Ms. CAMPBELL. You like your friends best.
Mr. MURRAY. Yes.
Ms. CAMPBELL. Who is your best friend?
Mr. MURRAY. All of them.
Ms. CAMPBELL. All of them are your best friends. I wish I could

say the same.
What did you tell me last night that you liked the very best?
Mr. MURRAY. My teacher.
Ms. CAMPBELL. And what else?
Mr. MURRAY. I forget.
Ms. CAMPBELL. You forget. OK. Are there any other things that

you'd like to say? [Pause.] Not now.
Thank you.
Senator HARKIN. Well, Ark, thanks fo being here. lApplause.I
Senator HARKIN. Have you got a reverse on your wheelchair?

Does it go backward and forward?
Mr. MURRAY. Yes.
Senator HARKIN. I understand your mother is here: is that right,

Aric?
Mr. MURRAY. Yes.
Senator HARKIN. Let's have your mother stand up so we can

meet her. Where is your mother? There she is. Very good.
Mr. MURRAY. Rachel's here.
Senator HARKIN. Where is Rachel? Stand up, Rachel. Good. [Ap-

plause.]
Senator HARKIN. Well, I'll bet your mother and Rachel are very

proud of you.
Mr. MURRAY. Yes, they are.
Senator HARKIN. Well, Aric, welcome to Washington, IX'.
Mr. MURRAY. I am very glad to be here
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Senator HARKIN. Good for you. We're happy to have you here,
too, I'll tell you that. Thanks, Aric.

Mr. MURRAY. Thank you
[The prepared statement of Ms. Campoell follows:]

lc I
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TESTIMONY OF THE EDUCATION TASK FORCE
CONSORTIUM OF. CITIZENS WITH DISABILITIES
PR. PHILLIPA CAMPBELL AND ARIC MURRAY

Senate Subcommittee on Disability Policy Hearings
Part H, Individuals with Disabilities Education Act

Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee, I am Dr. Phillipa
Campbell, Director of Family Child Learning Center, a program
that is operated jointly by Children's Hospital of Akron and Kent
State University in Ohio. I am happy to be before you today on
behalf of the Education Task Force of the Consortium for Citizens
with Disabilities, to testify on the reauthorization of part H of
the Individuals Education Act.

The Education Task Force of CCD has identified a number of
issues that they request be included in your reauthorization
legislation. In the interest of time, I highlight some of these
recommended changes. I believe you have before you the written
CCD testimony which discusses all the recommendations in more
depth. I request that the document be included in the record.

As you can see, I am accompanied today by Aric Murray. Aric
is nine years old and attends a regular education second grade
classroom in Akron City Schools. Aric was born prematurely at 30
weeks GA, weighing about 3 pounds. At eleven months of age, he
was evaluated for delayed development and was enrolled in a
community based early intervention program where he received
services until he began attending kindergarten. Aric is here
today to talk with you about the many opportunities he has had to
be successful despite his severe disbility from cerebral palsy
secondary to premature birth. Children like Aric exemplify the
significance of early intervention t.nd family support as well as
illustrate the necessity of enablinq states to implement family-
centered services to all infants and toddlers across our country.

In terms of specific recommendations, CCD feels that
although the five years given states to fully operationalize
their early intervention services was adequate time, a number of
states are facing significant hardships in implementation and it
appears that without additional time will be unable to best serve
the infants and toddlers in their states. Out of recognition of
these difficulties the task force recommends the addition of a
provision permitting the Secretary to grant up to two one year
waivers of specific requirements. States operating under one of
these waivers would be funded at a lower level than those who are
fully operational. This limited waiver would allow states time to
overcome any administrative and planning barriers that have been
encountered.

A second recommendation concerns the formula for funding
Part H services. This formula will have a significant impact on
the state's incentive to find and serve children. While the task
force supports the distribution of administrative planning and
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development funds based on a census count, as is now the
practice, the task force requests your consideration of a funding
formula based on numbers of children served once the states are
fully implementing Part H and are able to provide the data
necessary for such a distribution.

CCD has numerous recommendations relating to parents and
families of infants and toddlers who will benefit from the Part H
program. Supports to families are integral to the success of
services for infants and toddlers. CCD holds the family
provisions in this bill up as a beacon for other service ielivery
systems. However, there are a number of refinements which would
support the underlying value expressed in bill that family
support is an attitude, not a program. Primary care giving for
infants and toddlers belongs to families, not to systems,
agencies and paraprofessionals. CCD proposes the following
recommendations, recognizing that the family is the one most
able to care for their child:

o Replace the concept of families as "cases to be managed";
by changing case management to service coordination;

o Allow families to be their own service coordinators.

O Increase Part D funding for the Parent Information and
Training Centers to allow for more equitable outreach to families
of children of all ages by the Centers;

o Very carefully examine the whole issue of the sliding fee
schedule and its potential negative impact on the family. In this
regard, CCD is strongly opposed to the addition of any provisions
that would mandate or in any other way bias a state's decision
regarding the establishment of a schedule of sliding fees.

Finally, family protections in the law must more strongly
be reflected in the procedural safeguards section of the law.
Records must be kept confidential. Public and private agencies
should not be permitted to exchange information freely without
parental consent. The IFSP should be fully explained to and
signed by parents as evidence of their informed consent to the
provisions of the services in the plan. The parents must have the
right to refuse services recommended by the interdisciplinary
team without jeopardizing their right to the remainder of the
Trvices. The law should be changed to protect these rights.

Services and supports should be provided in settings for
infants and toddlers that are in settings that would be natural
for similar services and supports for infants and toddlers
without disabilities. One very clear example of this would be
integrated daycare services.
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Assistive technology is of critical importance in liberating
infants and toddlers with disabilities and their families from
barriers encountered in all aspects of daily living, and in
significantly enhancing learning and development. We have been
made aware of many instances in which the provision of assis.ive
technology has dramatically altered prospects for a child's
future . The task force recommends that these services and
devices be included as a defined early intervention service.

CCD has a number of other recommendations, which time does
not allow me to highlight but which are clearly spelled out in
the written testimony. These recommendations must be considered
in terms of individual families and their infants and toddlers
who will participate in services in communities and states across
our country. The result of quality early intervention services
that support families and their infants and toddlers with
disabilities is children who can grow up to participate as full
members of their communities despite life-long disability. Aric
has helped me by being a teacher for early intervention
professionals and has agreed, today, to talk with you about
himself and the things that have been important to him.
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RECONMENDATIONS or THE EDUCATION TASK FORCE OF THE

CONSORTIUM FOR CITIZENS WITH DISABILITIES

ON THE

REAUTHORIZATION OF PART H or THE

INDIVIDUALS WITH DISABILITIES EDUCATION ACT

American Academy of Pediatrics
American Association for Marriage and Family Therapy
American Association on Mental Retardation
American Association of University Affiliated Programs
American Speech-Language-Hearing Association
American Occupational Therapy Association
Association for Retarded Citizens, Inc.
Center for Law and Education
Child Welfare League of America
Children with Attention Deficit Disorders
Coalition of Representatives of Organizations Serving the Deaf and

Hard of Hearing
Conference of Educational Administrators serving the Deaf
Convention of Instructors of the Deaf
Council of State Administrators of Vocational Rehabilitation
Epilepsy Foundation of America
Federation of Families for Children's Mental Health
Learning Disabilities Association
Mental Health Law Project
National Alliance for the Mentally Ill
National Association of Developmental Disabilities Councils
National Association of Rehabilitation Facilities
National Association of Protection and Advocacy Systems
National Association of State Mental Retardation Program Directors
National Council on Education
National Easter Seal Society
National Head Injury Foundation
National Mental Health Association
National Recreation and Park Association
National Parent Network on Disabilities
Self-Help For the Hard of Hearing
Spina Bifida Association
The Association for Persons With Severe Handicaps
United Cerebral Palsy Associations, Inc.
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RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE EDUCATION TAU FORCE OF THE

CONSORTIUM FOR CITIZENS WITH DISABILITIES

ON THE

REAUTHORIZATION OF PART H OF THE

INDIVIDUALS WITH DISABILITIES EDUCATION ACT

The Education Task Force of the Consortium for Citizens Witn
Disabilities (CCD) is pleased to offer the following
recommendatior3 for reauthorization of Part H of the Individuals
With Disabilities Education Act. These recommendations were
developed following extensive discussion and analysis of the
current implementation of Part H. The CC, is a working coalition
which is comprised of more than 65 natiolal consumer, advocacy,
provider and professional vrganizations which advocate on behalf
of more than 43 million Americans with disabilities.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Extension of Timelines for Implementing Part H Requirements

The Education Task Force of the CCD supports the five yuars
provided for planning and implementation of P.L. 99-457 as an
adequate period of time for states to arrange the necessary
financial, administrative and service delivery systems to carry out
the mandates of the law. The full intent of the law must be
achieved without further undue delay. The well-being of thousands
of young children and their families would be damaged by a general
extension of planning timelines. CCD is therefore opposed to any
general extension of timelines for implementation of this important
program.

However, in order to accommodate states that are having significant
hardship, CCD recommends addition Of a provision permitting_tte
Secretary to grant time-limited waivers of eDecific fourth-year
reauirements to states which have certified they have nAll

"significant hardshir"_in _meeting drpilernentation timelines. Any
such waiver program should include the following criteria:

1. Significant hardship should be defined in terms of obstacles
faced by the state in trying to meet the fourth year
requirements, and should include such things as major economic
difficulties (such as above average unemployment, or a
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substantial drop in rate of state revenue increase);
inadequate training programs of sufficient Size and scope for
training professional therapists, case managers, therapeutic
aides, or other personnel needed, thereby resulting in severe
personnel shortages; the inability to obtain meaningful inter-
agency agreements; and the failure of state legislatures to

pass critical enabling laws and appropriate funds.

2. The request tor the waiver should be certified by the governor
as a way of raising the problem to the highest political level
in the state.

3. The waiver request should be part of the state's grant
application thereby requiring public hearings.

4. The waiver would contain a plan for meeting the waived
requirement(s), including specific timelines.

5. The Secretary would have to approve the plan and the

timelines.

6. A state would be granted no more than two one-year waivers.

The state would be expected to demonstrate that it has
significantly met the first year's timelines before the waiver
is renewed for a second year.

7. States granted a waiver would receive funding at their third-
year "planning" (FY 1991) allocation level as long as the
waiver is in effect.

Formula For Funding Btatsa in the Fifth Year and Beyond

CCD recognizes that the way funds are distributed to states will
have a significant impact on the state's incentive to find and
serve children. A census-based allocation formula is appropriate
for the planning period and necessary because no reliable data have

been available on numbers of infants and toddlers with
developmental delays or disabilities. However, a continuation of
the current census approach as the sole funding mechanism would
reward the state serving fewer children, and would penalize the
state that has a strong child find system and thus provides
services to a larger number of children.

After considerable discussion, CCD recommends moving ta_a_formuisi

based on Child Count, which would provide essential incentives for
states to develop an aggressive child find system. As a state
finds morg children, their Part H funding levels would increase.

1
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However, CCD recognizes that since most states lack a track record
for serving Part H children, they will need time to phase-in a
child count system. We also recognize a state's need for flexible
funds for continued planning, administration, personnel training
and/or tracking "at risk" children. Therefore, CCD recommends that
the Committee consider the following two-part funding formula:

1. Phase-in of Child-Count Formula

States that have begun to coordinate the provieion of services
on &comprehensive, state-wide basis would receive significant
additional funds based on the number of children the state
anticipates it will serve each year, with an adjustment in the
subsequent year for over-and under-counting of children
actually served. For purposes of the child count allocation,
the eligibility definition adopted by the state would control
the allocation. The chila count formula wculd_not begin until
the state is in its _second year oi Nraydding services. Funds
during the first year of services (or the fifth year of the
planning period) would be census based. In other words,
states that are "on track" would have the child-count formula
phased-in during year six; states who receive two years of
waivers, as recommended by CCD, wouli have the child-count
formula phased-in during year 7 or 8.

2. funding tgr Administration. Trainine.L. and Planning

States would continue to receive a basic level of funding for
their ongoing development of administrative structure,
personnel training, and planning. States could also use the
funds to identify, screen and track Hat-risk" children
(currently ineligible under the state's definition) to assure
that if these children begin to display delays that would make
them eligible, they could be referred for needed services at
the earliest possible time. CCD suggests a minimum allotment
of $350,000 per state with upward adjustments for size.

Discretionary Incentive Grant

Part H, like Part B, must be available to all low-income minority
and hard-to-reach families with eligible children. However, for
a variety of reasons ranging from physical distance to cultural
factors, low-income, minority and rural families are less likely
to participate fully in the program. While existing law requires
an on-going outreach and child-find effort, CCD recognizes that
attracting traditionally underserved families is a difficult
challenge which is more likely to be met if states have funds
specifically earmarked for that purpose. Therefore, r&asigsaniagnfig
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Amending Section 623 of IDEA. Early Education for Children with
Disabilities, to specify a priority tor states to undertaks
expingsg_outrgacety families and other
generally underserved _Populations under raft H (for example, in
many states, rural families). We further recommend report language
specifying that in implementing such a priority, states be vequired
to apply for grants and specify how they would use the dollars to
reach underserved populations.

Procedural Safeguards

The early intervention service system is an entitlement program.
Infants and toddler who meet the state's eligibility criteria, and
their families, hayi a right, enforceable in law, to receive early
intervention services and family support services in participating
states.

While infants and toddlerr with disabilities and their families are
entitled to early interveLtion services, participation of families
in the Part H system s voluntary and must remain so.
Participating parentt must de provided the information they need
to make informed decision- about how their children (and they
themselves) will receive services and supports, and states must
respect parental wishes in this regard. While Part H regulations
fill in a number of gaps in the procedural safeguards system, CCD
has several recommendations for further fortifying parental
protections, as follows:

1. Confidentiality of records: Public and private agencies
should not be permitted to exchange information freely without
parental consent.

2. Informed consent on IFSP: The IFSP should be fully explained
to and signed by the parents as evidence of their informed
consent to the provision of services in the plan. Parental
consent is "informed" when:

- the parent has had explained to him/her all information
relevant to the activity (ies) for which consent is sought in
the parent's native language or other mode of communication;

- the parent understands and agrees to the carrying out of the
activity (ies);

- the parent understands and tne IFsP specifies which records,
including physical documents and recorded information, that
will be released and to whom; and
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- the parent understands that the granting of consent is
voluntary and may be revoked at any time.

3. parental richt to refusal. of some services: Parents may
refuse a particular service recommended by the
interdisciplinary team without jeopardizing their right to
the remainder of services. The IFSP form should allow the
parents to indicate refusal for some of the proposed services.
The parents' refusal may be overridden only if such refusal
constitutes child abuse or child neglect as determined by
appropriate procedures.

4. Inclusion in Natilul Environments: The nat.:ral environment
for an infant is the family; the natural group environments
for infants and toddlers in today's society are day care
centers, preschools, and other group settings with age-mates.
CCD feels strongly that infants and toddlers with disabilities
should be included in these natural environments consistent
with Title III, Public Accommodations, of P.L. 101-336, The
AmL:icans With Disabilities Act (ADA). We recommend that
language be inserted in Part 11 to recognize the importance of
including infants and toddlers with disabilities in these
natural environments. We will work with the Subcommittee to
identify statutory language that will operationalize these
values.

Recommended Amendment to section on Findings

Section 671(a) of the Act lists four findings which set the tone
for this legislation. CCD strongly supports the values embraced
in these findings, with the exception of Sec. 671(a) (3), which
states "to minimize the likelihood of institutionalization..."
Since we hold fast to the belief that individuals (especially
infants and toddlers) should be in communities, not in
institutions, we strongly urge the Subcommittee to amend this
Linding to read: "to liminate the likelihood of
institutionalimtion..."

Inclusion of Assistive Technology Services and Devious Under the
Definition of Early Intervention Services

CCD recognize ,. the critical importance of assistive technology in
liberating many infants and toddlers with disabilities and their
families from barriers encountered in all aspects of daily livIng,
and in significantly enhancing learning and development. We have
been made aware of many instances in which the provision of
assistive technology has dramatically altered prospects for a
child's future - where access to technology has resulted in labels

1
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being dropped, in the provision of opportunities in integrated
environments, in increased confidence and ability of the child, and
in changed perceptions of the child by the family and others.

Assistive technology is currently included in the regulations to
the Part H prngram. CCD believes that adding it to the statute
will clarify that these important supports are included as part of
early intervention services for those infants and toddlers and
their families who can benefit, and thus ensure their provision
when appropriate. lig therefore recommend that aesistive technology
services_and device be added to the definition of early
intervention services under Section 672(21.

Reoommonded ALI*ndsants to Definition of Qualified Personnel

1. Inclusion otAdAr.7iacie and_Fa_milv Therapists

CCD recommends that marriage and family therapist_s_be added tO the
list of qualified_Personnel under Sec. 672(2)(F). Marriage and
family therapists are uniquely qualified to provide services within
the Part H program. Not only do they provide important family
assessment, councel.ing, and psychological services (all of which
are already enumerated in the statute), but they do so from a
family systems perspective. Marriage and family therapists utilize
family systems theories and intervention techniques in providing
effective service. As a matter of course, they recognize the
family as central to the development of its own therapy plan. They
therefore, like the Part H program, support rather than supplant
the family through therapy.

2. Inclusion of Pediatricians and Other Physicians

Pediatricians, as the providers of primary health care services for
infants and toddlers, often assume the responsibility to perform
medical services for diagnostic or evaluation of developmental
delays and related conditions. Pediatricians also provide early
identification, screening and assessment services, and health
services necessary to enable the infant or toddler to benefit from
other early intervention services. Pediatricians are an integral
part of the early intervention team, along with other physicians
who might be involved in the screening, diagnosis and assessment
of developmental delays and disabilities. CCD therefore recommends
that "Pediatricians and other physicians" be added to the
definition of qualified personnel under Sec. 672(2) (Fl.
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Consideration of Vision and Nearing Need.

In several places throughout the Act, by omission of references to
hearing and vision services, infants and toddlers with vision and
hearing disabilities could be in jeopardy of inadequate
identification and service delivery. CCD recommends clarifying
amendments be added throughout the Act to ensure that this_dneD not
occur. We will provide a list of specific references to address
this issue.

Issues Relating to case Managesent

CCD recommends that the term "case management" be replaced by
"service coordination", and that family members be able to act in
this capacity when they so choose.

1. Change in Terminology from Case Manaaement to Service
Coordination

Families consistently tell us that they do not want to be referred
to as "cases" nor do they want their lives "managed." CcD
recommends that the term 'case management'. at the point of its
initial insertion in the Act read "case management (hereafter
referred to as 'service coordination')". and that succeeding
references utilize the terminology "service coordination" in lieu
of "case manaaement." in order to clarify the oriainal intent of
the law -- that the family is the locus of cOntrol ot services,
The term service coordination is compatible with the current Part
H regulatory definition of "case management." Because of concern
over potential jeopardy to Medicaid financing for "integrated case
management", we further suggest inclusion of report language to
clarify that the Committee intends for the Secretary of HH$ to
continue to _fund _Service coordination activities for_Part_R_under
Medicaid's state plan option for targeted case management.

2. Emily Members as Service Coordinators

CCD recognizes that a second issue with respect to services to the
family is the current regulation which precludes family members
from serving as the case manager (service coordinator) for their
child. Some families may wish to share the service coordination
responsibility with a professional. Statutory chanm_Ara
rs-C-cumenclad--t-g--italgY--aaili-eaWhQ--W1211-12--Ler-V-0-48 serv og
coordinators to demonstrate _necessary competencies in order to
assume that responsibility for their family member. apidLto be paid
csunmenurate with other qualified personnel. This can be
accomplished by expanding the definition of the term "qualified
personnel" to include "family members trained in the delivery of
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service coordination" (case management). The IFSP section should
also be amended to include the possibility for a family member
serving as service coordinator, with accompal.ying report languaae
addressing the need for tamily training as a prerequisite for this
role. Each state must indicate in their state plan how training
will be accomplished, such as through use of "ie Parent Training
and Information Center.

Minority and Cultural Issues

CCD believes that the statutory language in Part H should emphasize
that early intervention professionals be sensitive and responsive
to the needs of children and families from diverse cultural and
larguage backgrounds. Families will have different cultural
histories, values, and beliefs that must be recognized and
acklowleeged. Families may differ in their views of medical care,
the meaning of a disability, and in childrearing practices. They
may also differ in their willingness to seek help, in their
communication style, in the amount and type of their participation,
in their goals and in the involvement of family members.
Professionals need to be sensitive to such cultural differences,
and demonstrate a willingness to adapt to and respect the diverse
needs of families and children from different racial and cultural
groups. CCD recommends that langalace be addedto the Act to
reflect such sensitivitv, including_ use of evaluations OAt are
culturally unbiaseh and addressina training _needs _in the service
of a multicultural poDulation in the comprehensive system _of
personnel development.

clarification of the Family as Locu of Control of Service.

Current "best practice" in family support suggests that family
support is much more than a "program" -- it is an attitude. The
legislative history and intent of the Part H program oupports this
approach by recrgnizing that primary care giving for infants and
toddlers belo_gs to families -- not to systems, agencies and
professionals. The legislation builds on the presumption that
families have strengths, are competent, and know a lot about what
they need. Unfortunately, language in the statute has been
interpreted by some professionals in such a way as to allow them
to approach families from a deficit/dysfunctional perspective,
rather than a competency perspective, and does not clearly indicate
that the family is responsible for directing the services and
supports which they feel would be of greatest benefit.

Accordingly. CCD belitygg that the role of the family in this
IAJLLLItc,entJered legislation should be more accurately reflect%1 in

'1A.. t
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statutory language. We will provide a list of specific references
for inclusion as "clarifying" amendrents to accomplish this goal.

Training

1. parent Trainina and Support

CCD has identifled a clear need to increase parental ability to
participate knowledgeably in the determination of scope and
intensity of service needed by their infants and toddlers. Under
Part D of the IDEA, parent information and training activities are
carried out through federally funded Parent Training and
Information Centers (PTI) and the national Technical Assistance
for Parent Programs (TAPP). Currently, each of the fifty states
has a Parent Training Center. Although the language of the statute
does not differentiate between the needs of parents of infants and
toddlers and parents of older children, in practice the Centers
emphasize training and information for Part B parents.

Cra_tarammenslai_Ahat_SanarelL_maglifythesaarrAnt_saajahazia_And
increase fundina for the Parent Training and Information Centers
LFTI) under Part_D Fel_that parents of children of all ages can
eauallv benefit from the information and training sucoort they
provide. Further, we recommend that each funded Parent Training
and /nformation Center receive an additional $50,000 per year to
serve parents of infants and toddlers, thus increasing the
authorization levels for the PTI to $3 million.

2. infignicl_Tiganing
CCD recognizes that severe shortages of trained personnel are a
significant barrier to implementation of the Part H program. CCD
is currently working on recommended provisions for inservice
training to be included in the reauthorization legislation. We
anticipate that this will entail amendments to Part D, Section 632
of IDEA, with the addition of a separate authority for Part H
inservics training.

I.C.C. Composition

CCD recognizes that one of the underlying principles in Part H is
the inclusion of infants and toddlers with disabilities and their
families in the mainstream of community 'ife. Neverthelesr, the
usual practice in most communities and states is to e.clude
representatives of generic community resources from policy and
program planning. This traditional pract.ce often results in these
generic resources being perceived as a part of the problem. By
including individuals representing these resources in the planning

_1 )
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process, we have the opportunity to let them become part of the
solution. This value-based policy takes on further statutory
importance as a result of the specific listing of day care centers
and private preschools as entities required to be in compliance
with the public accommodation mandate of Title III of the Americans
With Disabilities Act.

Therefore, CCD recommends_that statutory language regarding the
2.C.C. specify that it's composition include at least one Provider
of generic dav care or pre-school Services. _and that at least two
of the other members_be from "outside" the disabilitv community.
In addition, in view of th., in:reasing role that third party
private insurance is expected to play in the financing of Part H
services, we recommend that the statute be epended t9 mandate_that
cne of the Governcr.LI.AUDD'ntments to the I C.C. must be the state
insurance commiss--oner. This person's presence on the I.0 C. will
greatly enhance their underutanding of the progrom and facilitate
improved communication for familios, providers and policy makers
with insurance companiee.

CCD further recommends that the Directorsaf the Parent Traininc_AM51
Information Center in each state be included on the I.C.C. In
addition, because of the importance of parental participaticn on
this Committee, CCD recommends that a: a state expands the I.C.C.
composition to !- rporate these recommendati ms, the lverall
percertage ,Jf pare s be maintained.

F.I.C.C. Authorization

The Pa..t H reauthorization legislation should provide a formal
authorization for the Federal Interagency Coordinating Council
(FICC) along with language focusing it's operations. CCD will
provide additional recommendations on the composition of the FICC,
and its recommended responsibilities for developing a formal plan
outlining the specific role of each agency in facilitating
implementation of Part H and intpragency activities. CCD further
recommends that the Secretary of Education be given the
responsibility to ensure there the FICC is fully staffed and
operational.

Schedule of Sliding Fees

The Findings in P.L.99-457 relatil.e to the establishment of the
Part H program strongly state the benefits to society, to
taxpayers, and to state and federal go.urnment, as well as to the
child and family, of the provision of family-centered early
intervention and family support services in order to reduce
educational costs to s.lciety, to minimize the likelihood of
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institutionalization, to maximize potential for independent
living, and to enhance the capacity of families so that they will
not seek out of home placement.

Current law allows the use of a sliding fs!c schedule in the
implementation of the Part H program. CCD is concerned that a such
a fee schedule becomes a _rianificant barrier fr_r_some families.
particulariv_low-Income and minoritv families- to access the
supports and services necessary to achieve the intended benefitfi
of the prograM. We realize the critical importance of accessing
Medicaid to fund some of the early intervention servizes authorized
under Part H. We further recognize that ability to 9ay technically
cannot be a reason to deny servi'.es. However, gs_guestion whether
the reality of implementaticaj, a schedule of slAding fees is in
fact one of servipes delayeii__AL denied. In addition, we are
particularly concerned about the sliding fee schedule in light of
the :'resident's budget request, which emphasizes that the
Department of Education intends to actively promote such a system.
For many non-Medicaid services, the costs of administering a
program of sliding fees essentially "washes out" any financial
benefits gained from such a program.

M strongly recommendp that the Subcommittee carefullv_examine
this_slidinae_svites_i_t relates to the_Pert_H program in
order to better, understand it's practical effect on infants anA
toddlers with disabilities and their families. CCD is tronalv
onvosed to the addition of &AY VrovisionS_Whivh would mandate, or
in any way penalise vr otherwise bias tate's decision reaardina
whether to implement a schedule of sliding fees.

Authorisation Level

The Part H progrard is responsible for assuring that the eligible
child and family obtains the services they need. It is not
expected, however, to be the sole source for financing services.
Other programs and resources, such as Medicaii, Maternal and Child
Health, private insurance, and designated state funds, are expected
to finance services for which they are responsible. As the law is
structured, the Federal authorization level for Part if lo the
remainder required aft r all other sources of financ4ng are
subtracted and a state share factored-in.

Very preliminary indications are that states h.:ve identified
200,000 children as eligible for Part H services. ".1.e average cost
of service is Lnknowl. The actual cost of implemnntation will vary
from state to suAte. due to factors such as state eligibility
criteria, method used for determining costs, prevalence and
utilization rates, average length of time served, and scope and
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frequency of services provided. Preliminary cost-estimate surveys
indicate that average per-child costs are substantially higher than
the $1,000 per child formula CCD is recommending for consideration.

Therefore, given the case load and the provision that Part H is the
payor of last resort, we believe that authorization for_flAcel_vear
1992 should be a minimum of S250 million. That level would provide
an average of $1,000 as the "residual" cost of per-child service,
and a reasonable level of census-based funding for continued state
planning and administration. Higher authorizations would be needed
for each subsequent year as the number of eligible children
increases.

1
()
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Senator FARKIN. Now, I am going to turn to Ann Taylor, of
Nichols Hil1, OK, on behalf of the Council of Interagency Coordi-
nating CounCl Chairs.

I am going ,o have to excuse myself'. I have already read your
testimony and T wanted to discuss with you some other things, but
I have a plane to catch at 1:00, and I am really going to have to
move fast to make it right now. So I am sorry, and I really apolo-
gize for having to leave.

Senator Durenberger will continue to chair the hearing and take
testimony and has some questions to ask of all of you.

Thank you all for being here, and all of you in the audience who
have been here today. I can just say that Senator Durenberger and
I will work very closely together and get the reauthorization done,
but we will be working with all the different groups to make sure
we are all together on this one just as we were on ADA.

So again, thank you very much, and I'll turn over the chair to
Senator Durenberger.

Senator DURENBERGER. [Presiding.] Please proceed, Ann.
Ms. TAYLOR. Thank you. I want to thank Senator Harkin person-

ally for all he does.
I am here representing the ICC's, not only the State ICC's, but

the Council of the State ICC Chairs. Several of them have written a
statement, and it is in with the testimony we have submitted.

I want to say that the reason I am on the Oklahoma ICC is be-
cause I am the parent of a child with handicaps. As you might
guess, she is quite a bit older thr.n birth to 3; she is 29 years old.
She was born without any arms and with only two leg stumps.
Right now, she is a graduate of law school, graduated college Phi
Beta Kappa, and is the clerk to a Federal judge in downtown Okla-
homa City.

Although there were none of these wonderful things that Part H
has available to her at that time or to the family, we find in look-
ing back at them that they were the very components that made
her life go forward in this way.

So because when I was trying to let her do all of the things that I
wanted her to do, I didn't try to help anyone else alongnow
have the time that I can come back and help the parents and the
children who ar.: younger and need those things for themselves. So
I am happy to dedicate a great part of my life to doing this.

I think Public Law 99-457 is great. It provides for parents and
children with disabilities do go through one door to receive early
intervention services. It means that these services are coordinated
in a way that crosses the lines of disciplines and agencies and in-
corporates the best practices of services to families who are full
partners in choosing goals for their child.

In my opinion, the States who have progressed the most with the
planning and service delivery are those whose lead agency accepts
the advice and assistance of the ICC and its coordinated compre-
hensive planning when it occurs.

Following the law, these ICC's have worked through the agency
turf issues, investigated and studied where services are needed,
planned for the education of therapists with EI components,
trained parents and coordinators to properly write IFSP's, figured
out where the moneys can come from for all of these services,
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where it should be delivered, whether it should be at home or in a
daycare setting, and planned an active child-find and awareness
plan.

ICCs have been the catalyst, the spirit, the conscience to cause
agency cooperation where none existed before.

In Oklahoma there is now a new bill to study implementing all
the best features of early intervention into a program for children
3 to 21. Hopefully, multidisciplinary and interagency will permeate
other programs.

Reauthorization offers an opportunity for these ICC roles to be
strengthened as the individual States require. Let States decide the
maximum number of ICC members. Require them to have a 20-25
percent membership be parents. Let States decide if their current
service delivery works better for them to expand these services
birth to 6. Let States elect their own chair. Putting the FICC into
statute so it can serve as a model for these States would be wonder-
ful.

In most States like mine, the process is new. It is almost contro-
versial, so it will take time to work efficiently. But it is working. It
will happen.

Services cost more right now. I believe the cost will come down
when everything is properly in place. And we have given children
with disabilities a big boost. We are holding the door open longer
for them to get through.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Taylor follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MS. TAYLOR

This testimony represents that portion of P.L. 99-457 delegated to the particular
role of the Interagency Coordinating Council. The views expressed here are officially
a recommendation of the Steering Committee of the Council of Interagency Coordi-
nating Council Chairs iCICCC) and certain other State Interagency Coordinating
Councils fICC's).

We mean it to be a plain statement concerning this role and so it will be as brief
as possible.

P.L. 99-457 is a wonderful piece of legislation aimed at delivering comprehensive,
quality services to infants and toddlers and their parents. This to replace a system
in most States that is fragmented, duplicated and referral-burdened. Parent.; have
long wished for one door to enter for all services, their pleas have bet n answered.

The ICC role is a primary component. We are to "advise and assist'', tLe Lead
Agency in the development of this plan. We are an independent group. representing
all agencies that deliver services to this population, but art not the property of any
one agency.

Legislators wisely chose the ICC to be multi-disciplinary and multi-constitutional
so we represent consumers, political, clinical and administrative communities. We
have the authority to advise and assist the Lead Agency in certain areas such as:
identification of the sources of fiscal support; assignment of financial responsibility
to the appropriate agency; monitoring interagency agreements and preparing perti-
nent applications and amendments.

Also, the ICC is to prepare an annual report to the Governor and Secrelary of
Education on current status. Further, the ICC is to assist in policy development:
help achieve full coordination, cooperation and participation of all public and pri-
vate agencies; assist in the statewide implementation by establishing a process that
includes timely service delivery, resolution of policy problems, and, assist the Lead
Agency in dispute resolution, where appropriate.

There are gray areas in the proper roles and functions of most governmental advi-
sory groups that could be better delineated including the ICC role When the service
planning is completed, ICC's can help to study their own roles so they may function
in a production and coordinated manner for Early Intervention Service Delivery
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Obviously, the role of the ICC plays different roles of authority from State to
State. If the legislators want this to oe more clearly define, --and strengthened
new authorization would be a good place for resolution of this important part of P.L.
99-457.

COUNCIL OF INTERAGENCY COORDINATING COUNCIL CHAIRS

Statement of Sort for the Reauthorization of Public Law 99-457. Part I;
We, the Interagency Coordinating Council for Early Childhood Intervtation, be-

lieve that the Reauthorization of Part H and amendments to Part 8 (Pl. 99-457)
regarding early intervention and other services to children from birth to 6 years is
mandatory.

We thank Congress for th c.. family-oriented perspective that drives Public Law 99-
457. The emphasis on interagency cooperation is appreciated and must be main-
tained and strengthened in the reauthorization.

The importance of the role of the ICC to advise and assist the lead Agency can be
strengthened in several ways. First, we support the selection of the ICC chair by the
ICC membership. Further, at least one parent of a child with disabilities, age 13irth
to 6, should serve as well as other parents of children with disabilities who have
knowledge and experience of these programs for their children.

We support the followhig Statereonts:
1. The ICC membership cap should be lifted from a minimum, of 15 members and

each State should be allowed to decide the maximum number of merdoers.
2.20 to 25 percent of the ICC membership should be parents.
3. We agree with the current statute regarding the composition of ICC member-

ship.
4. Expanding the focus of the ICC to include 0-6 should be a decision of the indi-

vidual State.
5. The FICC should be stipulated in statute as a model for the State ICC's.
6. The FICC should have specific responsibilities as outlined in Part H which in-

clude: coordination of early intervention policies and activities including interagen-
cy agreements across Federal programs; coordination of all Federal technical assist-
ance activities across all participating agencies and programs; advisement of the
lead agency (Department of Education); dissemination of information; facilitation
and support of States' efforts; ree,-'nt of all State ICC annual reports and the re-
quirement to address any concert.$ and issues raised in those reports that specifical-
ly relate to developing collaborative and effective systems across Federal programs
and the elimination of Federal interagency barriers.

7. The F1CC meetings should be publicly announced and when appropriate, open
and accessible to the general public.

8. The law should stipulate a budget be provided to the ICC for such activities as
parent reimbursement, staff, office expenses, training, and special projects.

9. We applaud the 47-percent increase in funding for service provisions and be-
lieve it should be further increased appropriately over the next several years. Fund-
ing a basic amount for each State plus a figure based on the cent% count seems a
fair distribution of monies.

Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you all, and thanks for expressing
as he left what I think everybody here feels about the Chairman of
this Subcommittee and expressing gratitude for all he has done
and the staff, too, who make all of this possible.

The first question deals with the sliding fee scaleI think ycu
have heard it asked of previous witnesses. The recommendation
from the administration was to move in the direction of mandating
a sliding fee scale according to the family income or parent income.
The response of the previous panel as I recall, the professional
panel, was at best to keep it optional, State by State.

I wonder if each of you who is here in a representative capacity
would indicate how you feel about imposing sliding fee scales
either at the Federal level or at the State level.

George?
Mr. JESIEN. DEC, and CEC I believe, would concur with the pre-

vious recommendation that it is already in statutes; those States
that are interested in doing so may do so right now.

4
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It would be particularly troublesome for the seven birth-mandate
States who by law need to provide services that are free and would
therefore create difficulty for them.

Another concern would be that the system that we would have to
develop in order to monitor and collect those dollars may in fact
cost considerably more than the actual dollars that may be collect-
ed based on a sliding fee schedule.

Then I think last, parents are in a State of dealing with such an
array of concerns that for us to move in and start discussing how
much of this they are going to pay and getting income Statements
from them at that particular moment in time, I think, would be
quite counterproductive.

Ms. TAYLOR. I would agree.
Senator DURENBERGER. The second question, the previous profes-

sional panel was asked to sit down with the organizations on this
panel and talk about your recommendadons regarding the pre-
school program. The Chairman indicated that he thought the posi-
tions were fairly compatible and wanted me to ask you the ques-
tion would you be willing to sit down and meet with these people
sponsored by the staff of this subcommittee. Are you willing to sit
down and meet with these folks?

MS. TAYLOR. Absolutely.
Mr. JESIEN. We feel we have been communicating and would cer-

tainly continue as long as we had to to iron out the details.
Senat Or DURENBERGER. The third question relates to the profes-

sional skills and professional personnel that are available in Amer-
ica with proper training to make Part H a reality. I asked part of
this question previously, and I think one of the responses I heard
was that there are a lot of professionals available but they are not
necessarily available in the right places or in certain professions.
Do you have observations as you view it either from your commu-
nities or your representative capacity about whether or not we
need to provide additional incentives for additional professional
training :n order to have available the professional skills that we
need to make Part H a reality, and if so which are the skills that
are currently deficient?

Mr. JESIEN. Looking at the whole question of personnel, I think
we have a three-pronged problem. One is a real shortage and grow-
ing shortage of the necessary personnel. Unfortunately, I think the
Statement that the services a family receives in this country may
be much more dependent on where they live rather than the needs
that they may have for their child, is certainly very true in my
State of Wisconsin and I know true across the country. So we do
have a real need for additional personnel, especially additional stu-
dents going into the various disciplines.

The second conceal or challenge is that of retraining the profes-
sionals that are alrehdy in the field providing services so that those
services are family-focused rather than program or system focused;
in other words, a reorientation of professionals to looking at fami-
lies as true partners, collaborators, and those who have the exper-
tise in their own right to be worked with on a partnership basis.

Additional retraining, as we all know, the field of early interven-
tion is moving very, very quickly based on research, best practice,

'?
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and the need for personnel in the field to have access to that infOr-
mation.

Third, we are almost going in opposite ways right now in this
country. The clients that we are working with are increasingly
coming from culturally diverse backgrounds. If you look at our uni-
versities and graduate schools, we are seeing fewer and fewer stu-
dents and professionals from those various backgrounds coming
into the system. I think we are going to have to provide incentives,
encouragement, and really look for innovative and creative ways to
bring in people from culturally diverse backgrounds into the pro-
fessional system.

Then just a last point that I would make on personal prepara-
tion. If there is one place where interdisciplinary orientations
make sense, it is when wcricing with that very young infant, tod-
dler, and the family. I would encourage us to look at ways of foster-
ing and expanding the opportunities for people from different disci-
plines to work together on a team basis.

Senator DURENBERGER. Thanks. Does anyone else have an obser-
vation?

MS. CAMPBELL. I would basically concur that there are definitive
shortages in certain areas of the country, but potentially more im-
portant is the fact that we need to focus on training personnel to
work with families and not just to work in a deficit model with in-
fants and toddlers.

MS. TAYLOR. I agree as well. I also think if parents and teachers
can learn to be transdisciplinary, then I think professionals ought
to be able to do that as well.

Senator DURENBERGER. On behalf of the members and the staff
of the subcommittee, I want to express my appreciation to all of
you first for what you do and for your own life commitments;
second, for coming to Washington, DC, taking the time to share
your experiences and your expertise with us and for your patience,
this panel particularly, with us in getting to you in the last couple
of hours. We certainly appreciate that more than we can express it
to each of you and to those that you represent across this country.

And to Aric, thank you for bringing your personal photographer,
Rachel, with you and your mom and your very special friend, Ms.
Campbell.

Mr. MURRAY. You're welcome.
Senator DURENBERGER. I am reminded that either the Chairman

or the Ranking Republican on this committee, that by the time we
get to markup, will have figured out this puzzle. [Laughter.] And I
don't want to delay the markup an: longer than I have to. So I
have a little secret here that I haven't shared yet with the Chair-
man, that these colors reflect a differing degree of difficulty in solv-
ing it. So I'm going to make sure he gets the easy one so we can get
to markup quickly.

Thank you very much. The hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:22 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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